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O!'PAF.lTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 13
IDa<:ket No. 2569D; Amdt No. 13-21]

Rules of Practice for FAA Civil Penally
Actions
AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: In accordance with a decision
of the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia, issued on
April 13, 1990, the FAA published the
rules of practice for civil penalty actions
for comment by interested persons. This
final rule adopts and republishes, with
certain changes discussed herein, the
initiation procedures and the rules of
practice for FAA civil penalty actions
(1) not exceeding $50,000 for a violation
of the Federal Aviation Act 0119513, or 01
any rule. regulation, or order issued
thereunder, and, (2) regardless of .
amount. for a violation of the Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act, or any
rule. regulation. or order issued
(hereunder. Adoption 01 the final rule is
necessary so that the FAA may resume
initiation. prosecution. and adjudica tion
of civil penalty actions under its
stalutory authority. The final rule is
intended to complete the rulemaking
action issued after the court's decision.
DATES: Elfective date: August 2, 1990.
Effective date of the final rule issued on
April 17, 1990 (55 FR 15110; April 20.
1990]: August 2, 1990.
FOR FURTHEA INFORMATION CONTACT:
Denise Daniels Ross, Special Counsel to
the Chiel Counsel (AGC-3), Federal
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue SW. t

Washington, DC 20591; telephone (202)
267-3773.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Availability of tha Final Rule

Any person may obtain a copy of this
final rule by aubmitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Public Affairs, Attention: Public
Information Center (APA-430J, 800
Independence Avenue SW.,
Washington, DC 20591; or by calling
(202) 267-3484. Communications must
identify the amendment number of this
final rule. Persons interested in being
placed on the mailing list for future
notices of proposed rulemaking also
should request a copy of Advisory
Circular No. 11-2A, Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking Distribution System, which
describes the application procedures.
Background

On August 31, 1988, by final rule, the

FAA promulgated rules of practice (53
FR 34648; September 7, 1988) for civil
penalty actions conducted under a
statutory emendment (Pub. L. 10(}-223;
December 30, 1987) to the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, as emended. That
amendment empowers the
Administrator to assess civil penalties,
not to exceed $50,000, for a violation of
the Federal Aviation Act or the FAA's
safety regulations promulgated
thereunder. Under this statutory
authority, a civil penalty may be
assessed only after notice and an
opportunity for a hearing on the record.
The legislation enacted in 1987,
authorizing the FAA generally to assess
civil penalties administratively, was
limited by its terms to a 2·year period.
effective through December 30, 1989. On
December 15, 1989, a 4-month extension
of the FAA's authority was enacted,
effective through April 30, 1990. On May
4, 1990, an additional 3-month extension
of the FAA's authority was enacted; the
legislation st~tes that the extension is
elfective as of April 30, 1990. The
authority now will expire on )u1y 31,
1990. unless Congress again acts to
extend it or make it permanent.

In the final rule issued in August 1988,
the FAA made the rules of practice
applicable to civil penalty actions,
regardless of amount, for a violation of
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act, or any rule, regulation. or order
issued thereunder. In the August 1988
final rule, the FAA invited interesled
persons to comment on the rules of
practice. On March 17, 1989, the FAA
issued a detailed disposition of the 20
comments submitted on the rules of
practice. responding to the commenters'
objections to specific provisions of the
rules of practice. 54 FR 11914; March 22,
1989.

The Air Transport Association of
America filed a petition for review in
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia (No. 89-1195), challenging
the agency'a promulgation o( the final
rule and the rules of practice for civil
penalty actions. Several persons in their
indi\o-;dual capacity, the Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association, the National Air
Carrier Association, the Air Line Pilots
Association, and America West
intervened in support of the petition for
review filed hy the Air Transport
Association.

On April 13, 1990, the court of appeals
issued its decision in Air Transport
Association v. Department of
Transportation (D.C. Cir., No. 89-1195).
In a 2-1 decision, the court agreed with
the petitioner and intervenors that the
FAA was obliged by section 553 of the
Administrative Procedure Act to provide
notice and comment before the rules of

practice in civil penalty actions were
promulgated. The court held that the
procedural challenge to promulgation of
the rules of practice in August 1988 was
ripe for review and granted the petition
for review on that ground. The court
expressed no opinion on the ripeness or
the merits of the Air Transport
Association's several substantive
challenges to the rules of practice. On
May 29, 1990, the Department of Justice
filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals a
petition for rehearing and a suggestion
for rehearing en bone of the panel's
decision issued on April 13, 1990. On
June 20, 1990, by a vote 01 &-5, the U.S.
Court 01 Appeals denied the suggestion
for rehearing en bane. The Department
of Justice is currently considering
whether to seek further review of the
April 13 panel decision in the United
States Supreme Court.

In its April 3 decision. the court
ordered the FAA "not to initiate further
prosecutions· •• until the agency has
engaged in further rolemaking in accord
with section 553." Slip op. at21. In the
exercise of its "equitable remedial
powers." the court stated, "(Tlhe FAA is
free to hold pending cases in abeyance
while it engages in further rulemaking. If
and when the FAA promulgates a final
rule for adjudication of administrative
penalty actions. it may then resume
prosecution of these cases." Id. at 20-21.

In accordance with the court's
decision, all civil penalty cases initiated
under the rules of practice have been
held in abeyance and no notices of
proposed civil penalty have been issued
since the court's decision. Even informal
procedures, such as informal
conferences, have been held in
abeyance. The administrative law
judges in the Office of Hearings of the
Department of Transportation have
notified the parties in docketed cases
that all proceedings are being held in
abeyance pending adoption of
procedural roles in accordance with the
court's decision. No new hearings have
been scheduled since April 13, 1990. The
FAA and the Office of Hearings made
every effort to notify in writing all
persons whose cases were pending at
the time of the court's decision, whether
or not a hearing had been held,
scheduled, or not yet scheduled.

In its opinion, the court stated that
"lnsolar as the FAA'. pending notice 01
proposed rulemaking (issued on
February 28,1990 (55 FR 7980; March 6.
1990]) seeks public comment on the
individual rules that the agency intends
to amend, the agency may rely on the
outcome of that rulemaking as a partial
fulfillment of this mandate." Slip op. at
20. Nevertheless, in light 01 the court's
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decision. the FAA suspended the
effective date of the changes contained
in a final rule issued on April 17, 1990
(55 FR 15110; April ZO, 1990), pending
further notification in the Federal
Register. By this document the FAA
gives notice that the changes puhlished
in the April 1990 final rule, to the extent
they have not been revised herein, will
become effective 30 days after
publication of this final rule.

Concurrently with the issuance of the
April 1990 final rule, the FAA issued
enother NPRM, published in a separate
part of the same Federal Register. in
response to the court's ruling. 55 FR
15134; AprilZO, 1990. The rules of
practice. published in their entirety for
comment included the changes adopted
pursuant to the April 1990 final rule.
Because all proceedings under the rules
of practice were suspended as a result
of the court's decision, the agency
moved expeditiously to issue the NPRM
following the court's decision. Given the
familiarity of Ule aviation community
with the rules of practice, and the
several previous opportunities the public
has had to comment on these rules, the
FAA provided a 3o-day comment period
on the April 1990 NPRM.

On June 7, 1990, the Administrative
Conference of the Urdted States
(hereinafter "I\dministrative
Conference") met in its forty-first
plenary session to consider the
proposed recommendations of the
Committee on Adjudication, and the
report on civil money penalties for
Federal aviation violations prepared by
Professor Ricbard Fallon of Harvard
Law School, a consultant to the
Administrative Conference. On June 20.
1990. the Admiriistrative Conference
transmitted Recommendation 90-1 to
Congress. Recommendation 90-1, which
will be publish.,d in the Federal
Register, recounts the history of the
agency's civil penalty assessment
authority and the Administrative
Conference's participation in reviewing
implementation of the authority and the
rules of practice. The Administrative
Conference adopts the Adjudication
Committee's recommendation that the
authority for administrative assessment.
of civil penalties"· • • be made a
permanent feature of Federal regulation
of aviation safety." The Administrative
Conference also recommends that
Congress remove the $50,000 statutory
ceiling for civil penalty actions initiated
pursuant to the assessment authority.

While continuing to recommend
changes to the rules of practice to
eliminate ambiguities and address
misunderstandings and perceptions of
unfairness in the rules. the

Administrative Conference notes that
the April 1990 NPRM "substantially
incorporates the provisions" of the
Conference's recommendations. In
Recommendation 90-1, the
Administrative Conference notes its
"intention to study the issue of the more
appropriate location for adjudicatory
authority[,J" if Congress extends the
assessment authority either permanently
or for a substantial period. According to
the Administrative Conference, tbere
are arguments on both sides of the issue
of whether the assessment authority
should be retained by the agency or
transferred to the National
Transportation Safety Board. In the
Conference'8 words, uThe better choice
between the two is not self-evident."

Effectiveness of the Final Rule
The court's decision permits the FAA

to "resume prosecution of [pending]
cases" upon promulgation of a final mIe.
Slip op. at 21. In the April 1990 NPRM,
the FAA stated iIB intent to make the
rules and any revisions immediately
effective upon publication of a final rule
in the Federal Register as permitted
under the Administrative Procedure Act.
The FAA stated that good cause would
exist for immediate effectiveness of the
final rule to address the interests that all
parties share in fair and expeditious
adjudication of civil penalty actions,
considering the time that civil penalty
actions would have been suspended
under the court's decision. The

. commenters neither addressed nor
objected to the agency's expressed
intent.

The agency continues to believe that
immediate implementation of the
amended rules, thus serving the
interests of respondents and the public
in swift prosecution and adjudication,
would constitute good cause for
immediate effectiveness. However, there
are other interests to-consider in light of
the number of issues raised by the
commimters in response to the April
1990 NPRM Thi. final rule adopts many
changes to the prehearing procedures
and the rules of practice that govern
civil penalty hearings. Despite the
interests that may be served by
immediate effectiveness of the amended
rules, the agency believes that both
public and private interests will be
better served by allowing interested
persons, particularly respondents in
these actions, sufficient time to review
the amended rules of practice.

Therefore, the amended rules will not
become effective immediately. Instead,
changes to the rules of practice
contained in the April 1990 final rule,
changes adopted herein, and provisions
adopted without change will become

effective 30 days after publication of this
final rule. in accordance with section
553 of the Administrative Procedure Act.
The agency believes that the 3O-day
period will ensure that interested
persons have a sufficient opportunity to
review and become familiar with the
revised rules of practice.

The revised initiation procedures and
amended rules of practice, of course,
will apply prospectively to any case
initiated after the effective date of this
final rule. The revised procedures and
amended rules also will apply to
pending cases, no matter where in the
process. as described in the April 1990
final rule. 55 FR at 15125-15126; April 20.
1990. In addition to that discussion, the
following guidance is offered to ensure
smooth and efficient implementation of
the revised preheating procedures and
amended rules of practice to pending
cases held in abeyance after the court's
decision.

Under § 13.221[a], an administrative
law judge must give the parties at least
60 days notice of the date, time, and
location of a hearing. Thus, while the
required notice of the time, place, and
location of a hearing could be issued as
soon as the rules become effective, the
agency anticipates that hearings would
not be held earlier than 60 days after the
effective date (in essence, 90 days after
publication of this final rule]. Under
§ 13.221(c] as revised the parties may
agree, with the consent of the
admirdstrative law judge, to bold the
hearing earlier than scbeduled but
sometime after the effective date of the
final rule.

Also, to avoid unnecessary disputes
about calculation of time and the
amount of time remaining to file
documents or responses. the agency
believes that any time period in the
rules of practice that permits or requires
action by a party should begin anew as
of the effective date. For example, if a
party had 20 days remaining (of the SO·
day period) to perfect an appeal by filing
an appeal brief on the date of the court's
decision [April 13, 1990), the party now
will have the full 50·day period to file
the appeal brief, calculated from the
effective date of this final rule. The FAA
will construe time periods in the rules in
this manner and is confident that the
administrative law judges will f!xercise
their discretion appropriately and
judiciously to ensure fairness to the
parties in these proceedings. If the
partie. find that they would be
adversely affected by unanticipated
time constraints. either party may
request an extension of time to file
documents, either orally or in writing.
under § 13.213 of the rules.
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Admittedly, this somewhat unusual
construction of the effectiveness of the
final rule will delay prosecution and
adjudication of civil penalty actions
brougntto address violations of safety
and security regulations. Nevertheless, it
is equally important to ensure that civil
penalty respondents are not
disadvantaged by the complex posture
of this rulemaking, a possibility if the
revised procedures and rules were made
immediately effective. During the 3D-day
period before the final rule is effective,
the FAA will make every effort to notify
civil penalty respondents, whose cases
have been held in abeyance. in writing
of promulgation of the final rule and
adoption of the changes to the initiation
procedures and the rules of practice. As
occurred when the court issued its
decision on April 13, 1990. the FAA
anticipates that the administrative law
judges also will make every effort to
notify civil penalty respondents of the
status of their cases. This 30-day period
also will enable other interested.persons
to become aware of the many changes
to the initiation procedures and rules of
practice adopted In this final rule. Thus,
on balance, the agency believes that the
public interest, and the private interests
of the parties, Bre better served by
providing this 30-day period for notice
and implementation of the revised
procedures and rules of practice.

To the extent that this final rule again
revises sections of the rules amended in
the April 1990 final rule. the initiation
procedures and rules of practice in this
document will govern initiation and
prosecution of civil penalty cases under
the general assessment authority. The
revisions in the April 1990 fInal rule
either have been incorporated in this
final rule unchanged or revised again.
Those sections that were revised
pursuant to the February 1990 NPRM
(and with which the commenters agreed,
continue to agree, or make no further
comment) generally have been included
unchanged from the April 1990 final rule.
Other sections, such as § 13.16 dealing
with prehearing procedures. are
significantiy different from the April
1990 final rule as a result of the
comments to the April 1990 NPRM. The
amendments to the rules of practice
adopted in the April 1990 final rule. to
the extent that they are not either
incorporated or adopted in this final
rule. will not appear in any publication
other than the Federal Register of April
20,1990 (55 FR 15110-15131).

The initiation procedures and the
rules of practice, as they appear in .this
document. ultimately will be published
In the Code of Federal Regulations. This
final rule will be published in the

Federal Register and may be used by the
parties in civil penalty proceedings
under the general assessment authority.
The FAA is republishing the revised
initiation procedures of § 13.16 and the
entire amended rules of practice. As a
matter of course. the FAA distributes
the initiation procedures and the rules of
practice, as published in the rederal
Register, with a notice of proposed civil
penalty to those persons who have been
charged with an alleged violation for
their use in any civil penalty
proceedings.

Discussion

Several commenters to the NPRM
issued in February 1990. in addition to
addressing the issues raised in the
notice, also expressed opinions on other
sections of the rules of practice that
were outside the scope of that NPRM.
Those comments indicated concern with
other sections of the rules that
heretofore may not have been raised by
previous commenters. In the April 1990
f',1'RM, the FAA presented those
concerns and solicited comment on
thoge issues.

Twenty comments were submitted on
or before May 21, 1990. the closing date
for receipt of comments on the proposals
in the April 1990 NPRM. The FAA
considered all comments received on or
before May 25. 1990. including two
comments received after the close of the
comment period. The FAA reviewed
carefully the suggestions and
recommendations of the commenters. In
accordance with the recommendation of
one commenter, the FAA also reviewed
the comments submitted previously on
the rules of practice to ensure that all
comments were fairly considered.

The commenters included
representatives of aviation entities
regulated by the FAA, such as: Pro
Tech-Tube, Inc. (Pro-Tech); Keystone
Flight Services (Keystone); the National
Air Carrier Association (NACAJ; the Air
Line Pilots Association (ALPA); the
Experimental Aircraft Association
(EAA); the National Business Aircraft
Association (NBAA); the President of
the National Transportation Safety
Board Bar Association (NTSB Bar
Association); the Aircraft Owners and
Pilots Association (AOPA); ABX Air.
Inc. (Airborne); the Air Transport
Association of America (ATA); the
Airport Operators Council International
(AOCI) and the American Association
of Airport Executives (AAAE) (joint
comments); and American Airlines.
Several individuals associated with
regulated entities and attorneys, who
submitted comments on behalf of clients
or whose practice includes aviation
related enforcement actions. also

submitted comments on the April 1990
NPRM.

Although generally pleased with and
supportive of the changes to the rules
contained in the April 1990 final rule.
commenters raise several concerns
about other sections of the rules of
practice. Some commenters continue to
raise issues previously discussed.
addressed. or adopted in the April 1990
final rule; to the extent that the
commenters raise new issues related to
issues addressed previously. the FAA
discusses those comments here. This
document also discusses issues and
concerns not raised previously in
comments to the rules of practice and
changes adopted in this rulemaking
action pursuant to those comments.

Separation ofFunctions

Several commenters reiterate
objections they have previously
expressed in this rulemaking that the
separstion of functions provided in the
rules of practice is inadequate to ensure
a system of adjudication that both is fair
and appears fair. These commenters
criticize the separation of functions in
the rules of practice, even as revised in
the April 1990 final rule. Much of their
criticism, however, stems from a general
view that housing prosecution and
adjudication functions within one
agency constitutes an inherent violation
of principles of fundamental fairness'
and due process.

In the preamble to the ,April 1990 final
rule, the agency exhaustively responded
to many of the same concerns expressed
by the commenters to this notice. 55 FR
15112-15117; April 20, 1990. Although the
agency has thoroughly considered the
most recent set of comments on this
issue, It will not repeat the extensive
discussion contained in the April 1990
final rule preamble. The agency refers
the public also to four previous
discussions of the agency's separation of
functions in addition to the preamble to
the April 1990 final rule. 54 FR 1335;
January 10. 1989 (notice of
implementation within the Office of
Chief Counsel); 54 FR 11914; March 22,
1989 (disposition of comments to August
1988 final rule); 54 FR 46196; November
1. 1989 (preamble to final rule
implementing the Equal Access to
Justice ActJ; 55 FR 7980; March 6. 1990
(notice of proposed rulemaking on the
rules of practice).

In the April 1990 final rule, the agency
revised its rules at practice in response
to concerns expressed by the aviation
community and to suggestions made by
the Committee on Adjudication and
Professor Fallon. Specifically, the
agency amended § 13.203 to; (lJ Include
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the separation within the Office of Chief
Counsel described in the January 1989
Federal Register notice; (2) expressly
prohibit agency employees who
participate in an investigation from
advising any person who performs
adjudicative functions in a case or a
factually-similar case; and (3) preclude
the Chief Counsel from advising the
decisionmaker in any case in which the
Chief Counsel participated before the
notice of proposed civil penalty was
issued (removing the so-called temporal
clause). (One private attorney, who
submitted the same comment separately
on behalf of two airmen. mistakenly
fails to note this change to the rules of
practice. Another private attorney
commenter ignores this revision.
claiming that "nothing [has been] done"
about the lack of separation within the
Office of C.hief Counsel.)

A few commenters (some private
altorneys, EAA. and t.':Ie President of the
NTSB Bar Association) repeat in general
or conclusory terms their view that any
separation of functions is inadequate so
long as both prosecutorial and
adjudicative functions are performed by
the same agency. The agency deems
sufficient its previous response to this
point in the preamble to the April 1990
final rule. 55 FR at 15113; April 20, 1990.

This general position continues to be
articulated, even by some attorneys, in
terms of "due process." A13 the agency
has noted previously, this legal
argument is not supported by any
provision of the Constitution or statute,
or any court decision. Most commenters
to this notice recogniz~ that as a matter
of constitutional and statutory law, it
has long been settled that in-house
adjuqication of civil penalties does not
constitute an inherent violation of due
process. (And of course, in-house
adjudication is expressly contemplated
by the Administrative Procedure Act.)

AOPA notes that the agency's
separation of functions "arguably
meets" the requirements of the
Administrative Procedure Act, but urges
the agency to go beyond what the law
requires. which the agency has done in
deleting the "temporal clause." One
private attorney concedes that, liAs a
matter of legal theory and Aristotelian
logic, the Agency would appear to be
correct." ALPA states that the legality of
the separation is "beside the point[,]"
because of a "widespread perception
• • • tha t the Chief Counsel and his
staff are basically prosecutorial in their
outlook and orientation." These
commenters object to the agency's
separation of functions because they
believe that, regardless of whether the
rule is consistent with law, the rule in

fact or in appearance is unfair or biased
in favor of the agency. They note that it
is important that a system of
adjudication be perceived as fair by
those who are subject to i~ not simply
that it actually operate fairly, a
proposition with which the FAA agrees.
Most of the commenters who oppose the
agency's separation of functions do not
point to its unfairness per se, hut
complain of the appearance of
unfairness, or the "perceptions of the
appearance" of unfairness.

Some commenters believe the
agency's conduct and "attitude" render
inadequate any structural separation of
functions within the FAA. Other
commenters focus their attention on the
Office of Chief Counsel, especially the
role of the Chief Counsel and the
Assistant Chief Counsel for litigation,
and suggest that the entire Office be
removed from the role of advising the
decisionmaker. These commenters
recommend that a separate staff be
created to advise the decisionmaker,
entirely independent of the Office of
Chief Counsel. For example, ATA
concludes that "Appointment of
independent legal advisors, separated in
all respects from prosecutors. would
appear more fair,"

As an indication that the agency is
"incapable of fairly and properly
adjudicating enforcement actions
against pilots in-house," one private
attorney cites the FAA's conduct in
three enforcement cases which were not
adjudicated in-house, but by the NTSB.
In each of the three cases, the agency
failed to sustain its burden of proof on
the ~erils and the pilot was awarded
attorney fees under the Equal Access to
Justice Act (EAJA). While the agency
does not dispute the commenter's
summary of these cases, it is the FAA's
prosecution of these cases that is the
subject of criticism. The commenter
argues that because of the agency's
"adversarial and unreasonable
behavior" in the prosecution of these
(and ostensibly other) certificate
actions, it cannot be trusted fairly to
adjudicate civil penalty cases.

This comment fails to appreciate that
under the rules of practice. the
adjudication function is perfonned
initially by administrative law judges
employed by the Office of the Secretary
cf the Department of Transportation;
Only an appeal of an administrative law
judge's decision is considered by the
Administrator. Under the rule's
separation requirements, prosecutors (as
well as investigators) may not
communicate with the adjudicators on a
case in which they have participated, or
on a factually-related case and, of

course, neither adjudicator is subject to
the control or supervision of any
prosecutor. Just 8S the agency may be
liable for attorney fees under EAJA in
adversary adjudications in Federal court
and before the NTSB, so the agency is
subject to attorney fees under EAJA In
civil penalty proceedings adjudicated
within the Department of
Transportation. Finally, fmal decisions
of the decisionmaker under the rules of
practice Bre subject to review in the U.S,
Courts of Appeals. In sum, there are
ample protections built into the agency's
adjudicative and appeal processes to
check overzealous prosecution and
ensure a fair adjudication based on the
facts and the law.

A few commenters, such as AOPA,
refer to a contentious relationship that
has developed between the agency
most notably, the Chief Counsel-and
the aviation community as evidence of
an apparent partiality or bias in the
agency's favor that is inconsistent with
fair adjudication. The agency readily
acknowledges that the civil penalty
assessment authority and the rules of
practice implementieg that authority
have engendered a significant amount of
controversy, and that this controversy
finds the agency and 8 substantial
portion of the aviation community on
opposite sides in court and before the
Congress. Nonetheless, the agency
believes the civil penalty assessment
authority has been administered fairly
and in good faith from its inception, and
fully expects to win the confidence of
the aviation community, as well as the
general public, as actual experience is
gained under the rules.

The agency has responded to the
concerns of the aviation community,
making significant changes to the rules
of practice earlier this year. lust as it
pledged to do, it carefully considered the
revisions to the rules of practice
recommended by Professor Fallon and
the Adjudication Committee of the
Administrative Conference, and
accepted all of them. Ultimately, the
proof of the fairness of the FAA's civil
penalty assessment authority will be
reflected in the quality of the
decisionmaking, both at the hearing and
appellate stages. As of this time, the
agency has no reason to question the
evenhandedness of decisionmaking at
any level of the process, and no
commenter has voiced Buch concern in
the actu~ operation of the assessment
authority to date.

Nevertheless, 88 noted above, several
commenters (ALPA. ATA. AOPA, EAA,
two private attorneys, including one
attorney who represent8 two airmen)
urge that the Chief Counsel's office play
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no role in advising the decisionmaker.
ATA ststes that the separation of
functions "would be belter
implemented" (AOPA caUs it "a belter
solution") if the decisionmaker were
advised by legsl advisors independent
of the Chief Counsel. These commenters
repeat concerns expressed previously
that the Chief Counsel's role in (1) the
general supervision of agency attorneYSt
including prosecutors. and (2) making
and 'executing enforcement policy tilts
the adjudicatory process unfairly in
favor of the prosecution. They also
reiterate their objection to the role
served by the Assistant Chief Counsel
for Litigation and his staff.

The agency again has considered
these comments. although they do not
rise above the level of unsupported
assertions. and elects not to make any
further revision to the agency's
separation of functions by removing the
adviscry function from the Chief
Counsel's office. as suggested by these
commenters. The agency's response is
explained more fully in the preamble to
the April 1990 final rule (55 FR at 15114
15117). but is summarized below.

1. Fair adjudication is not
compromised by the fact that the Chief
Counsel (or the Administrator)
previously was involved in
policymaking that guides the
adjudicator's discretion. In fact, it is in
the interest of sound, fair and consistent
decisionmaking for the Administrator to
be advised by the agency's senior legal
official. Where the Chief Counsel has
played no role in the investigation or
pros~cution of that case or a factually
related case, there is no risk that he has
prejudged the facts, the credibility of
witnesses, the weight of the evidence, or
the application of law to s set of facts. A
previously-formed opinion of law or
policy. whether held by the
decisionmaker or someone who advises
the decisionmaker, does not reasonably
call into question the integrity of the
decisionmaking process. K. Davis,
Administrative Law Treatise 371-377
(2d ed. 1980); see Knopp v. Kinsey, 232
F.2d 458. 468 (8th Cir.), cert. denied. 352
U.S. B92 (1956).

2. The Chief Counsel does not
supervise agency attorneys in their
prosecution of civil penalty cases
initiated under the rules of practice, and
his general management of the Office of
the Chief Counsel nationwide is
'Sufficiently attenuated that there is no
real risk of the Chief Counsel's general
supervision adversely affecting the
prosecution of civil penalty cases under
the rules of practice. Moreover, such
mpervision has absolutely no effect on
;he adjudicatory function perfonned by

administrative law judges; they are fuJly
capable of ensuring a fair hearing for
respondents, and as noted previously,
they are completely independent of the
Chief Counsel, and in fact. independent
of the FAA.

3. There is nothing improper about the
Chief Counsel's supervision of other
attorneys who also advise the
Administrator. Because the Chief
Counsel and these attomeys all perform
the aame function of advising the FAA
decisionmaker, there is no combination
of functions in this relationship at all.

4. The responsibility of the Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation to defend
the FAA against tort claims does not
prejudice the legal advice that official
provides the Administrator under the
rules of practice. One private attorney,
who previously served as Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation, maintains
that the basic responsibilities of this
official, and the everyday performance
of his duties. inevitably involve that
official in enforcement matters.
Whatever may have been the case when
the commenter served in this position
nearly ten years ago, it is not now and
has not been in many years the case
that the Assistant Chief Counsel is
"heavily involved in any phases of
enforcement." Neither the Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation nor his staff
performs any enforcement
responsibilities. These are the
responsibility of the Assistant Chief
Counsel for Regulations and
Enforcemenl, and the Assistant Chief
Counsel for the regions and centers.
Moreover, the separation of functions
provided in the rules of practice, and
assiduously observed by agency
personnel, ensures that prosecutors and
those who advise the decisionmaker will
not communicate with each other about
any particular enforcement case or
factually-related case.

The agency does not quarrel with the
idea that the Assistant Chief Counsel for
Litigation and his staff. in perfonning
their responsibilities to defend the
agency. must be knowledgeable of. and
may rely on, precedential rulings in
enforcement cases, and regulatory
interpretations previously issued by the
agency or the adjudicative tribunal in
such cases. This is a far cry, however,
from the implication that the merits of
an enforcement action may be decided
on the basis of, or materially affected
by, the government's exposure to money
damages in tort, as a result of advice
provided to the Administrator by the
Assistant Chief Counsel for Litigation.

As the agency explained in the
preamble to the final rule implementing
the Equal Access to Justice Act (EA)A)

(54 FR at 46196-46198: November 1.
1989). there would be nothing improper
in the dual roles perfonned by the
Assistant Chief Counsel for Litigation
and his staff. There is no conflict where
an agency represents the government on
two separate matters, even if those
matters arise from the same incident.
and even if the government has varying
or conflicting interests. The law and
ethical standards repose in the Federal
government the responsibility to resolve
internally any conflict of interests;
sound public policy dictates that an
Executive branch agency speak with one
voice that harmonizes all varying or
discordant notes sung by its constituent
parts. The fact that agency officials may
need to struggle with difficult questions

- of regulatory interpretation and
enforcement policy. in the context of
deciding a particular enforcement case,
does not render the underlying
decisionmaking process unfair.

Finally. ATA continues to rely on the
separation of functions provided in DOT
international route proceedings, and the
role of an "attorney advisor" in those
proceedings. ATA states that such an
attorney is "independent in his function
and is entirely separate from matters of
advocacy." As the agency discussed in
the preamble to the April 1990 final rule.
the role of the attorney advisor in
international route proceedings is
essentially the same as the rate
perfonned by those who advise the FDA
Administrator in civil penalty
proceedings under the rules of practice:
Although, like the DOT lawyers under
the general supervision of the General
Counsel, FAA lawyers are under the
general supervision of the Chief .
Counsel, they are entirely independent
and separate from an advocacy
function. Among the agency legal
officials who may advise the
Administrator in a case on appeal, only
the Chief Counsel aiso is responsible for
enforcement policy. ~ut as noted
previously, the Chief Counsel's exercise
of policymaking and policy
implementation does not disable him
from rendering impartial advice to the
Administrator.

Limitations Period

In the April 1990 NPRM, the FAA
solicited comment on whether the
agency should adopt a time limit within
which it would be required to initiate a
notice of proposed civil penalty after an
aUeged violation of the Federal Aviation
Regulations has occurred. Currently.
violations of the Federal Aviation Act
and the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act are subject to a 5·
year statute of limitations by virtue of 28
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U.S.C. 2462. In the NPRM. the FAA
asked a series of questions to determine
the appropriate length of any time limit
and how it should be applied
practically. 55 FR at 15135-15136; April
20, 1990. Fifteen commenters (Pro-Tech.
Keystone, NACA, ALPA, NBAA. AOPA,
Airborne. ATA, American Airlines,
EAA, and five individuals] responded to
FAA's inquiry regarding whether the
rules of practice should be amended in
this regard. In addition, the agency
considered the comments previously
filed on this issue.

Of the 15 comments that address this
issue. only Pro-Tech recommends that
the S-year statute of limitations not be
further limited. Pro-Tech believes that a
5-year period is necessary to prosecute
violations of the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act. The remaining 14
commenters all recommend that the
FAA adopt 8 shorter limitations period.
The suggested limitations periods range
from 90 days (Keystone and one
individual) to one year (NACA). Nine
commenters (ALPA, NBAA, AOPA,
Airborne. ATA. American Airlines, and
three individuals) suggest that the
agency adopt a 6-month limitations
period analogous to the NTSB's stale
complaint rule (49 CFR 821.33).

Commenters were asked to address
the critical date from which the period
would run and the critical event which
must be taken by the agency within the
time limit. Eight commenters (Keystone.
NACA, ALPA, NBAA, AOPA, Airborne,
ATA. and one individual commenter)
recommend that the limitations period
begin to run on the da te of the alleged
violation. The same eight commenters
recommend that the agency be required
to issue a notice of proposed civil
penalty, instead of a letter of

. investigation, within the 6-month period.
Four commenters (ALPA, ATA,
Airborne, and American Airlines) state
that the agency's issuance of a letter of
investigation is not adequate notice to
the respondent that enforcement action
is pending, and should not serve to
avoid dismissal of an action based on
the limitations period.

American Airlines suggests that the 6
J.Ilonth period begin to accrue on the .
date the FAA learns of the violation, but
in no event should FAA be permitted to
initiate enforcement action more than
nine months from the date of the alleged
violation. American also suggests that
the agency be required to do more than
issue a notice of proposed civil penalty
to prevent the limitations period from'
tolling: Specifically, the agency should
be required to issue a complaint within
the required limitations period. In
accordance with agency p~licy and the

rules of practice, this would require the
agency to issue a notice of proposed
civil penalty, offer the respondent the
opportunity either to have an informal
conference or otherwise submit
pertinent information to the agency for
consideration, and evaluate such

. information before the complaint is
issued. American bases its
recommendation on an assertion that "It
is not until after the informal conference
has taken place that the decision to
initiate legal enforcement action is
rp.ade."

Comrnenters were also asked whether,
there would be any circumstances
whereby the agency's failure to bring an
action within the time specified would
be excnsed. Eight of the commenters
Btate that, like the NTSB's rule,
dismissal of a complaint under the
limitations period could be avoided
where the FAA demonstrates good
cause for delay in initiating a case
(NACA, ALPA, NBAA. AOPA, Airborne,
ATA, American Airlines, and one
individual].

Commenters were asked to state the
comparative benefits of a specific time
period versus 8 provision that would
codify the "undue delay and prejudice"
standard enunciated by some courts
construing the Administrative Procedure
Act. Three commenters (NACA, ALPA,
and ATA) state that the respondent
should not shoulder the burdeIi of
demonstrating prejudice where there is
delay in initiating a case. ATA suggests
that such a burden would result in
constant litigation about the extent of
the delay and prejudice. ATA further
maintains that respondents can "not be
expected to solve problems of faded,
although not extinct, memories and of
incomplete, although not empty,
documentary records." No commenters
offer any example where initiation of a
case outside of a particular period
prejudiced a respondent's defense of 8

civil penalty action, as solicited in the
notice.

Althongh beyond the scope of this
rulemaking. American also recommends
that, in those cases referred by the
agency to a U.S. Attorney for
prosecution, such referral be
accomplished within a 6-month
limitations period. American further
states that the agency should require
that those cases referred to a U.S.
Attorney be filed and served within one
year of the date of the alleged incident.
Related to this recommendation, it must
be understood that the rules of practice
subject to this rulemaking apply only to:
(1) Civil penalty actions not exceeding
$50.000 for alleged violations of the
safety and security relations; (2) civil

penalty actions not exceeding $50,000
for alleged violations of registration and
recordation regulations related to drug
trafficking; and (3) civil penalty actions
regardless of amount for alleged
violations of the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act. Consequently. any
time limit adopted by the agency in this
rulemaking would necessarily apply
only to those cases. Any time limit
would not affect any civil penalty case
outside the agency'8 general assessment
authority. such as cases exceeding
$50,000 that must be referred in order to
institute a suit to obtain judicial
assessment of a penalty, and cases
referred to a U.S. Attorney to initiate a
collection action. The adoption of a
limitations period applicable to any case
for which the agency does not have
general assessment authority is outside
the scope of this rulemaking. Moreover,
the FAA has no control over the
resources, priorities, or schedules of the
various U.S. Attorneys. Consequently,
the FAA is not authorized to impose a
limitations period on the offices of the
U.S. Attorneys, even were. it within the
scope of this rulemaking.

After careful consideration of the
comments, the FAA is adopting a 2-year
limitations-period and is amending
§ 13.208 of the rules of practice to so
reflect. Pursuant to this limitations
period, the agency will be required to
issue a notice of proposed civil penalty
within two years from the date of the
alleged violation in all cases in which it
has assessment authority. The agency is
placing this provision in § 13.208, the
rule on complaints. 80 that it is clearly
set forth in the rules of practice. The
agency also is amending § 13.209, the
rule describing answers to complaints,
so that it is clear that a respondent may
file a motion to dismiss based on the
limitations period instead of an answer.
To conserve adjudicatory resources,
issues related to dismissal of a
complaint should be raised and resolved
by the administrative law judge early in
the proceedings. For the same reason,
the agency has provided an
interlocutory appeal for cause, available
to either party, on the administrative
law judge's ruling on a motion to dismiss
a complaint based in the limitations
period. Also, as many commenters
suggest. the FAA is adopting a "good
cause" standard that, on a case-by-case
basis, may excuse delayed notification
of a proposed civil penalty action. The
"good cause exception" in the agency's
rule is based on the first provision in 49
CFR 821.33(a)(1), the NTSB's articulation
of an exception to its stale complaint
rule in certificate actiona.
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The FAA recognizes that this
limitations period will not satisfy those
who believe that the agency should, in
all respects, follow the NTSB's stale
complaint rule. NBAA stresses that any
distinction between the FAA and the
NTSB will result in one system being
perceived 8S fairer than the other. The
implication of this statement is that if
the FAA adopts a limitations period of
longer than six months. adjudication by
the NTSB will be looked on more
favorably by the aviation community
and adjudication hy the FAA will
continue to meet resistance. Despite this
prediction. the FAA is obligated to carry
out its statutory mandate to promote
aviation safety. The agency cannot
adequately undertake this mandate if it
is, in essence, precluded by regulation
from enforcing the Federal Aviation
Regulations to a significant degree. As
explained more fully below, a 6-month
period would do just that.

The FAA considers the NTSB's stale
complaint rule to he an artificial
restraint that is not reasonably required
in the interest of fairness and effectively
distorts FAA enforcement priorities.
Currently, the FAA must give all
proposed certificate actions expedited
treatment in order to avoid their nearly
automatic dismissal under the-NTSB's
stale complaint rule. This very often
requires the agency to put aside other
enforcement actions that may otherwise
deserve precedence. The FAA is not
inclined to adopt a similar regulation
that would further adversely affect FAA
enforcement policies and priorities. The
public Interest In safety would nol be
served by any regulation that would
likely preclude the agency from
initiating a significant portion of its
enforcement cases.

Contrary to the claim of one
individual commenter thai the FAA bas
"virtually unlimited ..soorees[.]" agency
resources are limited. In the counsel's
offices alone, many attorneys have
current caseloads of 2()()...400 or more
enforcement cases (initiated and
uninitiated certificate actions and civil
penalty actions]". These attorneys are
also called upon to represent the agency
in many matters other than enforcement..
ALPA maintains that if the FAA is able
to initiate certificate actions within six
months, it should be able 10 do so with
all other enforcement actions. ALPA's
conclusion, however, does not follow its
premise. If the agency is able to initiate
even half of its caseload within six
months, it does not automatically follow
that, without 8 dramatic increase in staff
or changes in priorities, the other half of
its caseload could ba handled with
similar dispatch.-

ALPA also states that a limitations
period serves both the public interest
and a respondent's interests, and that
delayed adjudication serves no interest.
either public or private. Although the
agency agrees with ALPA that delay is
in no one's interest, in practice it is not
always possible to accomplish the goal
of expeditious case initiation. For some
years now, the agency has not been able
to meet tl,e ll-month deadline in all
cases in which a finite suspension might
have been sought. The NTSB's stale
complaint rule, 8S it essentially appears
now, was promulgated in 1963 (26 FR
13296; December 7, 1963), a time when
the numbr of enforcement cases was
much smaller. Given the current state of
the FAA's enforcement caseload and
resources to prosecute these cases, in
the agency's view the NTSB's 6-month
limitations period is no longer realistic.

ATA and American Airlines have, in
the agency's view, a more realistic view

. of the FAA's resources and the effect a
6-month limitations period would have
on the agency. Both commentars
recognize that the agency would not be
able to initiate all enforcement actions
within a 6-month limitations period.
Nevertheless, the commenters feel that a
time limit would force the agency to
pursue only those cases "that truly
warrant a civil penalty[,]" and, thus.
"justify the expenditure of agency
resources after careful consideration or
enforcement priorities." To do as ATA
and American suggest, however, would
mean that otherwise meritorious civil
penalty actions, whose prosecution is an
important tool to achieve compliance
with safety and security regulations,
would go unprosecuted. The agency
believes such a policy would be
contrary to the public interest in the
considered and deliberate development
of an enforcement action.

The FAA does recognize. however,
that compliance and enforcement
objectives are enhanced when
enforcement actions are initiated and
adjudicated expeditiously. Toward this
end, the agency sees the benefit of a
realistic limitations period that
considers.both a respondent's need for
expeditious adjudication and the
agency's finite resources and competing
priorities. The agency does not consider
six months to be a realistic period, given
the FAA's resources, for initiation of any
type of enforcement action other than an
emergency certificate action.
- Moreover, the commenters have not

shown any evidence to suggest that any
respondent has actually been harmed by
the initiation of a case more than six
months after the date of an alleged
violation. As noted above, eight of the

commenters state that the 6-month
limitations period could be extended or
excused where the agency demonstrates
good cause for any delay. The
implication of this provisional extension
is that a respondent would not generally
be prejudiced by an enforcement action
initiated more than six months from the
date of the alleged violation.

The FAA realizes that the NTSB's
stale compl.int rule has greatiy
influenced the comments on this issue. It
is possible that many· of the commenters
resort to the NTSB's rule because it may
be the only limitations period with
which they are familiar. In an effort 10
obtain some additional guidance. the
agency surveyed 22 Executive branch
agencies with civil penalty .assessment
authority to determine if initiation of
actions by these agencies is subject to a
limitations period, whether imposed by
the agency or another entity. other than
the general 5-ycar statutory period.

This survey appears to confirm that
the NTSB's stale complaint rule is
without parallel. Indeed, the agency did
not find any other limitations period
imposed by regulation. Bnd found no
self-imposed limit. Four of the 22
agencies are subject to a statute of
limitations period of five or six years:
Department of Health and Human
Services (enforcement of Medicare and
Medicaid amendments of 1960, ll-year
statute at 42 U.S.C.132D(a-7a));
Department of Justice [Program Fraud
Civil Remedies Act, ll-year statute at 31
U.S.C. 3608[a)); Federal Mariti.."e
Commission (Shipping Act of 1984, 5
year statute at 46 U.S.C. App, 631[e));
and Customs Service (Anti-Smuggling
Act, 5-year statute at 19 U,S.C. 1621).

Thirteen of the 22 agendes are not
subject to any statute of limitations
other than the general 5-year provision
in 28 U.S,C. 2462: Department of
Agriculture (enforcement of various
acts); Department of Commerce
(enforcement of various acts);
Department of Energy (Atomic Energy
Act); Department of Housing and UrQan
Development (Manufactured Home
Standards Act and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
Reform Act); Department of
Transportation (Federal Aviation Act of
1958, as amended); National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (Motor
Vehicle Information Cost and Savings
Act and Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act); U.S. Coast Guard
(Coasl Guard Act of 1949 and
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act); Environmental Protection Agency
(Toxic Substances Abuse Act); Mine
Safety Health Administration (Mine
Safety Act); Federal Trade Commission
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(Fair Trade Act): International Trade
Commission [Tariff Act): Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (Atomic Energy
Act): and Securities and Exchange
Commission (enforcement of various
acts including Securities Act of t933, as
amended. and Securities and Exchange
A.ct of 1934). None of these 17 agencies
are subject to a regulation that affects
the general or specific statute of
limitations to which they are subject.
Further. none of these agencies has any
formal. written policy mandating
~nitiation of an enforcement action
within 8 shorter period thaD the
applicable statute of limitations.

Five other administrative agencies are
subject to a statute of limitations that is
shorter than the S-year period provided
In 28 U.S.C. 2462. None of these five
agencies has adopted 8 regulation or
'ntemal policy that otherwise affects the
statute of limitations to which they are
subject. The Internal Revenue Service
enforces the Internal Revenue Act and is
subject to 8 3-year statute of limitations,
pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code
(see 26 U.S.C. 6501, 6502). The Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is
subject to a 2-year statute of limitations,
pursuant to the Federal Alcohol Act [see
27 U.S.C. 204(i) and 207). The Federal
Communications Commission enforces
the Communications Act and brings
forfeiture actions that are subject to a
more complex statute of limitations (see
47 U.S.C. 503). The Commission must
issue a notice of apparent liability
within one year of the violation charged.
unless the person holds 8 broadcast
station license. If the person holds such
8 license. the Commission must issue the
notice either (1) within one year of the
violation charged or (2) within the
current term of the broadcast station
license. whichever period is longer. In
no case, however, may the Commission
issue the notice of apparent liability to a
broadcast station license holder for a
violation that is alleged to have
occurred more than three years before
issuance of the notice.

The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission primarily enforces three
statutes by the assessment of civil
penalties (Natural Gas Act, Natural Gas
Policy Act. and Federal Power Act).
Only the Natural Ga. Policy Act
contains a statute of limitations as short
as three years (see 15 U.S.C.
3414(b)(6)(D)). Civil penalty enforcement
actions brought under the authority of
the Natural Gas Act or tha Federal
Power Act are subject to the general
statute of limitations contained in 28
U.S.C. 2462. The Commission has not
imposed a 3-year limitation on all its
enforcement actions simply because one

of the authorizing statutes it enforces
has such a requirement.

The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration is subject to a 6-month
statute of limitations by virtue of the
Occupational Safety and Health Act
(see 29 U.S.C. 658(c)). The legislative
history of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act indicates that the House
version of the bill originally contained a
requirement that a citation issued
pursuant to the bill be issued within
three months of the alleged violation.
The Senate version of the bill contained
no limitations provision. The resulting
compromise was a 6-month period.
Courts interpreting this statute indicate
that the limitations period serves not
only to protect the employer from
prejudice, but also to obtain prompt
corrective action in situations where the
health and safety of an employee is at
stake. Todd Shipyards Corporation v.
Secretary ofLabor, 566 F.2d 1327 (9th
Cir. 1977). Congress considered
violations of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act to pose an immediate
and direct threat to the health and
safety of workers. thus mandating that
violations be addressed within a very
short time frame when compared with
other statutes of limitations and the
general 5-year provision. Of course.
where immediate corrective action is
required in the interest of aviation
safety and legal enforcement action is
necessary, the FAA generally pursues
emergency certificate action, rather than
a civil penalty action, for an alleged
violation.

Based on the above survey, the FAA
draws several conclusions. Where
Congress deems that it is appropriate, it
imposes a statute of limitations for the
initiation of enforcement actions. As
discussed above, sometimes the statute
of limitations is quite short. Aside from
the NTSB's rule governing the FAA in
certificate actions. however. nd agency
surveyed has a shorter limitations
period imposed by regulation or internal
policy than that imposed by statute. For
the FAA to adopt. by regulation. a
limitations period that significantly
shortens the time in which it may
initiate a civil penalty action appears
relatively unprecedented in
administrative agencies.

In light of the practices of other
Executive branch agencies. the FAA's
decision to adopt a shorter limitations
period by regulation is a significant
concession to the concerns expressed by
the commenters. The FAA considers the
2-year limitations period to balance
reasonably three interests at issue here:
(1) A respondent's interest in timely
notice end adjudication: (2) the agency's

interest in having sufficient time to
initiate a case OD pain of dismissal or
forfeit: and (3) the public interest in
promoting compliance with, and
initiating enforcement action if
necessary for violations of, aviation
safety and security regulations.
Therefore. based on the.sbsence of an
empirical basis to support an
assumption of prejudice by more than 8
6-month delay in case initiation and the
general practice of other Executive
branch agencies, the FAA concludes
that adopting a 2-year limitations period
is fair.

The FAA's 2-year limitations period
generally will start to run from the date
of the alleged violation lind will be
satisfied if the FAA issues 8 notice of
proposed civil penalty within two years
of that date. As in the NTSB's rule, the
FAA'. rule provides that agency delay
in issuing a notice of proposed civil
penalty may be excused, in the
discretion of the administrative law
judge in a particular case, for good
cause shown by the FAA. The FAA is
not, however. adopting the NTSB's
additional exception that may excuse
delay in initiating a notice where
..... the imposition of 8 sanction is
warranted in the public interest.
notwithstanding the delay or the
reason. therefor." 49 CPR 621.33(a)(1).
The agency believes that this exception
in the NTSB's rule is appropriate in
certificate action cases where the public
interest may require remedial action
regardless of the agency's diligence in
discovery of a violation and initiation of
an action. It does not appear necessary
where a civil penalty action is the
appropriate sanction.

The FAA is adopting a "good cause"
standard to account for delays
attributable to the agency's inability to

. issue a notice within the 2·year period
because the agency was not. or could
not reasonably be expected to be. aware
of a possible violation. This exception is
particularly critical where violations are
discovered only as a result of an
accident or an incident that occurred
long after a violation that may have
contributed to the accident or incident.
The good cause exception in § 13.206(d)
enables an administrative law judge,
based on a review of information
presented by the parties, to excuse the
agency's delay in notifying a respondent
of an alleged violation in light of its late
discovery of the alleged viola tion. There
are several examples of cases, possibly
due to the complexity of an investigation
or the difficulty of proceeding with the
action, in which such a good cause
showing could appropriately excuse the
agency's delay in issuing a notice: (1)
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Violations of flight or duty time
restrictions; (2) violations of
maintenance procedures or
requirements; (3) complex or lengthy
investigations of air carrier operations;
and (4) concurrent or subsequent
criminal investigations or prosecutions.

The NTSB's rule creates a
"presumption of prejudice" where a
notice was issued more than six montP..s
aIter an alleged violation. See
Administrator v. Parish, 3 NTSB 3474
(1981J. Despite this presumption, the
NTSB has denied motions to dismiss
"stal,a" complaints where the agency
was not aware of the alleged violation
and exercised reasonable diligence to
notify the respondent after learning of
the alleged violation. See Administrator
v. Zonlunghi, 3 NTSB 3696 (1981);
Administrator v. Marshall. NTSB Order
No. EA-1939 (1983); Administrator v.
.Apollo Airways, NTSB Order No. EA
2373 (1986). Administrator v. Richard. et
01.• NTSB Order No. EA-2575 (1987);
Administrator v. Finke. NTSB Order No.
EA-2819 {1986J. Denials of these motions
are particularly appropriate where a
respondent fails to demonstrate specific
or actual prejudice based solely on Ute
passage of time and the amount of time"
that passed was not excessive or
unjustifiable.

As noted above, four commenters
specifically state that a letter of
investigation should not be considered
sufficient to avoid dismissal of an action
based on the limitations period. Despite
the NTSB's recogniUon that it is the
content of tha document, not the label
attached to it, that should be considered
in a motion to dismiss, the FAA has not
adopted a letter of investigation as a
benchmark for its limitations period. See
Administrator v. Adams, 3 NTSB 3142
(1980). ofrd, Adams v. NTSB. Civil No.
81-2847 (3d Cir. 1982) and Administrator
v. Tracy, NTSB Order No. EA-1761
(1982). Although not necessary for
resolution of the case, the r-.'TSB noted
in Adams that the agency's letter of
investigation adequately apprised
respondent of the reasons why future
action might be taken, highlighting that
the letter showed: (1) The nature of tha
objectionable conduct; (2) the sections
of the regulations that may have been
violated; and (3) the sanctions that may
be imposed for those violations. [d. at
3143.

Instead. the FAA is responding to the
sentiment of the commenters, and
§ 13.208(d) requires the agency to issue a
notice of proposed civil penalty to
prevent the limitations period from
tolling. Of the four. only American
Airlines articulates a reason for the
insufficiency of such letter, stating that

the limitations period should not he
satisfied until the actual decision to
initiate legal enforcement action is
made. Although American states that
the decision to initiate enforcement
action is made only after an informal
conference. with the issuance of a
complain~ the FAA has always
considered legal enforcement action to
be initiated with the issuance of a notice
of proposed civil penalty. Consequently,
it is a notice of proposed civil penalty
that should. and will, satisfy the
limitations requirement. as does a notice
of proposed certificate action under the
NTSB's stale complaint rule.

Although the FAA'. limitations period
is satisfied by issuance of a notice, 8

letter of investigation ordinarily informs
the respondent that a particular incident
is being reviewed by the FAA. Thus.
well before legal enforcement action is
initiated by the issuance of a notice, the
respondent is usually aware of charges
directed to the respondent and that
lltere may be a need to preserve
evidence regarding a particular incident.
The agency believes the notice provided
in a letter of investigation reduces the
chance that the respondent is prejudiced
by delay, especially whera legal
enforcement action is initiated within
two years.

Two commenters (Keystone and one
individual) request that the rules require
that a letter of investigation be issued
by the agency within 30 days of the date
of the alleged violation. Letters of
investigation are discussed in FAA
Order 2150.3A, Compliance and
Enforcement Program, paragraph 403
(hereinafter "Order 2150.3A"). The FAA
believes that issuance of a letter of
investigation is more properly dictated
by policy, rather than regulation.
Moreover, because this ruIemaking
addresses only initiation of 8 civil
penalty action and procedures during
any hearirig-actioDs that may occur
only after issuance of a letter of
investigation-revision of the agency's
p_olicy is beyond the scope of this
rulemaking. Thus, the FAA has not
revised the initiation procedures or rules
of practice 8S suggested by these two
commenters.

In addition, it would not be practical
for the agency to require that a
complaint be issued within this
limitations period, as American Airlines
suggests. An agency attorney would
always need to be mindful of date by
which the complaint must be issued, to
the detriment of the enforcement
proceeding. The FAA would' not have as
much flexibility in scheduling informal
conferences at times and locations
convenient to the respondent, if doing so

might jeopardize Iha case. Similarly, the
FAA would not have as much flexibility
in negotiating settlements or waiting to
receive information from respondents, to
the extent that such would cause delay
and might result in dismissal. .
Respondents would not benefit from the
rigidity which would result from a
regulation that would encourage the
agenclr to issue a complaint fIrst and ask
questions later.

As stated in tha April 1990 NPR.\.f, the
agency believes that a respondent's
demonstration of actual prejudice
resulting from the agency's
unreasonable or excessive delay in
initiation of a civil penalty case could be
asserted 8S 8 defense in an
administrative hearing. 55 FR at 15135;
April 20, 1990. The FAA acknowledges
that one court has held that section 555
and section 706 of the Administrative
Procedure Act do not provide authority
for dismissing an agency action due to
agency delay. See United States v.
Popovitch, 620 F.2d 134, 136 (5th Cir.).
cert denied. 484 U.S. 976 (1987)
(abrogating EEOC v. Bell Helicopter. 426
F. Supp. 785 (N.D. Tex. 1976)]. There also
is case law that the equitable doctrine of
laches is not a defense against the
United States when it acts to enforce l:i

public right. See United States v.
California, 332 U.S. 19 (1947); United
States v. Arrow Transportation Co., 658
F.2d 392, 394-95 (5th Cir.), cert. denied,
456 U.S. 915 (1962J.

While not unmindful of this case law,
considerations of due process. and 8 fair
construction of section 555 of the
Administrative Procedure Act, lead the
agency to allow for a showing of actual
prejudice due to agency delay as a
defense in an appropriate case.
Although the agency believes it would
rarely occur, it is possible that a
respondent would be unable adequately
to defend a civil penalty action because
docwnents or witnesses become
unavailable due solely to the agency's
unreasonable or excessive delay in
initiating a case. In such a case, it is
possible that a respondent could make
such showing of actual prejudice and
petition the administrative law judge to
dismiss the action, or a portion thereof,
on the basis of such prejudice.

Finally, the limitations period
provided in § 13.208(d) applies only to
those violations alleged to have .
occurred on or after the effective date of
this fmal rule. The adoption of this tima
limit should not serve a. a defense to (lJ
respondents who have already received
a notice of proposed cIvil penalty for
violations alleged to have occurred more
than two years before issuance of the
notice; or (2) those respondpnts who
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may receive 8 notice in the future,
unless the violation is alleged to have
occurred on or after the effective date of
this rule and more than two years
passed before issuance of a notice of
proposed civil penalty.

Service of Documents

In comments to the February 1990
NPRM. ATA suggested a revision of the
rules to provide guidance on the
appropriate person to accept service of
documents on behalf of a respondent in
a civil penalty action. FAA specifically
noted ATA's suggestion and requested

. comment by interested persons in the
April 1990 NPRM. ATA suggested that a
notice of proposed civil penalty he
directed to the person who may have
responded to a letter of investigation or
the president [or other designated
officer) of a company at its principal
business address. In its earlier
conunents. ATA referred the FAA to the
DOTs'rule in economic proceedings (14
crn 302.8(c)]. NBAA. AOCI, and AAAE.
and American Airlines submitted
comments on ATA's suggestion in their
responses to the AprJl1990 NPRM.

Although expressly incorporating its
earlier comments, ATA suggests in its
recent comments that when a
corporation is identifIed as a
respondent, documents should be sent
either to the corporate official
authorized to receive service of process
in civil litigation or the corporation's
chief legal officer. After counsel enters
an appearance in a civil penalty
proceeding, all subsequent documents
should be served on that named counsel.

Although it takes no position on
whether a specific service provision is
"legally necessary," NBAA voices the
perception of its members that
unspecified changes regarding service of
documents could enhance the sense of
procedural fairness of the rules of
practice. NBAA did not specifically
endorse or reject ATA's suggestion.
AOCI and AAAE believe that ATA's
suggestion for a specific service
provision is well founded and support
ATA's proposed modification to the
rules of practice. American Airlines
states that service of documents should
"protect the opportunity of the corporate
respondent to respond in a timely
fashion," While conceptually supporting
ATA's suggestion, American states that
the appropriate person for receipt of
service is the person responding to a
letter of investigation. the corporate
security director, or the corporate legal
officer. Mter a civil penalty case has
been initiated. American suggests that
all documents be served on the attorney
of record, or Ii designated company

representative if there is no attorney of
record.

The comrnenters express a legitimate
concern for large entities. In light of the
agency's size and structure, the FAA
understands the concerns of the
commenters about proper service of
documents. Because the suggestions of
the commenters vary 80 widely
regarding the appropriate person to
accept service, the FAA is not adopting
precisely the suggestions advanced by
the commenters. Nevertheless. because
of the broad support for a more specific
yet still flexible provision on service of
documents. particularly notices in the
prehearing stages, the FAA is amending
several sections of the rules to address
the concerns of these commenters
representing large organizations.

Although ATA referred the agency to
DOT's service of process provision
noted above. that section may be
60mewhat broader than necessary and
may not adequately accommodate the
numerous and varied small aviation
entities and individuals that may be
involved in a civil penalty action under
these procedures. The FAA also is
concerned that a specific provision that
accommodates the needs oflarge
corporate air carriers, in practice, could
adversely affect small entities and
individual respondents. With regard to
American's suggestion for example, not
aU corporate entities, particularly small
air carriers. have 8 security officer or
legal officer on staff. The FAA does not
believe that it would be wise to so limit
its rules if there is a possibility that such
a limitation would be detrimental to
individual respondents and small
entities. Also. in any cases, the person
who responded substantively to a letter
of investigation may not always be the
appropriate person to respond to a
notice that initiates 8 civil penalty
action. Thus. the FAA is not adopting
the commenters' suggestion in this
regard.

The FAA. however, is adding several
provisions to address service of
docwnents to help ensure timely and
properly-directed notices and responses
in these sctions. As revised. § 13.18(d)
provides that a notice of proposed civil
penalty will be Bent either to an
individual respondent or, in the case of
a corporation or company, to the
president of the company. Thereafter; 8

corporation or company may in writing
designate another person to accept
service of subsequent documents in 8

particular civil penalty action. A second
notice that may be issued in these cases
(see revised § 13.18(e) and the following
discussion on prehearing procedures)
will be sent to an individual respondent.

the president of a corporation or
company if there was no response to the
first notice or no previous written
designation, or the person designated
previously by the corporation or
company. The agency will send notices
in civil penalty actions. marked to the
attention of the president. to the address
listed with the agency, an address that
generally is the principal business
address of the corporation or company
and that should he current and correct.

The FAA also is adding language to
§ 23.208, the section on complaint, that
repeats the provisions of § 13.16(e) as
revised herein. Thus, a copy of the
complaint will be served on an
individual respondent, the president of a
corporation or company that has not
designated some other person in
previous documents regarding that
action, or the person designated during
the prehearing proceedings to receive
further documents in a particular civil
penalty action. If a complaint is not
already in the hands of the appropriate
person as a result of documents
exchanged during prehearing stages of
the action, a respondent's attorney or
other representative may enter aD
appearance in the action under
§ 13.204(h) of the rules.

The agency also reviewed 14 crn
302.4(c) of DOT's rules. which requires
respondents and the Department to
specify in the fITst document filed in an
action the name and address of thP.
person who may be served with
subsequent documents; in its rule, DOT
requests but does not require the
telephone numher of that designated
person. The FAA has not adopted a
similar provision, believing that
§ 13.204(c) accomplishes. in essence. the
same goal and provides similar
opportunities and protections to the
parties. Because the agency has similar
concerns as the commenters
representing large entities, the FAA also
is adding 8 provision in § 13.209 that
requires a respondent to serve a copy of
the answer on the agency attorney who
filed the complaint.

The agency helieves that these
revisions and minor editorial revisions
to § 13.210 (fIling of documents] and
§ 13.211 (service of documents] will
provide the certainty desired by the
commenters but retain some flexibility
for both parties where it may be needed.
These revisions should ensure that
documents are regularly sent to the
same office or person, who can either
respond or forward those documents
within the organization. Consistent
practices thus should develop without
inadvertently causing organizational
changes or dictating internal procedural
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changes. In addition. simplification of
the preheating procedures (revisions
explained in the following section)
should also address the concerns of
large entities regarding service without
operating to the detriment of small
entities and individual respondents.

Prehearing Procedures

In its comments to the February 1990
NPRM. American Airlines suggested
revision of the FAA's prehearing
procedures in all civil penalty cases
regardless of amount. American Airlines
objected specifically to the time limits
for responses by respondents contained
in § 13.16. American suggested that the
following process should be used in all
civil penalty actions (including those not
subject to the rules of practice and. thus.
outside the scope of this rulemaking): (1)
The rules should specify a time by
which a person or entity must respond
to a notice of proposed civil penalty; (Z)
the rules should specify that a person is
able to compromise, without a finding of
violation, the civil penalty proposed in a
notice; (3) the rules should not result in
forfeiture of a right to a hearing even if a
respondent fails to meet the deadline
contained in the rules for responding to
a notice of proposed civil penalty; (4) the
rules should state that an action will be
referred to 8 U.S. attorney or a
complaint will be filed with the hearing
docket clerk if an action is not
compromised as a result of prehearing
procedures; (5) the rules should restrict
default judgments or default admissions
of liability until after a complaint has
been filed either with a district court or
with an administrative law judge.
Presumably, American equates the term"
"default judgment" with the issuance of
an order assessing civil penalty before a
hearing hal been held and a decision
upholding part or all of the agency's
action has been issued by an
administrstive law judge or the
Administrator on appeal.

In its comments to the April 1990
NPRM. American Airlines stresses the
importance of making the preheating
procedures in all civil penalty actio"ns
not exceeding $50,000 identical to the
procedures used in civil penalty actions
that exceed $50,000. See § 13.15. In light
of its suggestion that the agency's
complaint be filed within the limitations
period, American believes that a short
limitations period will force the parties
to conduct their prehearing discussions
promptly and without delay. According
to American, "[I]f a respondent does not
respond promptly with any of the
options available (pay the fine, request
an informal conference, compromise the
penalty, submit additional materials in
writing);the FAA may initiate a

complaint and secure a default judgment
through the administrative law judge:'
American requests that the FAA delete
§ 13.16 (j)(Z) and (iJ[3) so that a
respondent's failure to comply with
"draconian" time limits that apply to
prehearing procedures would not be the
basis upon which a default judgmenUs
obtained against a respondent. Although
American states that a respondent's
failure to respond at all during the
limitations period could be considered
grounds for obtaining a default
judgment, a response outside any time
limits in the roles, but within the
limitations period, should not result in 8

default judgment.
ALPA supports American's proposed

modifications to the prehearing
procedures of § 13.16. Like American,
ALPA states that a respondent's failure
to respond to a notice of proposed civil
penalty should not result in forfeiture of
a right to a hearing, but rather should
lead to initiation. presumably by the
agency allorney, of formal bearing
proceedings. ALPA states that
unrepresented respondents should not
be penalized for negligent failure to
respond or an untimely response. ATA
also agrees with American's suggestion.
ATA believes that the "draconian"
sanction of default should be reserved
for cases in which the agency proves a

. "willful disregard" for the rules of
practice. Although not stated in ATA's
comment. it wo~ld seem that the rules of
practice to which this stam;lard would
apply would be limited to the initiatlon
procedures of § 13.16 and would exclude
the rules of practice applicable once a
complaint has been filed and formal
hearing procedures have begun: AOCI
and AAAE believe that American',
suggested criteria have merit in
producing a prehearing posture of
compromise and, thus, support
American's recommendation for
modifica tion of the prehearing
procedures.

Related to the issue of prehearing
procedures, several commenters desire
changes, either in the policy or the
initiation procedures, regarding informal
conferences. For example, American
Airlines suggests clarification of
§ 13.16(g), the procedures regarding
interim replies after a respondent
submits additional information in"
response to 8. notice or after an informal
conference. American states that an
informal conference "seldom results in 81.

immediate decision such that an election
[of one of the options in § 13.16(g)] can
be made within 10 days following the·
conference." American suggests that
§ 13.16(g) be revised in a manner that·
would require the agency attorney to

send an interrim response regarding
material submitted at an informal
conference, after which the respondent
wouid have 10 days to submit the
amount of the civil penalty, submit
additional information. or request a
hearing.

ATA expresses concern about
§ 13.16(jJ(4) which states:

An order assessing civil penalty shall be
issued if the person charged with a
\riolation- * * • [d]oes not comply with
any agreement reached between the parties
during an informal conference.

ATA believes that this provision is not
"fair and evenhanded" because there is
no corresponding sanction for the
agency's failure to comply with any
agreement reached at an informal
conference. ATA objects to the lack of a
standard for determining whether an
agreement has been breached by a party
and believes that, if either side breaches
an agreement reached at an informal
conference. the "remedy" should be
rescission of the 8~eement and nothing
more.

In response to these comments, the
FAA is substantially revising § 13.16.
The revisions. although not adopting
each suggestion of the commenters.
bring the prehearing procedures under
the general assessment authority in line
with current procedures and' prac"tice in
certificate and civil penalty actions
outside the assessment authority, In
some respects, the revisions provide
broader opportunities and protection for
respondents than is provided under
existing practice while keeping the
flexibility apparently desired by the
commenters.

One of the most significant changes
deals with the type and timing of notices
and the opportunities available after
each notice is issued. The agency will
continue to issue notices of proposed
civil penalty to advise persons of any
charges and the amount of a civil
penalty proposed for an alleged
violation. After receipt of a notice. a
wide range of options are available. As
was true when the roles were originally
promulgated, a person may challenge
the agency's action by requesting a
hearing directly from a notice of
proposed-civil penalty. A person
charged with a violation also may
choose not to challenge the agency's
action and simply submit the amount of
the civil penalty proposed in the notice
or agree to submit a different amount
than that proposed. An appropriate
order (either assessing a civil penalty for
a violation or compromising the action
or the amount of the penalty) then will
be issued to close the action and reflect
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receipt of a payment or an agreement to
pay.

After a notice of proposed civil
penalty has been issued. a person
charged with a violation may participate
in the same range of informal
proceedings that were available under
the rules adopted in the August 1988
final rule and avsilable in all other
enforcement actions. As the commenters
suggest and 80 that the informal
proceedings are flexible. the FAA is
simplifying the proceedings and deleting
the time limits that triggered required
responses by persons who had
participated in any informal proceeding.
The FAA also is deleting the section, as
one commenter suggests. that triggered
an order assessing civil penalty if a
person charged with a violation failed to
comply with an agreement reach during
an informal conference.

Several minor. editorial changes are
made to the informal procedures to
clarify the differences between each of
the informal procedures. As revised.
§ 13.16(d)(2)(i) provides an opportunity
for 8 person to present information that
may lead the agency to conclude that
the action should not be pursued. or a
civil penalty is not appropriate, possibly
due to an error previously unknown to
the agency. Revised § 13.16(d)(2)(ii)
provides an opportunity for the parties
to discuss a person's ability to pay a
proposed civil penalty and to submit
documents that may result in a reduced
civil penalty if appropriate.

And. finally, § 13.16(d)[2)(iii) provides
an opportunity for a person charged
with a violation to request an informal
conference with the agency attorney
handling the civil penalty action.
Related to informal conferences, one
commenter suggests that the agency
"pennit FAA attorneys to exchange
information and to engage in meaningful
settlement negotiations during informal
conferences."

Agency ettomeys already have that
authority and a great deal of discretion
to take appropriate action during or as a
result of an informal conference. See
Order 2150.3A. Paragraph 1207. Order
2150.3A already contemplates "full and
open discussion of the case[,)" and
amending the prehearing procedures
will not alter or expand an agency
attorney's exercise of discretion. Agency
attorneys also have been advised that
they are authorized to enter into civil
penalty compromises without a finding
of violation where they determine such
a settlement to be in the public interest.
55 FR at 15124; April 20, 1990. Thus. no
revision of sgency policy is necessary.
Even if it were, because the exercise of
this authority and discretion is a matter
of internal agency policy directed to

agency employees. any change in policy
would be more appropriately addressed
by agency order than in the initiation
procedures or rules of practice for civil
penalty actions. Thus. the FAA declines
to amend the prehearing procedures to
address an agency attorney's authority
in infomal conferences as suggested by
the commenter.

In place of varied and numerous
interim replies after informal
proceedings under the previous
prehearing procedures, a "final notice of
proposed civil penalty" may be issued if
8 civil penalty action still is unresolved
(by payment of a civil penalty.
compromise of the action or amount of a
civil penalty, or by a.person's request
for a bearing) after participation in
informal proceedings. The notice also
may be issued where a person fails to
respond at all. within the 3O-day period
provided. by choosing one of the many
options aVailable after a notice of
proposed civil penalty has been issued.
At this point. the only option no longer
available as a matter of right. as it is
after issuance of a notice of proposed

.civil penalty, is the opportunity to
participate in informal proceedings. If
requested, an agency attorney certainly
has the discretion and authority to
provide that opportunity once again, but
the agency attorney is not required to do
so.

While an opportunity to participate in
informal procedures may no longer be
available as a result of a complete
failure to respond, such a failure will not
automatically result in the issuance of
an order assessing civil penalty, as
would occur under the original
prehearing procedures. The agency
believes that most commenters will
support this revision. The opportunity to
resolve the action by either submitting a
civil penalty or compromising the action
or the amount of the civil penalty. and
the opportunity to request a hearing still
are available at this point.

The FAA is not adopting a process
favored by some commenters that would
require the FAA to file a complaint and
obtain a default judgment from an
administrative law judge if a person
charged with 8 violation does not
respond at all to the agency's notices or
interim responses. Under the process
recommended by these commenters. it
appears that a person charged with a
violation could completely ignore any
notices issued before a complaint was
med and. in essence. get three
opportunities to request a hearing. In
addition to the obvious delay such a
process would engender. It would
discourage participation in informal
proceedings to resolve the action and
encourage unnecessary litigation.

Because such 8 process does not appear
to serve the interests of the parties or
tbe public. the FAA is not amending the
prehearing proceedings to incorporate
this process. However, 88 provided in
the rules as originally promulgated. a
person charged with a violation still bas
two opportunities to request a hearing:
(1) After a notice of proposed civil
penalty bas been issued; and (2) after a
final notice of proposed civil penalty has
been issued. The FAA believes it is not
unreasonable to issue an order ending
the action where a person charged with
8 violation has received and failed to
respond to two notices, one that
provides substantial opportunities to
resolve or challenge the action and a
second that still provides the important
opportunity to challenge the action by
requesting a hearing.

The FAA also is amending the
circumstances in which an order
assessing civil penalty may be issued to
a person or entity charged with a
violation. As required by the enabling
legislation and the Administrative
Procedure Act. an order assessing civil
penalty still will be issued only after
notice and an opportunity for a hearing.
As some commenters suggest, an order
assessing civil penalty will encompass.
where appropriate, an initial decision
issued by an administrative law judge
that has not been appealed in a timely
manner to the Administrator and a fmal
decision and order of the Administrator
where a respondent has not filed a
timely petition for review with 8 U.S.
Court of Appeals. As revised. the
prehearing procedures state that initial
decisions and final decisions and orders,
not further challenged as provided under
the rules, are considered to be orders
assessing 8 civil penalty where the
adjudicator finds that a violation
occurred and 8 civil penalty is
warranted.

Under the role all revised, an order
assesBing civil penalty will be issued by
an agency attorney in only two
circumstances. An agency attorney will
issue an order if a person pays or agrees
to pay a proposed civil penalty in
response to either of the notices, and
does not otherwise indicate a desire to
compromise the action or the amount of
the civil penalty or participate In the
many options available under the
prehearing procedures, An agency
attorney also may issue an order
assessing civil penalty where a person
charged with a violation has failed to
request a hearing in a timely manner
after receiving the final notice of
proposed civil penalty.

These orders issued by an agency
attorney will contain a finding of
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violation. The agency believes that it is
appropriate to issue an order assessing
civil penalty in these two limited
situations where 8 person charged with
a violation has failed to exercise the
right to participate in informal
procedures or failed to request a hearing
challenging the agency's action. Several
commenters suggest that the
Administrator should not delegate to a
prosecuting attorney any of the
authority "to assess" a civil penalty.
However. because the agency has
severely circumscribed the
circumstances under which that
authority may be exercised and it may
be appropriate to do so in those narrow
situations. the FAA declines to
withdraw all assessment authority from
agency attorneys.

The final suhstantial change to the
prehearing procedures involves
compromise of civil penalties. See
§ 13.16(1). That section still is set forth
separately to emphasize the authority to
compromise. To clarify that there are
two types of compromise (or settlement)
available, a section is added to show
that an opportunity to compromise the
amount of a civil penalty is available at
any time before referral for a collection
action, whether the civil penalty is
proposed in a notice, imposed by an
agreement to compromise without a
finding, or assessed by an order or
decision. A separate paragraph of that
section deals only. with the authority
and ability of an agency attorney to
compromise the action without a finding
of violation. That paragraph also sets
forth the content of an order that would
be issued pursuant to the parties'
agreement to compromise the action.
One commenter suggests that the agency
change the title of an order issued after
compromise of an action without a
finding of violation. intimating that such
a change is required by the statutory
language and logic. As amended in the
April 1990 final rule, the agency stated
ihat the order would he called "order
assessing civil penaltyIsettlement
without finding of violation." While the
clear implication of the order would
seem to be apparent, the agency is
changing the title of an order issued
pursuant to such agreement to
"compromise order." Thus, there will be
a clear distinction from other orders
issued by the agency that may contain
findings of violations.

Complaint and answer
Several commenters compare the

specificity required by the rules of
practice for answers submitted by
respondents with the apparent lack of
required equivalent specificity for
complaints issued by the agency. The

commenters [such as ATA, AOPA, BAA,
and ALPA) ohject to the specificitY
stated in the rules for a respondent's
answer without a corresponding
requirement for detail in the agency's
complaint. ATA suggests, since
t 13.209(d) requires respondents to
address each allegation in each
numhered paragraph of the compleint,
that § 13.208 be amended to require
agency attorneys to use separately
numbered paragraphs in a complaint,
each of which contains a single
allegation. ATA also recommends that
§ 13.208 of the rules also should require
agency attorneys to state in "plain
English" the following information in
each complaint: (1) The facts supporting
the jurisdiction of the agency; (2) any
provision of law supporting jurisdiction;
(3) facts upon which the complaint is
based; (4) any provision of law allegedly
violated hy the respondent; (5) fects
supporting any claimed penalty; and (6)
any provision of law supporting such a
claim.

ALPA recommends similar
requirements in the rules for the
agency's complaint. ALPA suggests
revisions of § 13.208 to require: (1) A
specific description of the events giving
rise to the alleged violation; (2) the date,
time. and place of each such event; and
(3) the statutory or regulatory provisions
alleged to have heen violated. ALPA
believes that this is the minimum
information needed to give a respondent
"meaningful notice" of the charges 80

that a defense can he prepared. EAA
also believes that the rule regarding the
agency's complaint should be more
specific, suggesting that the agency
revise § 13.208 to require citation of the
regulations that allegedly were violated
and a precise statement of the alleged
facts. As discussed above, ATA
suggests that the egency specify
additional requirements regarding the
complaint in § 13.208 to eliminate
asymmetry in the rules of practice. In
ATA's words, "Specificity will yield
efficiency-a proposition at least as true
for Complaints as for Answers."
Conversely, while ALPA would impose
additional requirements on the agency
regarding its complaint, ALPA believes
that the requirements regarding the
contents of an answer are "too
demanding" and "there is simply no
need for that level of precision in the
answer." Thus. ALPA would require of
the agency more than "notice pleading,"
while relaxing significantly what it
perceives to be "technical pleading"
burdens on respondents. ALPA also sees
"no need·' for the provision in t 13.209(c)
that requires a "brief statement of the
relief requested by the person in the

answer." ALPA argues that the ,agency
should presume that, hy filing the
answer, the person charged with ao
alleged violation denies the allegations
and seeks dismissal of the complaint.
ALPAsuggests that the FAA review the
NTSB's rule regarding an answer (49
ern 821.31(c)), which does not prohihit
general denials or require a statement of
the relief sought.

EAA objects to the provisions of
§ 13.209(dj [essentially unchanged from
the rule promulgated in August 1988
except for substitution of the word
"complaint" for the phrase "order of
civil penalty") that a "general denial is
not only unacceptahle. hut deemed to he
an admission." FAA believes that this
provislon is a trap for the unwary and
shifts the hurden of proof from the FAA
to the respondent. AOpA, ALPA, and
one private attorney also believe that
the rules should permit the use of Ii
general denial, thus hringing the FAA's
rules in line with the rule and practice of
the NTSB.

EAA comments that a "respondent
should he free to deny any aspect of the
complaint." EAA did not cite any rule,
rule provision, or agency practice that
prevents a respondent from doing just
tha t. Indeed, hy requiring a respondent
to address each allegation in each
numbered paragraph of the complaint,
the respondent could deny each
allegation, deny each numhered
paragraph, or deny only those
allegations or paragraph'; that the
respondent wishes to contest or require
that the agency attorney prove at
hearing.

The FAA agrees with ATA's comment
that specificity in'initial pleadings is
desirable for both parties. Specific
allegations in a complaint and specific
responses in an answer eliminate
uncontested issues, narrow and focus
any contested issues between the
parties, and place contested issues
squarely before the administrative law
judge. Indeed, as a matter of practice
and policy, the FANs notices and
complaints in both certificate actions
and civil penalty actions comply with
the suggestions and recommendations of
the commenters. See paragraphs
1202[a)[1), 1204(b)(1), snd 1205(h)(l) of
Order 2150.3A. Although the
commeoters request additional
specificity in the agency's complaint,
none cites any specific instance in
which the FAA did not provide enough
information in its complaint to enable
the respondent to prepare and defend
against the FAA's civil penalty action.
Nevertheless, the FAA is incorporating
in § 13.208 the standards and
requirements contained in Order
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2150.3A. Thus, both the agency and
respondents are subject to similar
requirements for specificity in their
initial pleadings filed in an action.

Some commenters suggest inclusion of
detailed and specific statements
supporting the agency's Jurisdiction and
citations to statutory and regulatory
authority in the complain~ seeming to go
beyond what ordinarily is required in a
system of "notice pleading." The agency
is not including such intricate
requirements in 113.208 because other
mechanisms Bfe available if the
agency's complaint is so unclear that 8
respondent would be unable to prepare
an adequate response. For example.
under § 13.218(f), a respondent may file
several motions in response to a
complaint: (1) A motion to dismiss for
insufficiency: (2) ageneral motion to
dismiss; (3) a motion for more definite
slatement or (4) a motion to strike.
Section 13.209 allows 8 respondent to
file these motions instead of an answer.
Thus. before a respondent need deal
with preparing a substantive answer to
the charges, several procedural motions
are available to clarify or even dismiss
the complaint In light of the availability
and timing of these motions, tbe agency
believes that there are sufficient
mechanisms to address ambiguous or
Incomplete complaints that would
adversely affect a respondent's ability
to respond. Also, other revisions to
§ 13.209 discussed below lead the
agency to believe that there is nothing
inherenUy unfair in requiring an effort to
prepare 8 specific response that is
similar to the burden on the agency to
set forth adequately the allegations in a
complaint.

Because specificity in pleadings is
desirable, the agency has not eliminated
all requirements for specificity in an
answer. However, the FAA is revising
several parts of the rule so that. in some
instances, what once was mandatory
now is permissive, much like the NTSB's
rule regarding a respondent's answer to
a complaint See 49 CFR 821.31(c). As
revised, the rule pennits a respondent to
include any relief requested in an
answer, but a respondent is not required
to do so. The FAA is removing the
phrase "each allegation" in the first
sentence of § 13.209(e). Thus, a
respondent is required to address each
numbered-paragraph in the complaint
instead of responding to each allegation
that may be stated in 8 separately·
numbered paragraph. If a respondent
disagrees with all allegations in a
paragraph, the respondent may simply
deny the entire paragraph.

A general denial of a complaint still is
considered a failure to file an answer;

however. allegations in a separately
numbered paragraph that are not
specifically denied no longer are
automatically deemed to be admitted as
tnIe. Instead, the agency's revision of
t 13.209(e) allows the administrative
law judge to determine whether a
respondent's failure to deny an
allegation specifically should be
considered an admission of the troth of
that allegation. Tbe FAA is no~
however, amending t 13.209(f); failure to
file an answer at all without good cause
will continue to result in admission of
the troth of each allegation.

Location ofHearings

Under the rules as set forth in the
April 1990 NPRM, a person requesting a
hearing was required to suggest a
location for the hearing in the request
submitted to the agency attorney
pursuant to § 13.16(i). Under § 13.208 of
the rules, the agency attorney was
required to suggest a location for any
hearing in' the complaint filed with the
hearing docket. If the respondent and
the agency attorney did not agree on a
location, the docket clerk would set a
location for the hearing near the place
where the incident occurred. in'
accordance with § 13.208(c). Either party
could submit a motion to tha
administrative law judge under
§ 13.221[c) to change the location of the
hearing; the administrative law judge
also could cbange the location, on the
law judge's own initiative. giving due
regard for where the majority of the
witnesses reside or work. the
convenience of the parties. and service
to the location by a scheduled air
carrier. Three commenters object to one
or more issues. .

ATA objects to empowering the
docket clerk to make an Initial selection
of a location for the hearing If the
parties did not agree. In ATA'. view, the
clerk's decision would not necessarily
obviate the involvement of the
administrative law judge in a dispute
over the hearing location. ATA suggests
that the FAA delete § 13.208(c) as an
unnecessary step in the process of
determining a location for the hearing.

ALPA believes that the "place wbere
the incident occurred" sbould not be the
"controlling consideration" for
detennining the location because it may
be "highly inconvenient for one or even
both parties," ALPA suggests that the
FAA revise § 13.208(c) so that it
resembles 49 CFR 821.37(a) of the
NTSB's rules. In pertinent part, that
section states:
The chief law judge or the lew Judge to whom
the csse is assigned shall Bet the date. time.
and place for the hearing at a reasonable
date, time, and place.· •• Due regard shall

be given to the convenience of the parties
with respect 10 the place of the hearing. The
location of the majority of the witnesseJ and
the suitability of. sUe served by • Icheduled
air carrier are factors to be considered in
setting the place for the hearing.· ••

ALPA suggests adding to the FAA's rule
only the sentence that begins "Due
regard· .'.,'t ALPA did not recommend
that the FAA add the remainder of tha
NTSB's rule.

AOPA recommends that the FAA
amend t 13.208(c) and t 13.221(c) to
allow an administrative law judge to
determine the location for bearing based
on the convenience of the parties,
particularly the convenience of the
respondent AOPA states that
preferences expressed in the rules. such
8S a place near the location of the
incident and convenient for witnesses.
tend to "disadvantage respondents
because they cannot match the
resources of the FAA" to get to 8

location often far away from the
respondent's base. AOPA acknowledges
that there may be consIderations that
weigh in favor of the FAA in setting an
appropriate place for a hearing, altbough
that location may not be convenient for
a respondent. In AOPA's view, the law
judge is tbe proper person to weigh the
relevant factors and determine an
appropriatalocation for any hearing.

After reviewing the comments and
those sections of the rules cited above.
the FAA is revising the rules that
address the location of the hearing. The
FAA is deleting § 13.208(c) as requested:
the hearing docket clerk no longer will
make any decisions about the location
of a hearing. The FAA is amending
§ 13.221(c) as suggested; the
administrative law judge will set a
reasonable location for any hearing.

The FAA based its original rule on the
NTSB's rule. NTSB's rule requires the
administrative law judge to give "due
regard" to the convenience of the parties
and consider factors such al those
already contained in the FAA's rule as
promulgated and proposed Because
these factors appear to be reasonable
matters that an administrative law judge
should consider in setting a hearing
location, the FAA is not deleting that
language from its rule. Tha FAA is,
however, deleting the phrase "near
where the incident occurred" and is not
including it in any other section of the
rules of practice. If the place where the
incident occurred is a relevant factor
that the administrative law judge should
consider, either of the parties is free to
raise that issue to the law judge.
Because the administrative law judge
now determines the location of the
hearing, it is not necessary to keep tbat
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portion of the first sentence in
§ 13.221(c) that preserves the
administrative law judge's discretion, on
the judge's own motion, to revise the
docket clerk's selection of a location.

As discussed previously, the FAA is
revising several of the preheating
procedures. Although it is changing the
rules to require a respondent to file 8

request for a hearing with the hearing
docket clerk instead of the agency
altorney, the FAA is nat changing the
requirements regarding the contents of a
request for a hearing. A respondent still
must suggest 8 location for the hearing
when filing that document so that the
administrative law judge is aware of the
respondent's desires. A copy of the
requeet for a hearing must be sent to the
agency attorney 80 that the attorney can
file the complaint with the hearing
docket clerk. lbe hearing docket clerk
will fOlward a copy of the requesl for a
hearing to the DOT Office of Hearings
so that the administrative law judge will
have a copy of Ihe request, with the
respondent's desired hearing locatIon.
when the case is assigned. Agency
atlorneys will continue to suggest a
location for any hearing when filing the
complaint 80 that the administrative law
judge can determine a reasonable
location for the hearing based on the
suggestions of the parties. Although not
required by the rules, the parties are
encouraged to explain or support their
suggested location so that the
administrative law judge is aware of
these considerations at the time of the
determination. Under § 13.221(c) as
revised, the parties may submit a motion
to change the location of the hearing
after the law judge has given notice of
the date, time, and location of the
hearing.

Verification ofInterrogatory Responses

In the April 1990 NPRM, the FAA
included the suggestion of a private
attorney for revision of § 13.220(k)(1j, a
provision of the rules of practice dealing
with interrogatories. The aoromenter
ohjected to the provision in the rule that
required a respondent, but not the
agency attorney, to respond under oath
to interrogatories. The commenter
suggested that the agency amend
§ 13.220(k)(l) so that neither party is
required to verify its interrogatory
responses or both parties are required to
so verify.

The coromenter who initially raised
this issue provides no further
explanation in his comments to the
agency's April 1990 NPRM. NBAA takes
no position whether amendment of this
rule provision is legally necessary but
transmits the concerns of NBAA's
members that revision of the section

may enhance the perception of
procedural fairness. Several other
commenters support deletion of the
requirement that interrogatories be
signed by respondents under oath or
that attorneys be required to verify their
authority to sign on behalf of a party.

American Airlines states that the
verification requirement should be
eliminated from the agency's rule
because § 13.207 of the rules already
requires certification of documents by a
party or the party's attorney or
representative. And, because responses
to interrogatories are binding on the
responding party, whether signed under
oath or not, the requirement to respond
to interrogatories "under oath" is
unnecessary. ATA also agrees that the
verification requirement be eliminated
frem the rules of practice. ATA raises
several questions regarding the
requirement, in addition to asserting
that the section is not clearly worded,
and suggests that the solution to its
questions is to delete the verification
requirement. ATA states that the "fact
finding process is protected" so long as
the answers to interrogatories can be
offered as-evidence against the party
who answered them. ATA believes that
verification of an attorney's authority to
sign interrogatories on a party's hehalf
is not necessary, just as it is not
necessary for responses to a request for
admission or a request for production of
documents.

On the other hand, ALPA has no
objection to the requirement in
§ 13.220[k)(1J that answers to
interrogatories be made, under oath,
provided that both partles in a civil
penalty action are subject to the
requirement. However, ALPA states that
persons qualified to administer oaths
are not always readily available; thus,
ALPA suggests that the agency clarify
.the section to provide that a
"verification under the penalty of
perjury, in the manner authorized by 28
U.S.C. 1746, will be deemed the
equivalent of a sworn declaration."

Although not explicitly stated in its
comments, ATA correctly implies that
the rules of practice do not require an
attorney's verification of his or her
authority to sign responses on behalf of
a party to 8 request for admission or a
request for production of documents.
And, while the rule appears to require
verification by attorneys for either
party, and thus seems to place an equal
burden on both parties, it is possible
that attorneys for individual
respondents would. in some cases, have
difficulty obtaining or submitting the
required verification. Thus, the FAA is
deleting from § 13.220(kJ(lJ the

requirement that an attorney verify his
·or her authority to sign interrogatory
responses on behalf of a party. Deleting
this requirement will not impair a
party's use of interrogatory responses.
And, as noted by American Airlines, the
certification requirements contained in
§ 13.207 should sufficiently protect the
integrity of the process, making the
additional requirement in § 13.220(1<)(1J
redundant.

The FAA has not clarified this section
as suggested by ALPA, helieving instead
that deleting the requirement 10 respond
under oath is a more efficient solution
that achieves what ALPA and the other
commenters request. Moreover, Rule
26(g) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure does not require that
responses to discovery requests be
made under oath. Thus, after review of
this section and in accordance with the
recommendations of the commenters,
the FAA is deleting the requirement that
8 party answer interrogatories under
oath. A. ATA and American Airlines
suggest, the FAA has modified
§ 13.220(kJ to make it clear that
inten-ogatory responses may be used by
a party to the extent that the responses
meet the general standard for admission
of evidence. Thus, interrogatory
responses are binding on the party Ihat
provides them and the responses may be
introduced into evidence by an opposing
party. in the same manner as any other
evidence may be introduced and used.
This modification is similar to, but not
so restrictive as, 8 party's use at a
hearing of any part or all of a deposition
under § 13.2200)(4J. It clearly is within
the discretion of the administrative law
judge under the general evidentiary rule
to determine if an interrogatory
response is relevant, material, and not
repetitious and, thus, should be admitted
into evidence in 8 civil penalty action.

Discovery

Several commenters object generally
to the rule directed toward discovery
practice. ALPA points out that the
FAA'. discovery rule (§ 13.220J is more
extensive than the NTSB's discovery
rule. While conceding that it has "no
objection to any specific provision" of
the current provisions in the discovery
rule, ALPA asserts that "their very
comprehensiveness makes us a bit
uneasy," and expresses concern that the
rule might create opportunities for
abuse. ALPA suggests that the discovery
rule should make clear that i1should be
"administered and construed in a
manner consistent with the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure."

AOPA also objects to lbe current
discovery rule. asserting that it "creates
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a great potential for abuse by the FAA
against respondents of modest means,"
stating that "the sheer volume and tenor
of the FAA rule seems to encourage
extensive. computer-generated
discovery." AOPA suggests that the
FAA adopt a rule similar to that ofthe
NTSB (49 CPR 821.19). emphasizing
voluntary exchange of infannstion.
using the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure 8S a general guide, and allow
the administrative law judge to control
the discovery process. A private
attorney also expresses concern that the
rule allows "unbridled use of discovery
by the FAA." .

In the abstract. the lack of specific
provisions governing discovery could
more likely lead to abuse than discovery
procedures that are comprehensive. The
FAA is confident that the
comprehensiveness of the discovery rule
will protect parties against abusive and
burdensome discovery. rather than
encourage it. The agency is unaware of
any instances of abusive discovery by
the FAA. and the commenters point to
none. The FAA does recognize that any
system of discovery is subject to abuse
and, thus. the current rules of practice
provide protection agai.Dst abuse.
Section 13.220[0 allows the
administrative law judge to limit
discovery under certain circumstances
and § 13.220(h) provides for protective
orders ,in order to protect a party or
person from annoyance, em.barrassment,
oppression, or undue burden or expense.

Moreover, 8S was pointed out when
the rules of practice were originally
promulgated, the provisions regarding
discovery contained in § 13.220 "are
similar to the discovery permitted under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,"
although they are "tailored to
accommodate the less formal
requirements of administrative
practice," 53 PR at 34650; September 7.
1988. As the commen1ers point out, the
NTSB rule. which provides scant
guidance. states that the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure may be used as a
general guide for discovery before the
NTSB. However. the NTSB rule also
specifies that the Federal rules and the
case law construing them "shall be
considered by the .Board and its law
Judges as instructive rather than
controlling." This essentially is the same
approach the FAA has followed. See
American Airlines v. FAA. FAA Order
No. 89-8 (December 21. 1989). Although
the Administrstor declined to follow the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in that
case, the Adridnistrator's approach to
resolve the issue-that the Federal Rules
are instructive rather than controlling
is consistent with NTSB practice. In light

of the fact that the FAA's rule already
roughly parallels the Federal rules, the
FAA does not believe that adding
similar language to its discovery rule
would add anything ofvalue.

American AIrlines points out that the
current rule provides that responses and
objections to discovery must be served
within 30 days (§ 13.220(d)). but they do
not specify that a failure to respond or
object within 30 days constitutes a
waiver of objections. American argues
that the failure to timely respond to
discovery should constitute 8 waiver of
the right to object. The FAA does not
agree that such a waiver is always
warranted. Indeed. the Administrator
has already decided, in a case involving
American Airlines, that such a sanction
would be too onerous where the party
seeking the sanction demonstrated no
prejudice by the delay.ld. The holding
in that deGision is not inconsistent with
the practice in Federal courts, where
courts sometimes but not always impose
this sanction. In sum, the issue of what
sanction should be imposed for failure
timely to respond or object to discovery
is one that should be decided on a case·
by-case basis and entrusted in the fll'st
instance to the discretion of the
administrative law judge. Accordingly.
the FAA declines to alter the current
discovery rule on this point.

American also asserts that the
number of interrogatories permitted by
the rule should be increased from one
set of 30 questions to two sets of 30
questions each. arguing that it Is costly
to file a motion for leave to serve
additional interrogatories, as is now
contemplated by § 13.220(k)(2).
American also states that permitting
another set of 30 interrogatories would
impose no additional burden on
·litigants. However, it seems to the
agency that to double the number of
interrogatories permitted would actually
increase the burden of preparing for and
responding to discovery. Thirty
interrogatories should normally be
sufficient to obtain relevant infonnation
in the typical civil penalty case. If it is
not, a party can always file a motion for
leave to serve additional interrogatories.
upon a showing of good cause. See
§ 13.220(k)(2). The costs of filing such a
motion should not be excessive. The
FAA believes that the benefits of
retaining the current limit on
interrogatories outweigh whatever costs
may be involved in filing a motion. The
current maximum of 30 interrogatories
which may be filed without the law
judge's approval discourages unduly
burdensome or excessive discovery. and
is a necessary limitation.

Motions to Quash Subpoenas

Only ATA raises an issue with regard
to motions to quash a subpoena. ATA
takes issue with the fact that § 13.228(b)
limits motions to quash to the person
upon whom the subpoena is served.
ATA believes that parties, and
especially respondents, should be able
to move to quash a subpoena that is
served upon a third-party witness
because the third-party witness will
frequently have little reason or financial
ability to resist compliance and because
the real party in interest will frequently
be the respondent.

Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure speaks to the subpoena. Rule
45(a) applies to the subpoena ad
testificandum (testimony). and Rule
45(b) applies to the subpoena duces
tecum (documents). Significantly, Rule
45(b) provides for motions to quash or
modify a subpoena duces tecum, but no
such provision appears in Rule 45(a). In
addition. Rule 45(d). which speaks to the
subpoena for the taking of depositions
and the place where they can be taken.
contains language identical to that in
§ 13.228(b) of the rules of practice.
specifying that the person served with
the subpoena may move to quash or
modify the subpoena. The only rule
which supports the commenter's
suggestion that parties, as well 8S the
person served, should have standing to
raise. an objection to the subpoena is
Rule 26(b). It provides that either a party
or the person from whom discovery is
sought may, upon good cause shown,
seek relief from the court. Rule 26
applies, however, only to depositions
and discovery, and it is unclear whether
the commenter's suggestion is similarly
limited.

Even though Rule 45 provides no
support for the commenter's suggestion,
and Rule 28 provides support only in the
discovery situation, the more liberal
approach found in Rule 28 is adopted
herein. Accordingly, § 13.228(b) is
amended to provide that either the
person served or a party may move to
quash or otherwise modify a subpoena,
based on the standards contained in
that section of the rules of practice.

Intervention

EAA questions the basis for the
section in the rules on intervention by
persons who are not parties to a civil
penalty action. See § 13.206. That
section stated that the administrative
law Judge must allow any person who
bas a statutory right to intervene to
participate in the procsedings. If there
was no statutory right to intervene, the
administrative law judge was required
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to exclude any other person's
participation. EAA requests clarification
of the statutes and the circumstances
that would trigger intervention by a
person who is not 8 party to the civil
penalty action.

The FAA patterned its intervention
section on a DOT rule. See 14 crn
302.15. tn light of the differences
between DOT's complex route. rate.
licensing, and enforcement proceedings
and the FAA's civil penalty actions, the·
FAA chose to exclude the participation
of any person who was not a party to
the action. The FAA explained the basis
for the section in its August 1988 final
rule:

In the FAA's experience, intervention
requests are infrequent in enforcement
actions, and these request.8 generally are
denied. The FAA believes that requests to
intervene would result in unnecessary delay
and expense to the true parties in the civil
penalty proceedings.

53 FR at 34649; September 7, 1988. The
FAA continues to believe that this
justification for the limited intervention
provision remains valid.

In the disposi tian of comments
submitted on the August 1988 final rule.
the FAA expanded this explanation (54
rn at 11918; March 22, 1989). The FAA
explained that participation by
nooparties at the factfinding stage of 8

hearing generally does not contribute to
resolution of the narrow issues before
an administrative law judge in 8 civil
penalty action, namely factual
determinations regarding an alleged
violation and a determination of an
appropriate penalty for a violation. The
FAA restated its view that motions to
intervene and actual intervention by
persons with interests more attenuated
than those of the parties could delay the
proceedings Bnd complicate the issues
in the case. Moreover, under § 13.233(f),
the Administrator may allow a nonparty
to submit an amicus curiae brief in an
appeal of an initial decision. In addition
to the Administrator's authority to
remand a civil penalty action for the
receipt of additional evidence or
testimony and an initial decision on an
issue, the ability to receive an amicus
brief by a nonparty should provide
sufficient opportunity for any person
who has a substantial interest, not
adequately represented by the parties,
to participate in an agenci' enforcement
action. •

There does not appear to be any
Cllrrent statute specifically authorizing
any person to participate in civil penalty
assessment proceedings held by the
FAA. Although no other commenter
states any position regarding the FAA's
section on intervention, EAA's comment

prompted the FAA to review this section
once again. Upon review, the FAA is
revising its rule, adopting considerations
similar to those in the NTSB's rules and
expanding the circumstances under
which a nonparty could attempt to
interv~ne in a civil penalty action. The
FAA is revising § 13.206 to include
language similar to the NTSB's rule (see
49 crn 821.9) and adding a time limit for
Bubmitting a motion for leave to
intervene to an administrative law
judge. As under the NTSB's rule, an
administrative law judge is not required
to entertain 8 motion for leave to
intervene submitted less than 10 days
before a hearing unless the party shows
good cause for any delay in submitting
the motion.

The FAA expects that motions for
leave to intervene will be infrequent and
an administrative law judge's granting
of such a motion will be rar~. By
expanding this section of the rules, it
does not appear tbat the parties'
interests or the public interest will be
adversely affected if a nonparty moves
to intervene. However, it will be in the
discretion of the administrative law
judge, in light of the facts and
circumstances of a particular case, to
weigh any factors and determine
whether intervention is appropriate. The
administrative law judge also'may
detennine the extent of an intervenor's
participation in a civil penalty
proceeding.

Hearsoy Evidence and FAA Employee
Testimony

In the April 1990 final rule, the FAA
addressed, at great length and in great
detail, the objections of previous
commenters to the use of hearsay
evidence in civil penalty actions and
perceived limita tions on FAA employee
testimony based on the language of the
applicable sections of the rules of
practice. The FAA made several
revisions to the roles of practice to
address the concerns and suggestions of
the commenters. In response to the April
1990 NPRM, only one commenter
continues to object to the admission of
hearsay evidence and three com..nenters
continue to express concerns about the
scope of an FAA employee's testimony
in civil penalty actions.

With regard to the admission and use
of hearsay evidence, the FAA has noted
the longstanding acceptance by Federal
courts and administrative agencies of
the admission and use of hearsay
evidence in administrative proceedings.
The FAA cited several NTSB cases that
expressly recognize the admissibility
and use of hearsay evidence in its
certificate action proceedings. Because
the FAA has dealt with thia issue on

several prior occasions, the FAA will
not repeat that discussion here. 53 FR at
34651; September 7, 1988 (promulgation
of initiation procedures and rules of
practice); 54 rn at 11917-11918; March
22,1989 (disposition of comments to
August 1988 final rule); 55 rn at 15118;
April 20, 1990 (final rule amending the
rules of practice promulgated in August
1988).

Only one commenter, a private
attorney who has indicated his distinc1
preference for adjudication in Federal
courts, disagrees with the agency's.
decision to permit the admission and
use of hearsay evidence ~n civil penalty
actions. The commenter states the
FAA's "burden of proof is diminished
since it can use 'incompetent evidence,'
i.e., hearsay that would not be admitted
in Federal Court." This is not correct.
First. an administrative law judge will
determine what weight, if any, should be
given to hearsay evidence admitted in
the proceeding and whether it is reliable
and material to the factual issues in the
case. Second, all parties wiU have an
opportunity to present hearsay
evidence. Therefore, a respondent also
will have an opportunity to prevail in a
civil penalty action based on hearsay
evidence. Thus, th'e agency does not see
8 sufficient reason to exclude potentially
relevant and material evidence, albeit
hearsay, particularly in light of tbe law
judge's discretion regarding its weight.

This commenter objects to the
possibility that the FAA could establish
a prima facie case of 8 violation based
on "statements made in court by an
FAA Inspector who is merely rapes ling
what he heard from someone out of
court· •• who is not available to be
cross-examined or confronted by the
pilot or his lawyer." The commenter
fails to explain how or why the person
who made the statement "out of court"
would be unavailable to the pilot or his
attorney or that unavailability, if any, is
a result of the agency's rules of practice,
Under the agency's discovery rule, the
respondent will be able to determine
whether an inspector will rely on
hearsay testimony, and prepare to
address that evidence at the hearing.
Although not stated, the FAA presumes
that the comment may be based on a
respondent's concern or financial
inability to ensure that the "out of court"
witness is available and appears at the
hearing.

While this is 8 valid concern, the
respondent is not without options. Even
if the "out of court" witness were not
able to appear at the hearing, the
respondent or the respondent's attorney
certainly could cross-examine the
inspector to persuade the administrative
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law judge that reliance on hearsay
evidence is u:lI'easoDabJe and, thus,
should he accorded little or no _ight.
Although the commenler stales thai the
FANs.rule "eliminateles) pilots' rights
to engage in meaningful Cl'OSS

examination," the com.'Jlenter-does not
cite any example. either io 8 cfvil
penalty proceeding or a certificate
action proceeding before the NTSB.
where this has occurred.

The FAA ia confident that DOT
administrative law judges are well
aware ohrguments regarding the
admissibility and use of bearsay
evidence and will exercise their
discretion to determine what weight. if
any. should he accorded to hearsay
evidence in a particular case. In the
absence of specific examples of abuse
and in light of the signif"",nt IUppOrt
previously expressed by the majority of
the commonte... in favor of the
admissibility of hearsay evidence. the
FAA declines to change lis rules to
make hearsay eviden<:e lDadmissibie.

Three commenters continue to raise
concerns about an FAA employee's
expert or opinion testimony in civil
penalty actions.. One comment may be
based on a misreading of Ihe revised
rule. The commenter correctly cites the
sentence added by the FAA in the April
1990 final rule tha t prohibits FAA
counsel from calling a respondent's
employee to give opinion testimony for
the agency. However. the commenter
cites the previous version of the first
senlen<:e of 113.=. As revised. the rule
now reads:
An employee of the agency may not be alled
8S an expert or opinion witness, for any party
other than the &.leney, in any proceediDg
govemed by this subpalt.

The FAA replaced the word "testify
from the previous sentence with the
phrase "be caHed" to addres. the
concerns of the commenters. AI. stated
in the preamble to the April 1990 final
rule, the revised section "now addresses
ollly an FAA eml'loyee's obligation to
appear as an expert or opinion witness
and the agency's ability to cboo...
experts or opinion witnesses...•55 FR at
15120; April 20, 1990. To the extent that
the commenter.s discussion is based on
lhe previous language in 113.227, the
FAA ia Wlable to determina if the
commenter wowd object to the rule as
revi.ed in the April 1990 final nde and
published for comment in the April 1990
NPRM.

EAA and the President of the NTSB
Bar Associatioo. and aa AOPA
scknowledged in its previous comments.
"recognize the need for a prohibition oC
private persons from using the
govem."'lenl a'S a source for expert

testimony." But both c<,mmenters ask
the FAA to explain sg~in the rule's
eCCect on the testimony of an FAA .
employee that t.~e respondenl mey have
consulted fo.r advice about matters sucb
as the airworthiness of an aircraCt.
acceptability of navigational equipment.
or a method of aircraft construction. The
commen.ters are concerned that if a
person seeks the agency', advice. and a
civil penalty action later is initiated on a
related maller, the rules of practice will
Inhibit either the respondent's ability to
csil the FAA employee who gave tbe
advice or respondent's ability to cross·
examine an Ff4.A employee who lestifies
as an expert or opinion witness on the
issue.

In its discussion of the revisions to
113.227 in the April 1990 final rule, the
age!1.Cy also discussed its expectations
of how the rule would operate in
practice.

The FAA 18 .stimed that the rule. 88

amended, and its purpose are .uflkientty
clear to preclude a conatruction that woWd
either (t) excluee a private party's otherwise
admissible evidence of an opinion previousJ)'
given by an FAA employee outiide of the
adjudicatory proceeding or (2) prevent or
limit otherwise proper cross-examination of
opinions given by an FAA employee on direct
eX8miMtion as .. witne&9 for the.agency. The
first example does DOt involve an employee's
testimony for a non-FAA party~ As to the
second. we know of no inMtance in which an
administrative law Judge has reUed on either
the FAA's l'Ule or its Departmental
counterpart to limit the scope of otherwise
proper Q'osa-ex.aminatioo of an emplo)'ee's
testimomal opinions. The FAA t. confident
that an adm.i.niatrative law jud,ge will rule
properly in such situatiooa and win do so
without reference to the limitation in 113.227.

35 FR at 15117-15120; April 20, 1990.
During a hearing, counsel for the FAA is
entitled to pose proper objections to a
respondent's atlempt to callan FAA
empJoyee as an expert on the
respondent's behalf or to engage in
improper cross-examination of an FAA
,vitoe... The respondent Is entitled to
pose the same objecfions regarding its
witnesses. In either case. the
administrative law judge win role on
any objections raised by either party
regarding the proper scope of cross
examination or the factual character
aod content of the person's testimonYJ
preswnably based on the Isw judge's
view of the validity of the objection llnd
the reasons supporting that objection.

In the hypothetical oet forlh by EAA
and the President oC the NTSB Bar
Assoclation, the respondent may «:an an
FAA employee as a fact witness. The
sgency employee could testify &boot
factual matters. such 88 where and
when the respondent sought the FAA
employee's advice and tbe content of

the advice provided by the employee.
offered a1 the hearing for what was said.
not Its validi1y. The respondent is
entitled to call his or her o·.vn expert or
opinion \\;tness to testily about the
validity oC that advice. If the FAA caUs
the sgency employee (previously
contscted for advice by the respondent).
the respondent can ask the FAA
employee factual questions to develop
the factual record on the issue. U lhe
FAA caUs that employee as Its expert or
opinion witness in the action. the
respondent may elicit factual testimony
from that employee and cross-examine
the emplo~'ee about expert or opinion
testimony given on direct examinaTion
at the hearing. As the FAA stated in the
April 1990 final rule:

Because both sentences [in 113.227] now
speak only to "calling" an expert or opinion
witness, and not in terms of "teatifyiDg.·' thi.8
section should Dot restrict an FAA
employee's factual testimOB)l or a part5's
ability to crose-examine an opposing expert
or opinion witness,

55 FR at 15120; April 20,1990. The FAA
is aware of its responsibility and ability
to be 8 "source of infonnation" on
aviation matters and, 8S such. the
avistion community should be able to
seek froely and rely upon the FAA's
advice. This traditional role of the
agency is neither altered nor affected by
the FAA's rules of prsctice, particularly
as 113.= has been re>-!sed in the April
1990 final rule.

Evidence Related to Flight Data
Recorders orCockpit Voice Recm-ders

In comments to the August 1988 flllal
role. ATA suggested that the FAA
amend 1 13.222(b) to preserve expressly
the "privilege thaI traditionally has
allached" to information from flight data
recorders (FDR) and cockpit voice
recorders (CVR). In its cammenlto the
April 1990 NPRM. ATA repeats Ll,is
suggestion. Airbome also suggests tbal
the FAA smend 113.222 to include a
"privil~e or other exclusionary role" fo
preclude admission of FDR and CVR
informatioa Airnome states that the
FAA's rule regording the admissibility of
evidence would allow admission of FDR
aod CVR data "even though such
evidence is by statute or otherwise ruled
inadmissible for any purpose otber thaft
accident and incident inveatigation." S0
BS to "avoid unnecessary argument)' if
an FAA attorney tries to introduce
hearsay FDR or eVR data, ·and
consistent with stalllie and regulation,"
Airborne argues that the rules of
practice should expressly exclude. ell
data. whether relevant or o,then\'ise
admissible.
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To the extent that these commenters
assume, or by their comments Buggest.
that there has ever been 8 restriction on
tbe use of FDR data in evidence, the
commenters are mistaken. FDR
information is now Bnd bas always been
admissible in enforcement actions.
Indeed, § 13.7 specifically provides that,
except to the extent that such use is
specifically limited or probibited, eacb
record. document or report which is
required to be maintained by the
Administrator may be used in any civil
penalty action. certificate action or other
legal proceeding. The use of CVR .
information in evidence. however, IS
specifically limited in § 121.359(1) and
§ 135.151(c). Those sections state, in
pertinent part:
lnIonnation obtained from the record
(produced by the cockpit voice recorder) is
used to 88sist in determining the cause of
accidents or occurrences in connection with
investigations under part 830 (of the NTSB's
regulations). The Administrator does not use
the record in any civil penalty or certificate
action.

No siroilar limitation applies to FDR
information. See § 121.343(i) and
§ 135.152(eJ.

The FAA's rules of practice for civil
penalty actions do not expressly or by
implication amend the existing
regulatory restrictions on tbe use of CVR
information as evidence in an
enforcement proceeding. The rules also
do not change any existing policies or
practices with regard to such use. As
stated in the disposition of comments to
the August 1988 final rule, the agency
will continue to operate under existing
rules. policies. and practice in handling
informstion from cockpit voice
recorders and flight data recorders. 54
FR at 11917; March 22, 1989. If an agency
attorney attempts to introduce evidence
based on CVR or FOR information in a
ch..npenalty action. a respondent is free
to object to admission of such evidence
based either on the regulatory
restrictions or policy arguments against
such use.

Accordingly. no change to § 13.222
will be adopted in this rulemaking.
Should the commenters desire
reconsideration of agency policy with
regard to the use of FOR information or
regulatory changes with regard to
restrictions on the use of CVR
information in § 121.359 or § 135.151, the
commenters are free to petition for stIch
changes.

Written Arguments and Decisions
Despite the FAA's significant revision

of the rules of practice dealing with
written arguments and decisions. two _
commenters request chaoges to permit
broader opportunities for, or to require.

submission of written briefs in civil
penalty actions. Airborne states that the
FAA's changes regarding submission of
written arguments and decisions in the
April 1990 final rule do not go "far
enough" and cases involving fines
exceeding several thousand dollars
"deserve the more deliberate aod
thougbtful proceedings wbich written
advocacy and decision provide."
Airborne advocates a distinction in the
rules that gives "respondents a right to
submit written submissions in cases
over 8 specified dollar amount. for
example, $5,000." Airborne also suggests
that adminlstretive law judges "sbould
be encouraged by rule to submit written
decision for penalties over a similar
amount, with discretion to avoid 9uch
written decisions in appropriate case,
provided reasons are stated on the
record."

Both Airborne and a private attorney
suggest that even the FAA's
liberalization of the rules regarding
written arguments and decisions
appears to be contrary to or seem to
depart from "the spirit if not letter of
section 557(cJ of the Administrative
Procedure Act." " ". It Both
commenters rely on the language in
section 557(cJ that states, in part, that
..... " .. the parties are entitled to a
reasonable opportunity to submit" " ...
certain information to a decisionmaker
before a decision is issued. (Emphasis
added.) Neither commenter cites any
judicial or administrative decision or
any specific instance of abuse of this
perceived "right" to support their claim
that the Administrative Procedure Act
requires the agency's rules to provide for
written submissions and decisions in all
cases.

In tbe April 1990 final rule, mindful of
the significant support for the
proposition by the commenters. the
agency amended the rules of practice to
leave the decision of submission of
written arguments and issuance of
written decisions entirely to the
adminlstrative law judge. The agency
will not here repeat its discussion of the
amended rules related to this issue. 55
FR at 15120-15121; April 20, 1990. The
FAA believes that the administrative
law judges will properly discbarge their
obligation to provide a "reasonable
opportunity" for submission of written
arguments, in light of the facts and
circumstances of a particular case
before them. Moreover, administrative
law judges are best able to determine
the necessity for aod the obligation to
issue a written decision in a particular
civil penalty action.

Authority ofAdministrative LowJudges

Two commenters, American Airlines
and Airborne, suggest that the rules
should be amended to provide
administrative law judges with the
power to award costs and fees, impose
sanctions, and issue orders of contempt.
American urges that administrative law
judges should bave the power to iropose
reasonable sanctions, particularly where
a party Is the subject of discovery
abuses such a9 delayed or inappropriate
responses to discovery. Airborne
requests that § 13.205[bJ, which places
limitations on the power of the
administrative law judge, be eliroinated
from the rules unless the FAA can
provide a juslification for the rule.

The powers of an administrative law
judge, as set forth in § 13.205, are based
on the Administrative Procedure Act.
Section 556(c) of the Administrative
Procedure Act provides that a hearing
officer may regulate the course of the
hearing, "[slubject to published rules of
the agency and within its powers." 5
U.S.C. 556(c). In accordance with section
558(c), administrative law judges are
vested with enumerated powers only to
the extent such powers have been given
to the agency. See Attorney General's
Manua) on the Administrative procedure
Act at 123 [1947J. Administrative law
juc4ies may not exercise authority which
exceeds tbe authority granted to the
agency or which exceeds the
enumerated powers published in the
agency'. regulations. See id. at 123-124;
Western Airlines. Inc., FAA Docket 65
108[HM) at 8 (December 12, 1987J.

Neither the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, 8S amended. nor the Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act authorizes
the FAA to cite a party for contempt or
to impose costs or any other monetary
sanction as a means of regulating
abuses that may occur during the course
of an administrative hearing. Since
administrative law judges act for the
agency and have only those powers
wbich the agency itself possesses, they
cannot exercise this authority as part of
FAA's civil penalty assessment
proceedings.

The source of the inherent power to
punish contempt Is Article III of the
Constitution. In re Seqoia Auto Brokers,
Ltd.. Inc.. 827 F.2d 1281, 1284 [9th Cir.
1987). The agency is not an Article m
court and. therefore. does not possess
the inherent power to issue orders of
contempt. Western Airlines. Inc., at 8.
While Congress may confer certain
powers on agencies to regulate the
conduct of persons who appear before
them in adjudicatory bearings, and has
done 80 for other agencies. it has not so
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authorized the FAA orUOT.ld;
Accordingly. DOT administrative law
judges lack authority to lssuscorders of
contemp.tto sanction the conduct oC
atlorneys during FAA administrative
hearings. While the agency ond,
accordingly, the adiniImtrative law
·judges·do not have the power oC
contempt. they are nol precluded from
is.uing orders that har·a person from 8

specific proceeding Cor ohstreperous 01'
disruptive behavior during that
proceeding. See, 1 13.205[b]. SUCk
exclusions are not based on an-agency's
powcr"to regulate or discipline attorneys
or the inherent power of contempt, but
on the power to adjudicate.. which
includes the power to pr.otect a
proceeding from disrup,tion. Westmn
Airlines, Inr:., at 9. With regard to
abuses of discovery,,, 13..220 ena-bles a
law judge to sanction abusivRconduct
or protect against such abuses.

In view of the foregoing. the FAA
believes there is a Bound basis £01'
§ 13.205 oC the rules of practice, and this
section is adopted without change. The
amendment urged by American and
Airborne is beyond the authority of the
FAA and has not been adopted. While
the limitations on the administrative Jaw
judge's authority exist whether codified
or not, the FAA believes these
limitations should be set forth in ..
regulation in order to apprise aU parties
to a proceeding of the extent oC the
administrative law judges· authority.

Interlocutory ItppeaJ
Several commente,.. (EAA, AOPA,

ATA, American Airline.. and one
private aUorney] express concern about
an interlocutory appeal oC right
available only to the FAA in the 1'11Ie. of
practice. Section 13.219{cJl4) stales,. in
pertinent part:

A party may me aD interlocutofIY appeal' w!th
the FAA decieio.mnaker, without the consent
of the administrative law judge. before an,
initial decision has been entered in the case
of * • * fa) ruling by the administrative law
judge granting. i.a P8l'J" B respondent'. motiOD
to dismiss a complaint parausnt to
I 13.216IfJ(2)(ii).
Section 13.218(/)[2Jtii] states, in
pertinent part:

If the a:dmini~trafi\'e law judae grants".
motioO'to dismi8tl in part; the, agency
attorney may appeal the edministrati\'!e law
judge's decision to dismiss part of the
complaint under the prov.isious of i.l3.219(q
(interlocutpr.y appeals of right) of this
subpart.

EAAcbjects to "any-one party in an
adjudicatory p.....,.... having.the ..
unilateral righl of interlocutory appeal,
and helie_ lhat wltether to permit an
Interlocutory appeal should he left to the
discretion oi the ad~inistrative law

judge. AOPA urges the FAA to eliminate
the provision because it is "unfair and
has the potential for ahuse in unduly
protracting litigation to lhe disadvantagsc
of respondents:~The private aMorney
object. to the "interlocutory appeal
rights oC the FAA" w.ithoHt further
elaboration or discussion.

ATA. while notiag that tbe provision
utheoretically promotes efficient use of
resources by avoiding piecemeal
trials!.]" objects to the Wlilateral
character oC the provision. IT the policy
i. eorrec~ then both parties .hould be
permitted to appeal decisions on
motions to dismiss. subject to sanctions
for fri¥oIou. appeals taken to delay the
adjudicatory process, On the other hand,
if the policy is without basis. then
"neither .ide should be permitted to
interrupt the trial process..·· American
Airlines takes a 'position similar to ATA.
although Cor reasons somewhat different
from ATA. American asserts that there
is "little to gain" hy providing an
interlocutory appeal of right for a pertial
dismi.sal of the agency'. complaint,
slating that such an appeal will
"encourage piece-meal appeats'" and
"delay the adjudication on the "",ril,,"
of the remainder of the case. Amexican
believes that if the FAA cannot show
the ncccssaryUhann" to support an
interlocutory appeal for cause, then no
interlocutory appeal .hould be allowed.
According to American. any dismissal of
part of the agency's complaint could he
reviewed on appeal to the
Admimstrator.

The agency notes that. although the
language of I 13.218{/){2l{iiJ and
11.3.219(c) referred only to agency
attorneys.. this prevision reflected the
fact that on1y agency attomeys issue
complaints in these proceedings; thus.
respondent. generally will be the only
parties filing a motion to dismiss under
§ 13.218{f){Z}. That section was directed
at respondents only and .peciflCally
provided thai a "perty may file a moti'm
to dismiss a complaint instead oC [filing)
an answer lit AI lit." (Emphasis added.) As
would be expected, respondents
generally would not appeallhe
dismissal of a portion DC the agencys
complaint. Nevertheless. the agency is
amending 1 13.219{c) becan.e the rilles
eo not provide a corresponding avenue
of interlocutory appeal oCrightawilable
t.o respondents' if an administrative law
judge grants an agency motion to
dismiss all or part ofa respondent'.
request for a hearing. The FAA is
deleting 1 13.219{c}(4) from the rules of
practice and revising 1 13.218{fJ(2l[ltl
accordingly.

The FAA believe. thet an
interlocutory appeal of a partial
dismissal 01 the initial documents

[request Cor a heariog and complaint)
med in an action will promote efficient
use of adjudicatory resources in the long
run. IT the Administrator reverses the
administrative lew judge's partial
dismissal. then the entire case can be
tried at the same time. The FAA is
persuaded by ATA"a comment that if the
justification for the prov~siQnhas meri'4
then both parties should he able to
appeal a partial dismissal of the initial
document filed in an action. The FAA
also agrees with the comments of BAA
and American, at least to the extent that
the commentcrs believe that these
appeal. should not be available as of
"right;' butlnatead should be
interlocutory appeals Cor cause granted
in the discretion of the administrative
law judge.

Therefore. the FAA is amending
§ 13.218(/)(2} ao that both parties can file
a motion "to dismiss the first document
med in a civil penalty proceeding, eilher
a complaint or a request far a hearing.
Both parlies also may fi1<l a wrillen
request for an interlocutory appeal fer
cause of 8 partial dismissal of one of
these documents. An administrative law
judge'a dismissal of 011 of the complaint
or dismissal 01 the request far a hearing
may be appealed under the provisions of
§ 13.233, the general section on eppeal.
from Bn initial decision.

Both ATA and American comment on
the timeframe within which a notice of
interlocutory appeal must he fi1<ld willi
the Adininlslrator under 1 13.219{<l},
hoth staling lhat three deys i. unduly
burdemmme and is an insufficient
amount of time to prepare 8 pr.oper
appellate brier with supporlill8
docun,enls. ATA w;ges the FAA to
provide "8 week to prepare an opening
brief and a week to prepare a reply:' II
is not clear whether "8 week" means
five working days. .even worl<ing de)'"
or .e,..... caleodar day. inclildill8
weekends and holiday•. American urges
the FAA to revise the role 10 provide (I)
a 10-day period to Cile the appellate brieC
and {2] to clarify the action that triggers
the time period for filing the appellate
brief (either receipt, service, or issuance
oC the order fonning the basis for the
interlocutory appeal],

The FAA concurs with American'.
conunent and is revising 1 13.21il[d) 10
provide a l(k\ay period (1.0 calendar
days under 1 13.212J to me an
interlocutory appeal brief after s~ice
of the.administrative law judge'. order
forming the basis of the interlocut.ory
appeal. Although American preferred
that receipl oC the order wDUld he the
triggering event. establishing 8 person's
receipt of documents can be extremeiw
difficult. Under § 13.211(e) related to
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appropriate by the law judge may prove
usefulto both parties, and any
administrative or judicial adjudicator,
on appeal of an administrative law
judge's initial decision. See 55 FR at _
7964: March 6, 1990. Moreover, the
Administrative Procedure Act requires
some articulation of the administrative
law judge's sanction decision, at
whatever level of detail deemed
appropriate by the law judge. See 55 PR
15122; April 20, 1990. EAA understands
"the utility of an articulation of the
basis" for the administrative law judge's
decision regarding the amount of a civil
penalty. However, EAA objects to
raising this requirement "to the level of
having to subjectively satisfy the FAA's
fmal decision maker who. under this
system will be ruling de novo." EAA is
mistaken: § 13.233 [bJ and UJ limit the
scope of appellate review and do not
provide for de novo review of an initial
decision.

service of documents by mail. an
additional five days is added to any
prescribed time period to account for
delays that may be attributable to the
mail service. Thus, the FAA believes the
date of service is the appropriate event
to trigger the lo-day time period for
filing an interlocutory appeal brief.

Modification ofGivU Penalty
The FAA made significant changes to

§ 13.232[aJ that, as adopted in August
1968, required an administrative law
judge to support a reduction of the civil
penalty sought by the agency for an
alleged violation. Many commenters
objected to this requirement and, in
response to those comments. the agency
deleted the requirement from the rules
of practice. In the April 1990 final rule,
the FAA discussed the fact that this
requirement had been deleted and the
effect of § 13.232, as amended. 55 PR at
15121-15122; April 20, 1990.
Nevertheless, EAA and the President of
the NTSB Bar Association continue to New Issues on Appeal
assert that the rules of practice inhibit In response to the February 1990
an administrative law judge's ability to NPRM, several commenters [NACA,
modify 8 proposed civil penalty based American Airlines. Bnd one private
on evidence presented at a hearing. attorney) objected to language in

The President of the NTSB Bar § 13.233UJ[1J that permitted the FAA
Association criticizes the FAA's decisionmaker to raise any issue, sua
apparent reliance on the "highly sponte, that is required for proper
criticized Muzquiz doctrine" [Muzquiz. disposition of the proceedings. AOPA
v. NTSB, 2 NTSB 1474 (1975]] and asks and the California Aviation Council
the FAA to eliminate it from the raised this issue in comments to the
agency's adjudicatory process. EAA August 1966 final rule. The commenters
echoes the same comment in nearly the objected to the apparent failure of the
same words, stating that elimination of rule to provide an opportunity to submit
"that doctrine i8 essential to fairness in evidence (although the rule permitted
any adjudicatory system." As early as additional argument) and develop the
the February 1990 NPRM and again in record on any "new" issue raised by the
the April 1990 final rule, the agency decisionmaker on appeal. Although tbe
noted that its rules of practice in this FAA stated that the rule, as previously
regard do not follow Muzquiz. Muzquiz written, adequately protected the
is a decision of the NTSB, binding only parties, the FAA revised § 13.233UJ in
on its administrative law judges. These the April 1990 final rule to make clear
comments seem to be misplaced that the decisionmaker will remand a
because the FAA rule. even as adopted case for receipt of evidence.
in August 1988, did not exist as development of the record. and an initial
articulated by the NTSB in Muzquiz. decision related to that issue.
Moreover, in the April 1990 fmel rule. Only two commenters, one of whom
the agency revised § 13.232(a) to remove raises this issue again. discuss this
any appearance that Muzquiz was issue. EAA recommends a "further
controlling. restriction" on the decisionmaker's
Several commenters criticize the Muzquiz ability to raise new issues on appeal.
decision. and implicitly the agency', reliance Despite the discussion in the April 1990
on that decision, arguing that the NfSB NPRM and the revisions to the section,
should overrule it. 1975 decision. Whether EAA ond one private attorney still claim
the NTSB ultimately overrules Muzquiz is not that the section operates to the
relevant here in light of the agency's detriment of respondents. These two
proposed revision to 113.232(a). commenters believe that the section
55 FR at 15121: April 20, 1990.1l is not provides an opportunity for prosecutors,
clear from the comments how the without 8 "reciprocal right" given to
agency could further revise that section pilots, to raise new issues that should
to address the comrnenter's general .... have been raised at the outset of the
criticism. proceedings. Both commenters are

As the agency has noted previously. a mistaken. however. because this section
discussion of any sanction found refers only to the FAA decisionmaker's

ability sua sponte to raise new issues.
That section does not permit either
party to raise new issues on appeal.

Section 13.233[j] essentially adopts a
rule and pracUce enshrined in the
NTSB's rules of appellate practice and
procedure in appeals to the full Board of
initial decisions issued by NTSB
administrative law judges in certificate
action proceedings. Section 821.49 of the
NTSB's rules (49 CPR 621.49J states, in
pertinent part:
The Board on its own initiative may raise any
issue, the resolution of which it deem.
important to a proper disposition of the
proceedings, in which event a reasonable
opportunity shaH be afforded to the parties to
submit argument thereon.

The Administrator may only raise a
"new" issue where it is "required for
proper disposition of the proceedings,"
ostensibly a higher standard than the
NTSB's rule tha t permits tha Board to
raise a "new" issue that it "deems
important to a proper disposition· ••."
In light of the FAA'a revision to permit
the parties to submit evidence and
develop the record on an issue raised by
the Administrator, § 13.233UJ arguably
provides more protection for the parties
than is provided in the NTSB's rule. The
FAA adopted the provision because it
could benefit unrepresented respondents
who may not have adequately briefed a
relevant and dispositive issue. The FAA
continues to believe that it will so
operate in practice.

Moreover, the FAA is not aware of,
and the commenters do not cite, any
abuse oftbis section by the FAA
decisionmaker in the proceedings
conducted thus far (or by the NTSB,
uneer its somewhat different standardJ.
The FAA believes that the integrity of
appellate decisionmakers in these
proceedings, and the potential for .
judicial review of their decisions on this
issue, ensure that both parties will be
treated equally and fairly if this
authority is exercised on appeal. Thus.
the FAA declines to change tha t section
of the roles of practice.

Delegation ofAuthority

ATA and American Airlines object to
the language in § 13.16[cJ that delegates
the Administrator's authority "to initiate
and assess civil penalties" to the Deputy
Chief CounseL the Assistant Chief
Counsel for Regulations and
Enforcement, and the Assistant Chief
Counsel for a region or center.
Specifically, these cornmenters contend
that the delegation of authority "to
assess" civil penalties on b~halfof the
Administrator should be withdrawn,
because such a delegation "literally
delegates the Administrator's
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decisionmaking responsibilities to the
agency's prosecutors."

The FAA does nol agree with Ihe
conclUsion Ihal. by delegating 10 agency
attorneys the authority to assess civil
penalties in only two.narrow
circums~ancesdiscussed earlier. the
Administralor has delegaled his
decisionmaking'responsibilities. Civil
penalties a~e assessed only under
specific circumstances set forth in the
rules of practice. Thus. the disputed
delegalion does nol involve any of the
Administr.ator's substantive
decisionmaking functions, but pertains
only to the ministerial assessment of
civil penallies already delermined-by
rule or decision-to be warranted. The
Administrator's authority s,ubstantively
to "decide" cases has not been
delegated to agency prosecutors. In
accordance with a suggestion by
American Airlines. the agency is
amending the definition of "order
assessing civil penalty" in the rules of
practice. That definition states that an
initial decision by an administrative law
judge or a final decision and order of the
Administrator, unless timely appealed.
shall be considered an order assessing
civil penalty where the adjudicalor finds
that 8 violation occurred and a civil
penally tB warranled.

ATA also questions the .
Adm!nistrator'B delegation of authority
10 Ihe Chief Counsel and the Assislanl
Chief Counsel for Litigalion 10 take
certain minor and procedural actions on
his behalf. See 55 FR 15094; April 20.
1990, ATA asserlB that if the delegation
is nol restricled 10 appellale

. proceedings, "it trenches on the
authority of administrative law judges."
ATA stales thaI the Bcope oflhe
delegation is ambiguous. -and suggests
amending i110 make clear thaI il applies
only 10 appellate proceedings.

The FAA believes thaI il iB. clear from
Ihe delegation as currently writlen thaI
iI applies only 10 appellate proceedings.
The delegation is made pursuant to
§ 13.202. which defines Ihe lerm "FAA
decisionmaker" as "the Administrator of
the Federal Aviation Administralion.
acting in the capacily of the ,
decisionmaker on appeal. or any person
to whom the Administrator has
delegaled the Administralor's
decisionmaking authority in a civil
penalty action," (Emphasis added.) The
current delegation is thus restricted as
ATA Buggesls and. therefore. there iB no
reason to amend tlie delegation.

Sanction Criteria

American Airlines objects to what it
viewB as the aSymn'lelry of § 13.16[a)(I)
concerning the respective criteria
considered by the agency before

assessing civ.il penalties for violations of
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act on the one hand and violations of
the Federal Aviation Acl of 1958. as
amended. on the other. Previous
commenters also have raised this
objection.

Section 13.16(a)(4) slates thaI an order
assessing civil penalty for a violation of
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act or a rule, regulation, or order issueq
thereunder. will be issued only after
consideration of certain enumerated
factors. American believes that this
section should provide for consideration
of the same factors before an order
assessing civil" penalty is issued for a
violation of the Federal Aviation Act or
its implementing regulations.

American believes the rule is contrary
to the procedures set forth in Order
2150.3A. which Blales Ihal all civil
penalties Bhould be assessed in
accordance with established criteria.
Therefore. American recommends that
the FAA either change the rule 10
provide that these criteria will be
considered before a penalty is assessed
for any violation or delete the criteria
entirely from the regulation.

Section 13.16(a)(4) lisls the factors
that must be considered because the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
.Acl specifically requires thallhese
factors be considered to determine the
appropriale amounl of civil penally for a
violation of the act or the hazardous
malerials regulations. Section 1809(a)(I)
of the Hazardous Malerials
Transportation Act provides. in
pertinent part:
In determining the amount of 8uch penalty.
the 'Secretary (whose authority is delegated
to the FAA Administrator for violations of
the regulations pertaining to the
transportation of hazardous materials by air]
shall take into account the nature.
circumstances, extent, and gravity of the
violation committed and. with respect to the·
person found to have committed such
violation. the degree of culpability. 'any
history of prior offenses. ability to pay. effect
on ability to continue to do business, and
such other matters 88 htstice may require.

Since the FAA is required by slalule to
consider these criteria before issuing an
order assessing a civil penalty for a
violation of the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act and the
implementing regulations. the agency'
believes thaI they Bhould besel forth in
the regulation.
No such similar criteria Bre statutorily
required to be considered for aviation
safety and security Viola tions under the
Federal Aviation Act, 'as amended.
However. as a matter of policy. the FAA
has determined that simIlar criteria
should be considered before assessing

civil penalties against persons who
violate the Federal Aviation Act or any
rule. regulation. or order issued
tllereunder. The FAA believes thaI the
criteria which are evaluated before a
civil penalty is assessed under section
905 oflhe Federal Aviation Acl of 1958,
as amended. are more appropriately
placed in agency orders. rather than in
the regulations governing the initiation
and hearing procedures of civil penalty
actions. Agency guidelines directed to
its own employees ordinarily are set
forth, in agency orders rather than in
regulations. Indeed, these factors
presently are sel forth in Order Z150.3A,
which is available 10 the public.

Accordingly. the FAA is nol deleting
the criteria listed in § 13.16[a)[4J or
amending § 13.16[a) 10 provide Ihat
these criteria also will be considered
before an order assessing civil penalty is
issued for a violation of the Federal
Aviation Act. Since. as 8 matter of
policy, the FAA considers these criteria
prior to a civil penalty assessment under
section 905. 8 respondent is not
prejudiced simply because this policy is
set forth in an agency order rather than
in a regulation.

Compromise Without a Finding of
Violatiob

"In the April 1990 final rule. the FAA
announced a significant change,
responsive to the desires of the
commenters, to pennit settlements
without admissions or formal findings of
a violation and amended the rules of
practice to reflect this change in policy.
In its commenls 10 the April 1990 NPRM.
American Airlines urges further
modification of § 13.16 to notify
respondents that agency attorneys may
enter into compromise agreements under
which a civil penalty iB seltled withoula
finding of a violation. Such settlements,
which are within the discretion of
agency attorneys, are expressly
permitted under revised § 13.16(1)[1).
American claims that a respondent may
be unaware of the possibility of
settlement of a civil penalty action, or
when and how. to propose such a
settlement. because the prehearing
procedures do not specifically refer to
compromise as an option after receipt 'of
a notice. Although the opportunity to
compromise is not specifically listed 8S

one of the options available after receipt
of a notice, the section on compromise is
set apart in the prehearing procedures
as a separate section. That section also
clearly slates Ihal Ihe opportunily or
option to compromise either the amount
of a civil penalty or the entire civil
penalty action ·is availab.le at any time
before the agency refers the action to
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the U.S. Attorney for initiation of
collection proceedings. Thus, 113.16[~)

as amended is sufficiently clear and the
agency declines to amend further the
prehearing procedures.

AOCI and MAE are pleased that the
agency incorporated. their comments
regarding compromise in the April 1990
final rule. AOCI and MAE "assume
that the fact that the agreement would
expressly state that no finding of
violation had been made by the FAA
would preclude the admission of the
compromise agreement 89 evidence of a
violation in a subsequent civil csse to
which FAA is not a party." AOCI and,
AAAE ask the FAA to verify that
understanding.

In the April 1990 final rule, the agency
noted thalchanges to the rules were
made. in part, to "* • • assure that
orders in [cases compromised without a
finding of violation] may not be nsed by
the agency 8S evidence of a prior
violation in civil penalty or certificate
action proceedings." The agency
addressed only subsequent use of a
compromised civil penalty over which it
has control, namely~ determination of an
appropriate sanction for future
violations by the same respondent and
uae as evidence of 8 prior violation in a
civil penalty or certificate action
proceeding.

The agency can neither dictate nor
affect, no matter what its intent on the
issue, the practices and procedures of
other entities sucb as the Department of
Transpor.tation, the National
Transportation Safety Board. or Federal
courts where a compromised civil
penalty action may be in Issue. ThIs
would be particularly true in "a
subsequent civil case in which FAA is
not a party." In such a case, it would be
Incumbent on the parties and the
adjudicators in that proceeding, not the
FAA, to determine the nature of the
compromise and what use, if any. would
made of the compromise agreement

Comments Beyond the Scope of the
April 1990 NPRM

1. Forum Shopping, Criteria for Selection
of Sanction, and Double Jeopardy
Considerations

AOPA cites two concerns regarding.
these issues: (lJ Pol1!ntial "forum
shopping" by agency attomeya for
prosecution of the same Federal
Aviation Regulations against the same
class of alleged vjoletors, psrticularlJ
AOPA'. membership of aircraft owners
and pilots; and (21 "subtle but real
pressure" on one forem to become more
responsive to the·prosecutofs as case
law on procedural rules and substantive
precedent develop in light of the

"unreviewable discretion of the FAA
prosecutors in selecting the remedy" for
an alleged violation. While AOPA
believes that these problems would not
be eliminated 80 long as there are two
separate fora to adjudicate alleged
violations of the regulations, the
problem could be "significantly
mitigated" if the agency's prosecutorial
discretion to select a remedy for an
alleged violation is limited by rule and
the FAA's rules are as "parallel as
possible" '" the NTSB's rules of
practice. AOPA suggests that the agency
establish procedures to prevent forum
shopping and adopt a rule, based in part
on the guidance in Order 2150.3A, to
govern selection of an appropriate
sanction.

Two commenters. EAA and one 
private attorney, objecl to the lack of
guidance or regulatory provision in the
rules of pra.tice, setting forth the
criteria used by the agency to determine
whether certificate action or civ..u
penalty action should ba taken for a
violation of the Federal Aviation
Regulations. As stated previously,
agency guidance to its employees is set
forth in agency orders rather than in
regulations. Guidance governing the
agency', determination of the
appropriate type of enforcement action
for a violation is set forth in chapter 2.of
Order 2150.3A. This guidance is
supplemented by appendix 4 to Order
2150.3A, the Enforcement Sanction
Guidance Table [hereinafter the
"Sanction Guidance Table"). Chapter 2
addresses those circumstances where
the agency will pursue certificate action
rather than civil penalty action and also
the situation where the agency may
choose to initiate both certificate action
and civil penalty action for the same
vIolation. The Sanction Guidance Table,
on the other hand. ensures consistency
in the levels of sanctions proposed by
the agency, providing a normal range of
sanctions (civil penalty or certificate
actionsJ for,alleged first time violators
who violate a single specified
regulation.

As a matter of policy, the FAA
refrains from pursuing civil penalty and
punitive certificate actions (e.g., a fixed
term of suspension) for the same
violation. Wbile this policy does not
preclude the agency from taking
remedial certificate action (e.g.,
revocation; indefinite suspension) and
punitive civil penalty action for the
same violation. this rarely- occura. Both
types. of certificate action may be taken
only when an allegedviolator
demonstrates a lack of qualifications to
hold a certificate issued by the FAA
and, when the facts and circumstances
surrounding the violation are so

egregious, punitive civil penalty action
also may be necessary to deter
similarly-situated persona bTom
committing similar violations.

Because this guidance is intemal
agency policy, used by FAA employees
to perform their enforcement~related

duties and responsibilities. the FAA
believes that it is properly set forth in
agency orders. rather than promulgated
as a regulation. Accordingly, the FAA i.
not including a provision in the rules of
practice specifically setting forth the
criteria used by the agency to choose the
type of enfor.cement action for a
violation.

One private aUomey argues that the
rules should be"· •• 'clarified' to
prohibit the agency from prosecuting a
pilot twice before alternate tribunals for
the same alleged violation." This
attorney argues, both in response to the
April 1990 NPRM and in previous
submissions, that such clarification is
necessary to ensure there is no violation
of the Double Jeopardy clause of the
Fifth Amendment to the U:S.
Constitution. He states, in pertinent part:

Assuming civil penalty actions are "quasi
criminal" in nature, no pilot who has
prevailed in a t 609 suspension/revocation
proceed-jng should again be placed in
jeopardy in the context of 8 I 905 civil
penalty action. (Footnote omitted.)

At the outset, it is unclear whether the
Double Jeopardy clause would foreclose
the subsequent initiation of a civil
penally action after disposition of
certificate action against a pilot
Compare Roach v. Notional Transp.
Safety Bd., 804 F.2dl147, 1153-54 [10th
Cir. 1986) (revocation Of suspension of
pilot certificate is not a criminal
penalty), with U.S. v. Halper, 490 U.S.
___ 109 S. Cl1892, 1901-1902
(1989J (civil penalties may constitute
punishment under Double Jeopardy
clause]. The FAA. however, as a matter
of policy, will not initiate a civil ~enalty
action against a certificate holder after a
punitive certificate action for the same
char-ses has been disposed of on its.
merits. See Order 2150.3A. paragraph
206[a][3).

On fare occasions in the past. the
FAA initiated a civil penalty action after
dismissal of 8 suspension action under
the NTSB's stale complaint rule.
Because the resolution of the suspension
action in such cases is not a decision on
the merits. the agency does not consider
subsequent initiation of a civil penalty
action to trigger double jeopardy
considerations.

The FAA's policy, however, i. not to
institute civil penalty and punitive'
certificate- actions against a certificate'
holder for the. same offense. This policy
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does not preclude taking remedial
certificate action. most typically
revocation. and civil penalty action
based on the same violation. although
the occasions for seeking both sanctions
have historically been few. !d.
Accordingly, the FAA believes that its
policy is consonant with the principles
reflected in the Double Jeopardy clause,
and therefore. no additional assurance
need be codified in the rules of practice
governing hearings in civil penalty
actions.

2. Termination of the FAA's Authority to
Assess Civil Penalties or Transfer of the
Authority to the NTSB.

In their comments to the agency's
rulemaking docket. several commenters
(AOPA, EAA, the President of the NTSB
Bar Association. ALPA, and several
individuals and private attorneys)
continue to object to administrative
adjudication of civil penalties within the
FAA and urge that the civil penalty
assess~entauthority be transferred to
the NTSB. While some commenters
admit that any transfer to another entity
or agency is not required as 8 matter of
law, they assert that it should be done
8S a matter of sound public policy. The
commenters suggest a variety of
solutions and different
recommendations regarding termination
of the authority or transfer of the
authority.

Not all commenters. however.
advocate a transfer or termination of the
FAA's administrative assessment
authority. NBAA supports the agency's
administrative process due to, in
NBAA's words, the "lack of interest"
expressed by "most" U.S. Attorne~rs in
pursuing civil penalty actions against
individuals on the agency's behalf.
NBAA states that the agency's
administrative civil penalty authority is
necessary because "it recognizes the
safety-based value of an expeditious
and fair resolution of these cases." In a
leller to Senator Wendell Ford, dated
April 24, 1990, the President of ATA also
noted that orgarJzation's support for a z
year extension of the agency's general
assessment authority. The President of
ATA stated, in pertinent part:
I am pleased to advise you that ATA believes
the proposed rules. aa modified and with the
fine tuning that should result from the
rulemaking process. can now provide the
proc~~ural ~ramework for fair and impartial
adnunlstrative proceedings.· •• We
recognize and appreciate the fact that the
FAA haa modified these rulea of procedure
considerably since they were originally
promulgAted in September 1968, and our
merriberalook forward to working with the
FAA to 8tle that the program fulfills its
original objectives-speedy resolution of
alleged violations end enhanced vigilance in

the safety and security operations of the
industry.

Moreover, notwithstanding the
recommendation of its consultant, the
Administrative Conference "takes no
position at this time on whether the
adjudication of civil penalty actions
••• should remain a function of the
DOT, or whether it should be shifted to
the NTSB." In rejecting the consultant's
recommendation, the Chairman of the
Administrative Conference notes that
"There are arguments on both sides."
The Chairman has indicated, however,
the Administrative Conference's
interest, if Congress extends the
agency's assessment authority, to study
further "the question of whether the
Federal Aviation Administration or the
National Transportation Safety Board is
the more appropriate agency to
adjudicate civil penalty cases."
(Chairman Breger's letters to Congress.
transmitting Reconunendation 90-1,
dated June 20, 1990.)

As the agency has stated previously,
termination of the authority or transfer
of the authority is outside the scope of
the rulemaking and beyond the power of
the FAA to accomplish by regulation.
Also, the FAA is not the appropriate
recipient of one commenter's suggestion
for "close Congressional oversight"of
the continuing implementation 0:£ the
authority. These issues are legislative
matters solely for Congress to consider
and resolve. The position of the Federal
Aviation Administration and the
Department of Transportation,
supporting not only retention but
pennanent extension of the agency's
general civil penalty assessment
authority, has been articulated
previously and will not be repeated
here.

One commenter states that "The
entire concept of Civil Penalty
Assessment or Civil Penalty Actions for
fines of $50,000 or less should be
discarded." When this comment is read
in the context of the discussion that
follows however, the commenter seems
to advocate adjudication by an agency
separate from the Department of
Transportation and the FAA. Although
the commenter believes that there is no
provision for "review and modification
of the original findings • • • by a
courtl,]" the rules of practice specifically
state that judicial review of a final
decision and order of the Administrator
in these actions is available. See
§ 13.6(k) as renumbered herein and
§ 13.235 of the rules of practice.

Two commenten, ALPA and EAA.
Bssert that the FAA's "goal" in seeking
administrative assessment authority and
retaining jurisdiction over civil penalty

adjudication is to address alleged
violations of airport and air carrier
security regulations. Without citing
specific support for the assertion, these
commenters contend that the primary
reason for the legislation granting
administrative authority to the FAA was
to provide for adjudication of alleged
security violations. This perception is
raised for the fIrst time in this
rulemaking. The perception may
mistakenly arise from the large number
of civil penalty actions not exceeding
$50,000 initiated against air carriers for
alleged security violations after the rules
were adopted; it is rebutted, however,
by t1le very few civil penalty cases
initiated against airport operators. It
simply is not true that the agency sought
the general civil penalty assessment
authority solely to enforce air carrier
and airport security regulations. As the
agency stated in the August 1986 final
rule,
During preliminary Senate discussions of the
proposed civil penalty amendment, Congress
noted the FAA'slack of statutory authority to
"prosecute violators of (the Federal Aviation
Regulations)" without referring those actions
to the United States Attorney for prosecution
in a United States District Court. Congress
observed that the inability or .failure of the
United Statea Attorney to prosecute civil
penalty actions resulted in all ineffective
deterrent to lndividuols or entities who
violate the Federal Aviation Regulations.
Congress determined that "there clearly is 3

need" for administrative hearings. tried and
heard by the FAA, to provide effective
enforcement of the FAA's safety regulations.
••• The amendment enables the FAA to
circumvent the complex and lengthy process
of referring these civil penalty cases to ilie

~ United States Attorney (for prosecution and
adjudication) and. therefore, to strengthen the
FAA's enforcement process. Under the 1967
amendment, the FAA may prosecute civil
penalty actions without referring the action to
the United States Attorney for prosecution in
8 United States District Court.

53 FR at 34646; September 7, 1988.
Neither the legislative history nor the
statutory amendment contain any
indication that either the agency or
Congress intended the general civil
penalty assessment authority to apply
only to the limited area of air carrier or
airport operator alleged violations of
security regulations.

3. Equal Access to Justice Act,

Two individuals comment on the
FAA's EAJA regulations. One
commenter chides the FAA for its
"failure to address the applicability of
the Equal Access to Justice Act." This
commenter articulated the same
criticism in response to the February
1990 NPRM. In the April 1990 final rule,
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the agency again specifically indicated
that EAjA applies to these proceedings.
The FAA issued an NPRM. requesting
comment on proposedEA}A regulations. on
luly 10, 1989. 54 FR 29978: luly 17, 1989. Four
comments were received on the NPRM and
considered by the agency before
promulgation of an interim final rule. The
FAA issued an interim finalrnle
implementing BAJA regulations on October
27. 1989. 54 FR 46196; November l, 1989. The
interim final rule is effective until such time'
8S the Department-wide EA]A regulations are
updated and incorporate the civil penalty

- ... adjudications before the agency. The
agency's EAJA regulations are contained in
part 14 of the Federal Aviation Regulations

54 FR at 15127; Aril 20, 1990.
The other commenter essentially

criticizes § 14.05, the provision on
allowable fees and expenses. The
commenter notes that this provision is
worded differently from the analogous
NTSB provision, in that the FAA
specifically provides that, "Fees may be
awarded for work perfonned after the
issuance of a complaint," See § 14.05(e).
The NTSB regulation does not contain
such a provision. The commenter
believes that, "The restriction on fees
and expenses which a pilot may recover
is another illustration of the Agency's
lack of qualifications to adjudicate
aircraft operations and maintenance
cases internally."

Concerns about the EAJA regulations,
which are conlained.in part 14 of the
Federal A.,,;ation Regulations, are not
wi thin the scope of this rulemaking.
Commenters wishing to recommend
substantive changes to part 14 may
submit 8 petition for rulemaking, which
the agency will review at that time.
However, In aD effort to be responsive
to this commenter, the agency will
repeat the_sequence of"events which led
to the adoption of the EAjA provision in
question.

When the Equal A<:cesa to justice Act
was enacted, both the Department of
justice and the Administrative
Conference of the United States
published model regulations that other
Executive branch agencies could
implement. Both model rules were silent
with regard to when the eligibility for an
award of attorney fees begins to accrue.
The NTSB adopted the model
regulations, which is why its regulations
are also silent on this, issue. When the
FAA issued its proposed EAjA
regulations. such regulations were also
based on the model regulations that had
been issued several years ago. Like- the
model regulations and the NTSB
regulation, the FAA's proposed
regulation was 8ilent on the issue of
when the eligibility for an award of
attorney fees begins to aCCNe. As

discussed in the preamble to the interim
final rule, § 14.05 was added in response
to a comment submitted by ATA, which
stated that the regulation aa proposed
was ambigiJous.

The provision of the interim final rule
that resulted. and to which this
commenter objects, is derived from the
statutory !ansuage. In the preamble to
the interim final rule, the agency stated:
While the FAA recognizes that legal advice
and a880clated expenses may begin to accrue
as early 48 when a party receives a letter of
investigation. the &AJA authomes
reimbursement for legal expenses incurred
ani)' in connection with an "adversary
adjudication," which is defined in the EAJA
8S "an adjudication under section 554 of this
titleL.]" 5 U.S.C. 504(b)(lJlC). A section 554
adjudication Is one "required by statute to be
determined on the record after opportunity
for an agency hearing." 5 U.S.c. 554(a}. The
eligibility for an BAJA awani, therefore. u
triggered when the party in question i.
offered the opportunity for an agency hearing.
In terms of the FAA Rules of Practice, the
opportunity for a hearing arises only when
the FAA issues (a complaint), which begins
the adversary adjudication. Consequently,
legal expenses that are incurred before that
time are not incurred in connection with an
adversary adjudication and thus not covered
by the EAJA and this regulation.
54 FR at 46198: November 1, 1989.

The FAA's EAjA regulations,
including the provision in question and
the above discussion, were reviewed by
the Department of justice before they
were adopted by the FAA. The
Department of Justice is the principal
agency with regard to EAjA matters.
The Department of justice did not, at
that time, object either to the provision
or the FAA's interpretation of EAJA.
Based on the concern of this commenter,
the agency once again contacted the
Department of Justice to inquire as to
the soundness of the FAA interpret'ation.

After discussing the matter internally,
the Department of justice informed the
FAA that it adheres to its view that the
FAA's interpretation is reasonable and
consistent with the statute. Therefore.
the agency elects not to revise 114.05 a9
requested.

4. Applicability afCampromise Palicy
ta Clased Cases.

In the summary preceding the
preamble to the February 1990 NPRM,
the FAA indicated Its willingness to
consider applying any rule changes to
pending civil penalty actions "where
appropriate." During a public meeting on
March 12, 1990, the agency solicited
comment on whether and to what extent
any changea should be applied to csses
already initiated, including cases that
had been resolved. Sev.eral commenters
suggested that the agency's revised
compromise policy should be applied to

cases cUN'ently in some phase of the
administrative civil penalty process. In
the preamble to the Apri11990 final rule,
the FAA addressed those comments,
stating:
Although the agency will Dot entertain
requests to re·open closed cases for the
purpose of considering 8 compromise without
a finding. the agency will consider. on a case·
by-ease basis. whether and how to use a
previously·issued order assessing citra
penalty in any future CBse.
NACA objects to the FAA'a application
of its revised compromise policy to
pending cases only. Because some
carriers paid a civil penalty for "minor
violations" before the agency changed
its compromise policy, NACA asserts
that "equity would dictate that all cases
settled" under the previous policy
should be "adjusted, on motion of an
affected party," to permit compromise
without a finding of violation,
particularly in ligbt of the April 13
decision issued by the court of appeals.

The FAA carefully reviewed the
nwnerous comments and
recommendations on this issue, and
considered such factors as
administrative burdens and benefits to
respondents, to detennine whether and
to what extent the revised policy sbould
be applied to cases already initiated,
including resolved cases. In light of al~

those factors, including the fact that
over 1800 cases had been resolved by
the i6suanc~ of an order assessing civil
penalty, the FAA reached what it
considers to be an equitable resolution
of the competing interests involved here.
NACA did not provide any data
showing the number of carriers who
would not have paid a proposed civil
penal ty if the new compromise policy
had been available at the time.
Moreover, It is not clear how many
respondents paid a civjl penalty without
availing themselves of the opportunity
for a hearing or an appeal because an
alleged violation actually occurred aDd,
therefore. was not contested. To the
extent the FAA baa indicated its
willingness to CODsider whether and
how to use a prevjous order tha t
contains 8 finding of violation. the
agency believes that the respondents
have been treated fairly and accorded'
such benefit as can be achieved.

Contrary to NACA.'s reliance on the
court's April 13 decision. the rules were
invalidated based solely, in the court',·
opinion, on the procedural defect of
failing to provide notice and a prior
opportunity for comment on the rules of
practice. The court's decision did not
address any substantive challenges or
issues regardi.ng the agency's rules or
the agency's policies, including its civil
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penally compromise policy. ThUs, tha
agency is nol required 10'reopen closed
case. 10 provida an opportunity for
settlemenl withoul a formal finding of
violation.

4. Airport Uability

AOCI and AAAI!. continue to urge
review of the agency's policy of
proposlD.g"· • • civil Penalties agafnst
publicly-owned airports for the acls and
omissions of airport tenants not under
Ihe airporls' control on the basia of strict
liability.' ••" A. the FAA has staled,
this issue ia technically and practically
beyond the .cope of this rulemaking and
is more appropriately addressed as a
matter of policy or possibly in other
rulemaking actions. See 55 FR al 5127;
April 20,1990. Cilstion by AOCI and
MAE of a report of the Senate
Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee (Report 101-158), urging the
FAA to reconsider its policy, does not
alter Ihe fact that this issue cannot and
should not be resoh'ed In this
rulemaking action.

Regulalory Evaluation

The FAA has detennined that this
final rule is not a major action Wlder the
criteria of Executive Order 12291; lbue,.
the FAA is not required to prepare a
Regulatory Impact Analysis under eilbet
the Executive Order of Ih. Regulatory
Policiea and Procedures of the
Deparlmenl of Transportation (44 FR
11034; February 26, 1979).

In nonmajor rulemaking actions. the
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
require the FAA to prepare a regulatory
evaluation. analyzing the economic
consequences of proposed regulations
and quantifying. to the extent
practicable. the estimated cos'" and
anticipated benefits and impacts of
regulations. The' FAA believes that the
chang.. to the rule. of practice .dopted
in this document. aimed primarily at
"matlertl of policy and prudence" in one
commenter's worda. do not in any
economic tenns significantly alter the
basic process by which civil penalties
nol exceeding $50,000 are adjudioated
within the agency. Rather, these changes
address only several additional sections
of the rules DOl previously the subjecl of
criticism or specific comment by the
aviation Industry or not yet amended by
the agency in previous rulemaking
actioDs. For example, sections amended
in this document simplify the prebearing
procedure. in civil penalty actions.
define-more precisely service of
documents and pleadings in civU'
penaIty sctions, delete several
provisions determined to be
unnecessary or redundant. refine the.
rules of practioe as suggested by the

commenters. Previous revisions to the'
rules, made effective by notice given in
this document. changed the designallon
of s documenl filed in civil penalty
actions, expanded certain sections of
the rules to reflect existing slatutes o~
regulations, elim1nated provisions
perceh'ed by Borne to favor the agency.
and expanded the discretion of an
administrative law judge in several
areas.

The FAA did nolldentify, and tJie
commenters did not provide. any
specific economic consequence. that
can be attributed 10 the procedural
changes adopted in this final rule. The
FAA anticipates that the cbanges
adopted herein will not result in any
costs to respondents or the agency.
However, adoption of the chang.s in the
final rules could generate cost-relieving
benefits to the agency and respondenls,
although to what extent has not been
detennined. U there are any costs or
benefits associated with the changes to
specific seotions of the rules, the FAA
expects their value, if any, to be minimal
under the criteria of applicable
Executive Orders. statutes. or
regulations. Since there are no costs
expected to accrue from this rule and
only minimal benefils.expected; the
FAA is not required to prepare a full
regulatory evaluation of the changes'
adopted In this final rulemaking
document.

Nevertheless. the agency reviewed the
amendmenls adopted herein to
determine if there were any economic
consequenoe. attributable 10 adopting
the proposals in the April 1990 NPRM.
The FAA specifically requested that ll,e
commenters discuss any economic
oODBequences so thai the FAA could
prepare, if necessary. a full regulatory
evaluation of the changes to the rules of
practice or the agency's policies. The
commenters did not submit for the
agency's reviaw any data regarding
potential costs or expecled benefits and
impacls of any changes or proposals in
the April 1990 NPRM or suggestions
made by commenters.

The commenterl did not discuss any
6ignificant economic impact. positive or
m!:gative. on small entities.. as those
terms are defmed in the Regulatory
Flexibili ty Act of 1980, that would arise
by adopting the proposals in the April'
1990 NPRM. Commentero alao failed 10
note any expecled impact on trade
opportunities for U.S. firms opercting
oulside the United State. or foreign
fimls operating within the United States.
As anticipated in the NPRM. the FAA
believes that neither small entities nor
trade opportunities for buslnes.e. will
be affected by amendment of the rules

of practice .s discussed herein. The
commentero did not Identify or di,cu.s
any Federalism Issues that may be
adversely sffected if the proposals were
edopled.1t was the FAA'. preliminary
opinion in the NPRM and current
opinion In this fma! rule that the
changes adopted by the FAA do not
have mfficJent Federalism implications
to warrant preparation of a Federalism
Assessment under the criteria of
Executive Order 12612.

Conclusion

The FAA has determined that the
final role is not a major regulation under
the criteria of Executive Order 12291
and, thus, this rulemaking action does
not warrant preparation of a Regul tOljt
impact Analysis. The FAA aleo certifies
that the changes adopled in this final
rule will not have a significant economic
impact. positive or negative, on a
substantial number of smaH entities.
Because neither the FAA nor the
commenters have identified any specific
economic consequences. associated with
the changes. and the agency expects
little or no cost or benefit to accrue from
the change" preparation of a full
regulatory evaluation is Dot required.
Because of the interest expressed by the
public on the rules of praclice, the FAA
has deterined li,al this final rule Is
significant under the Regulatory Policies
and Procedures of the Department of
Transportation ("44 FR 11034: February
26,1979).

Usl of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 13

Enforcement procedures,
Investigations, Penalties.

Tha Amendments

Accordingly, the FAA amenda part 1:t
01 the Federal Aviation Regulations (14
CFR part 13) as follow",

PART 13-1NVESTIGATIVE AND
ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

1. The euthority cilation for pari 13
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. API'- 1354 (aJ and (e).
1374[dj. 1401-1406. 1421-1428. 1471. 1475,
1481. 148.2 (aJ. (hJ. snd (cJ. sad 1484-14a9,
1523 (Federal Aviation Act of 1958) (as
amended. 49 U.S.C. App. 1471(a)(3) (Federo'
Aviation Administration Drug Enforcement
Asaistance Act aI1988); 49 U.S_c. App.1475
(Airport and Airway Safety and capacity
Expansion Acf of 1987):; 49 U.s.C. App.
l65S(c) (Department of Transportation Act. aa
revised, 49 U.s.c. loo(g}); 4S U.S.c. 1727 and
1730 (Airport and Airway Development Act
of 1970); 49 U.S.C. 1608, 1809, and 1810
{Hazardous Materials Thonsportatton.Act)".. 49
U.S.C. 2218 and 2219 (Airport and Airway
Improvement Act of 1982); 49 U.S.c. Z201 (as
emended. 49 U.S.C. App. 2218, Airpor1 and
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Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act
of 19B7}); 18 U.S.C. 6002 and 6004 (Organized
Crime Control Act or 1970); 49 CFR 1.47 (f].
(k). and (q) (Regulation. of theOlfice of the
Secretary of Transportation).

2. Section 13.1618 revised to read 8S

follows:

, 13.& Chili penalUes: Federal AYlatlon Act
0' 195•• Involving 8n amount In controversy
not exceeding S50,OOOj Hazardous Materials
TransponaUon Act.

(a) General. The following penalties
apply to peraons who violate the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958. as amended. and
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act:

(1) Any person who violates any
provision of title III. V. VI. or XII of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958. as
amended. or any rule, regulation, or
order issued thereunder, is subject to a
civil penalty of not more than the
amount specified in the Act for each
violation in accordance with section 901
of the Federal Aviation Act. of 1958. as
amended (49 U.S.C. 1471. et seq.).

(2) Any person who violates secHan
404(d) of the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, 88 amended, or any rule.
regulation, or order issued thereunder, is
subject to a civil penalty of not more
than the amount specified in the Act for
each violation in accordance with
section 404(dJ or section 901 of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958. as
amended (49 U.S.C. 1374. 1471. et seq.).

(3) Any person who operates aircraft
for the carriage of persons or property
for compensation or hire (other than an
airman serving in the capacity of an
airman) is subject to a civil penalty of
not more than $10,000 for each violation
of title lll. VI. or XII of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958. 8S amended. or
any rule, regulation, or order issued
thereunder. occurring after December 30.
1987, in accordance with section 901 of
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. as
amended (49 U.S.C. 1471. et seq.).

(4) Any person who knowingly
commits an act in violation of the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act, or any rule, regulation. or order

_issued thereunder, is subject to a civil
penalty of not more than $10.000 for
each violation in accordance with·
section 901 of the Federal Aviation Act
of 1958. as amended. and aeclion 110 of
the Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act (49 U.S.C. 1471 and 1809. et seq.). An
order assessing civil penalty for a
violation under the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act, or a rule, regulation,
or order issued thereunde~.will be
issued only after consideration of-

(i) The nature and circumstances of
the violation;

(iiJ The extent and gravity of the
violation;

(iii) The person's degree of culpability;
[iv) The person's history of prior

violations;
(v) The person's ahility to pay the civil

penalty;
(vi) The effect on the person's ability

to continue in business; and
(vii) Such other matters as justice may

require.
(bJ Order assessing civil penalty. An

order assessing civil penalty may be
issued for a violation described in
paragraph (a) of this section. or as
otherwise provided by statute. after
notice and opportunity for a hearing. A
person charged with a violation may be
subject to an order assessing civil
penalty in the following circumstances:

(1) An order aasessing civil penalty
may be issued if a person charged with
a violation submits or agrees to submit a
civil penalty for a violation.

(2) An order assessing civil penalty
may be issued if a person charged with
a violation does not request a hearing
under paragraph (eJ(2)(ii) of this section
within 15 days after receipt of a final
notice of proposed civil penalty.

[3J Unless an appeal is filed with the
FAA decisionmaker in a timely manner.
an initial decision or order of an
administrative law judge shall be
considered an order assessing civil
penalty if an administrative law judge
finds that an alleged violation occurred
and determines that a civil penalty. in
an amount found appropriate by the
administrative law judge, is warranted.

(4) Unless a petition for review is filed
with a U.S. Court of Appea)s in a timely
manner, a fina1 decision and order of the
Administrator shall be considered an
order assessing civil penalty if the FAA
decisionmaker finds that an aBeged
violation occurred and a civil penalty is
warranted.

[c) Delegation ofautharity. The
authity of the Administrator, under
section 901 and section 905 of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as
amended, and section 110 of the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act, to initiate and assess civil penalties
for a violation of those Acts. or Brule.
regulation, or order issued thereunder. is
delegated to the Deputy Chief Counsel.
the Assistant Chief Counsel for
Regulations Bnd Enforcement, and the
Assistant Chief Counsel for a region or
center. The authority of the
Administrator to refer cases to the
Attorney General of the United States.
or the delegate of the Attorney General.
for the collection of civil penalties. is
delegated to the Chief Counsel. the
Deputy Chief Counsel. the Assistant
Chief Counsel for Regulations and

Enforcement. and the Assistant Chief
Counsel for a region or center.

(d) Notice ofproposed civil penalty. A
civil penalty action Is initiated by
sending a notice of proposed civil
penalty to the person charged with a
violation of the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, as amended, the Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act. or 8 rule.
regulation, or order issued thereunder. A
notice of proposed civil penalty will be
sent to the individual charged with a
violation or to the president of the
corporation or company charged with a
violation. In response to a notice of
proposed civil penalty. a corporation or
company may designate in writing
another person to receive documents in
that civil penalty action, The notice of
proposed civil penalty contains a
statement of the chargee and the amount
of the proposed civil penalty. Not later
than 30 days after receipt of the notice
of proposed civil penalty. the person
charged wi th a violalion shall-

(1) Submit the amount of the proposed
civil penalty or an agreed-upon amount.
in which case either an order assessing
civil penalty or compromise order shall
be idsued in that amount;

[2J Submit to the agency attorney one
of the following:

(i] Written information, including
documents and witness statements,
demonstrating that a violation of the
regulations did not occur or that a
penalty or the amount of the penalty is
not warranted by the circumstances.

(ti) A written request to reduce the
proposed civil penalty, the amount of
reduction, and the reasons and any
documents·supporting a reduction of the
proposed civil penalty, including records
indicating a financial inability to payor
records showing that payment of the
proposed civil penalty would prevent
the person from continuing in business.

(iii) A written request for an informal
conference to discuss the matter with
the agency attorney and to submit
relevant information or documents; or

(3J Request a hearing in which case a
complaint shall be filed with the hearing
docket clerk.

(e) Final notice afproposed civil
penalty. A fmal notice of proposed civil
penalty may be Issued after
participation in informal procedures
provided in paragraph (d)(2) of this
section or failure to respond in a timly
manner to a notice of proposed civil
penalty. A final notice of proposed civil
penalty will be sent to the individual
charged with 8 violation. to the
president of the corporation or company
charged with a violation, or a person
previously designated in writing by the
individual, corporation. or company to
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receive documents in that civil penalty
action. If not previously done in
response to 8 notice of proposed civil
penalty, a corporation or company may
designate in writing anotIler person to
receive documents in that civil penalty
action. The final notice of proposed civil
penalty contains 8 statement of tha
charges and the amount of the proposed
civil penalty and, as a result of
information submitted to the agency
attorney during informal procedurest

may modify an'allegation or a proposed
civil penalty containeciin a notice of
proposed civil penalty.

(1) A final notice of proposed civil
penalty may be issued-

(i) If the person charged with &

viola tion fails. to respond to the notice of
proposed chdl penalty wilhin 30 days.
ufter receipt of thatnoti@~or

(ii) If Ihe parties participaled in any
informal procedures under paragraph
(d)(2) of this section and the parties
have not agreed to compromise the
action or the agency attorney has not
agreed 10 withdraw the notice of
proposed civil pena!ty~

(2) Nollaler than 15 days after receipt
oJ the final· notice of proposed civil
penalty. the person charged with a
violation shall do one of tbe following-'-

[il Submit the amount of the proposed
civil penalty or an agreed-upon ammmt,
in which case either an order assessing
civil penalty or 8 compromise order
shall be issued·in that amount; or

(ii) Request a bearing in which case a
complaint shall be filed with the'hearing
dockel clerk.

(f) Request for a hearing. Any pe.-.on
charged with a violation may request a
hearing. pursuant to paragraph (d)(3) or
paragraph (e)(2J(ii) of this section. to be
conducted in accordance with the
procedures in subpart G of this part. A
person requesting a hearing sball file a
written request for a hearing with the
hearing docket clerk (Hearing Docket.
Federal Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue. SW.. Room 924A,.
Washinglon. DC 20591. Attention:
Hearing Dockel Clerk) and sball mail a
copy o[ the request to the agency
attorney. The request for a hearing-rna.y
be in the form of a feller but must be
dated and signed by the person
requesting a hearing. The request fOl""a
hearing may batypewrilten or may be'
legibly handwritten.

19) Hearing. If the person charged with
a violation requesta a hearing pursuant
to paragraph (d(3) or paragraph (e)(2)(i,)
of Ihia section. the original complaint
shall be filed wilh the hearing docket
clerk and a copy shall be senlto the
person requesting the hearing~The
procedural rules in subpart G of this
part apply to the hearing and any

appeal. At the close of the hearing. the
administrative law judge shall issue.
either orally on the record or in writing.
an initial decision. including tbe reasons
for the decision, that contains findings
or conclusions on the allegations
contained. and the civil penalty sought.
in the complaint. '

(h) Appeal Either party may appeal
the administrative law judge's initial
decision to the FAA decisionmaker
pursuant to the procedures in subpart G
of this parI. If a parly file.. a notice of
appeal pursuant to § 13.233 of subpart G.
the effectiveness of the initial decision is
stayed until a final decision and order of
the Administrator have been entered on
L'le record. The FAA decisionmaker
shaH review the record and issue B final
decision and order of the Administrator
Ihataffirm, modify. or reverse the initial
decision. The FAA decisionmaker may
assess a civil penalty but shall not
assess a civil penalty in an amount
greater than that sought in the
complaint.

(i) Poyment A person shall pay a civil
penalty by sending a certified check or
money order. payable to the Federal
Aviation Administration, to the agency'
attorney.

(j) Collection ofcivil penalties. If a
person does. not pay a civil penalty
imposed by an order assessing civil
penalty or 8 compromise order ...ithin 60
days after service of the order~ tne
Ad.minfstralor mey refer the order to the
United States Attorney General. or the
delegale of Ihe Attomey General. to
begin proceedings 10 collect the'civil
penally. The action shall be brought in a
United Stales District Court. pursuant to
the authority in section 903 of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as
amended (49 U.S.C. 1473). or section 110
of the Hazardous Materiala
Transportation Act (49 U.s.c. 1809).

(kl Exhaustion ofadministrative
remedies. A party may only petitlor>for
review of a final decision and order of
the Administrator to the courts of
appeals of the United States or the
United Slales Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia pursuant to section
1006 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
8S amended. Neither an initial decision
or O1'der issued by an administrative law
judge, that has nol been appealed to the
FAA decisionmaker, nor an order
compromising 8 civil penalty action
constitutes a final ordez of the
Administrator for the purposes of
judicial appellate revie.w under section
1006 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
as amended.

[I) Compromise. Th"FAA may
compromise any civil penalty action
initiated in accordance with section 90t
and section 905 of the Federal Aviation

Acl of 1958, as amended. involving an
amount in controversy not exceeding
$50,000. or any civil penalty action
initiated in accordance with section 901
of Ihe Federal Aviation Act of 1958, s.
emended. and section 110 of the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act. at any time before referring the
action to the United States Attornev for
collection.

(1) An agency attorney may
compromise any civil penalty action
where a person charged with· a violation
agrees to pay a civil penalty and the
FAA agrees to make no finding of
violation. Pursuant to such agreement. tl
compromise order shall be issued,
stating:

(i) The person agrees to pay a civil
penally.

(ii) 'The FAA makes no finding of a
violation.

(iii) The compromise order sban not
be used as evidence of a prior·\qolation
in any subsequent civil penalty
proceeding or CtCrtificate action
proceeding.

(2) An egency attorney may
compromise the amount of any civil
penalty proposed in 0: notice, assessed
in an order. or imposed in 8 compromise
order.

3. Part 13. subpart G. (§ § 13.201 to
13.235) is revised tl>read as follows:

Subpart G-Rul.. 01 P'lICtIce In FAA Ci1f~

Penalty Actions
13.201 Applicability.
13.202 Definitions.
13.203 Separation of functions.
13.204 Appearances and rights or parbes.
13.205 Administrative law judges.
13.206 Intervention.
13.207 Certification of documents.
13.208 Complaint.
13.209 Answer.
13.210 FiJing of documents.
13.211 Service of documents.
13.2U_ Computation of time.
13.213 Extension of time.
13.214 Amendment of pleadings.
13.215 Withdrawal of complaint or request

for hearing.
13.216 \'Vaivers.
13.217 Joint pror;edural or discovery

schedule.
13.218 Motion9.
13.219 Interlocutory appeals.
13.220 Discovery.
13.221 Notice of hearing.
13.222 Evidence.
13.223 Stnndard of proof.
13.224 Burden of proot
13.225 Offer of proof.
13.220 Public disclosure of evidence.
13.227 Expert or opinion witnesges..
13.228 Subpoenas.
13.229 Witness fees.
13.230 Record.
13.231 Argument before the administrative

law judge.
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13.232 Initial decision.
13.233 Appeal from initial decision.
13.234 Petition to reconsider or modify a

final decision and order of the FAA
decisionmaker on appeal.

13.235 Judicial review of a final decision
and order.-

Subpart G-Rules 01 Practice In FAA
Civil Penalty Actions

§ 13.201 Applicability.
(aJ This subpart applies to the

following actions: '
(1) A civil penalty action in which a

complaint has been issued for an
amount not exceeding $50,000 for a
violation arising under the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49
U.S.C. 1301, et seq.), or a rule, regulation,
or order issued thereunder.

(2) A civil penalty action in which a
complaint has been issued for 8
violation arising under the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49
U.S.C. 1471, et seq.) and the Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act [49 U.S.C.
1801 et seq.), or a rule, regulation, or
order issued thereunder.

(b) This subpart applies only to
proceedings initiated after September 7,
1988. All other cases, hearings. or otl!er
proceedings pending or in progress
before September 7, 1988, are not
affected by the rules in this subpart

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph (a) of this section, the United
States district courts shall have
exclusive jurisdiction of any civil
penalty action initiated by the
Administrator:

(lJ Which involves an amount in
controversy in excess of $SO,OOOj

(2) Which is an in rem action or in
which an in rem action based on the
same violation has been brought;

(3J Regarding which an aircraft
subject to lien has been seized by the
United States; and

(4J In which a suit for injunctive relief
based on the violation giving rise to the
civil penalty has also been brought.

§ 13.202 Dellnlllon..
Administrative law judge means an

administrative law judge appointed
pursuant to the provisions of 5 U.S.C.
3105.

Agency attorney means the Deputy
Chief Counsel, the Assistant Chief
Counsel for Regulations and
Enforcement, tlte Assistant Chief
Counsel for a region or center, or an
attorney on the staff of the Assistant
Chief Counsel for Regulations and
Enforcement or the Assistant Chief
Counsel for a region or center who
prosecutes a civil penalty action. An
agency attorney shall not include the
Chief Counsel, the Assistant Chief

Counsel for Litigation, or any attorney
on the staff of the Assistant Chief
Counsel for Litigation who advises the
FAA decisionmaker regarding an initial
decision or any appeal to the FAA
decisionmaker or who is supervised in
that action by a person who provides
such advice in a civil penalty action.

Attorney. means a person licensed by
a state. the Districl of Columbia, or a
territory 'of the United States to practice
law or appear before the courts of that
state or territory.

Complaint means a document issued
by an agency attorney alleging a
violation of the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, as amended, or a rule, regulation,
or order issued thereunder, or the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act, or a rule, regulation, or order issued
thereunder that has been filed with the
hearing docket after a bearing has been
requested pursuant 10 § 13.16(dJ(3) or
§ 13.16(e)(2J(ii) of this part

FAA decisionmaker means the
Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration, acting in the capacity of
the decisionmaker on appeal, or any
person to whom the Administrator has
delegated the Administrator's
decisionmaking authority in a civil
penalty action. As used in this subpart,
the FAA decisionmaker is the official
authorized to issue a final decision and
order of the Administrator in a civil
penalty action.

Mail includes U.S. certified mail, U.S.
registered mail, or use of an overnight
express courier service.

Order assessing civil penalty means a
document that contains a finding of
violation of the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, as amended, or a role, regulation,
or order issued thereunder, or the
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Act, or a mIe, regulation, or order issued
thereunder and may direcl paymenl of a
civil penalty. Unless an appeal is med
with the FAA decisionmaker in a timely
manner, an initial decision or order of
an administrative law judge shall be
considered an order assessing civil
penalty if an administrative law judge
finds that an alleged violation occurred
and detennines that a civil penalty, in
an amount found appropriate by the
administrative law judge, is warranted.
Unless a petition for review is med with
a U.S. Court of Appeals in a timely
manner, a final decision and order of the
Administrator shall be considered an
order assessing civil penalty if the FAA
decisionmaker finds thai an alleged
violation occurred and a civil penalty Is
warranted.

Party means the respondent or the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Personal delivery includes hand
delivery or use of a contract or express

messenger service. "Personal delivery"
does not include the use of Government
interoffice mail service.

Pleading means a complaint, an
answer, and any amendment of these
documents permilled under this subpart.

Properly' addressed means a
document that shows an address
contained in agency records, a
residential, business, or other address
submltted by a person on any document
provided under this subpart, or any
other address shown by other
reasonable and available means.

Respondent means a person.,
corporation, or company named in a
complaint.

§ 13.203 5eparaUon ollunctlon..
(a) Civil penalty proceedings,

including hearings, shall be prosecuted
by an agency allorney.

(b) An agency employee engaged in
the performance of investigative or
prosecutorial functions in 8 civil penalty
action shall not, in that case or a
factually-related case, participate or
give advice in 8 decision by the
administrative law judge or by the FAA
decisionmaker on appeal, except as
counselor a witness in the public
proceedings.

(cJ The Chief COlmsel, the Assistant
Cbief Counsel for Litigation, or allorneys
on the staff of the Assistant Chief
Counsel for Wigation will advise the
FAA decisionmaker regarding an initial
decision or any appeal of that civil
penslty action to the FAA
decisionmaker.

§ 13.204 Appearancea and rights 01
partlee.

(a) Any party may appear and be
heard in person.

(bJ Any party may be accompanied.
represented, or advised by an attorney
or representative designated by the
party and may be examined by that
attorney or representative in any
proceeding governed by this subpart. An
attorney or representative who
represents a party may file a notice of
appearance in the action, in the manner
provided in.§ 13.210 of this subpart, and
shall serve a copy of the notice of
appearance on each party, in the
manner provided in § 13.211 of this
subpart, before participating in any
proceeding governed by this subpart.
The attorney or representative shall
include the name, a<ldre.s, and .
telephone number of the attorney or
representative in the notice of
appearance.

(c) Any person may request a copy of
a document upon payment of reasonable
costs. A person may keep an original
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document, data, or evidence. with the
consent of the administrative law judge,
by substituting a legible copy of the
document for the record.

§ 13.205 Administrative law Judges.
(a) Powers of an administrative law

judge. In accordance with the rules of
this subpart, an administrative law
judge may:

(1) Give notice of, and hold,
prehearing conferences and hearings:

(2) Administer oaths and affirrnations~

(3) Issue subpoenas authorized by law
and issue notices of deposition
requested by the parties;

(4) Rule on offers of proof:
(5) Receive relevant and material

evidence;
(6) Regulate the course of the hearing

in accordance with the rules of this
subpart;

(7) Hold conferences to settle or to
simplify the issues by consent of the
parties;

(8) Dispose of procedural motions and
requests; and

(9) Make findings of fact and
conclusions of law, and issue an initial
decision.

(b) Limitations on the power of the
administrative law judge. The
administrative law judge shall not issue
an order of contempt, award costs to
any party. or impose any sanction not
specified in this subpart. If the
administrative law juc,Jge imposes Bny
sanction not specified in this subpart, a
party may file an interlocutory appeal of
right with the FAA decisionmaker
pursuant to § 13.219(c)(4) of this subpart.
This section does not preclude an
administrative law judge from issuing an
order that bars a person from 8 specific
proceeding based on 8 finding of
obstreperous or disruptive behavior in
that specific proceeding.

(c) Disqualification. The
administrative law judge may disqualify
himself or herself at any time. A party
may file a motion. pursuant to
§ 13.218(£](6), requesting that an
administrative law judge be disqualified
from the proceedings.

§ 13.206 Intervention.
(a) A person may submit a motion for

leave to intervene as a party in a civil
penalty action. Except for good cause
shown. a motion for leave to intervene
shall be submitted not later than 10 days
before the hearing.

(h) If the administrative law judge
finds that inte,rvention will not unduly
broaden the 'issues or delay the
proceedings, the adJt.linistrative.law
judge may grant a motion for leave tb
intervene if the persqn will be bound by
any order or decision entered in the

action or the person has a property.
financial. or other legitimate interest
that may not be addressed adequately
by the parties. The administrative law
judge may determine the extent to which
an intervenor may participate in the
proceedings.

§ 13.207 Cer1lflcation of documents.
(a) Signature required. The attorney of

record, the party. or the party's
representative shall sign each document
tendered for filing with the hearing·
docket clerk, the administrative law
judge, the FAA decisionmaker on
appeal, or served on each party.

(b) Effect ofsigning a document. By
signing a document. the attorney of
record, the party, or the party's
representative certifies that the
attorney, the party, or the party's
representative· has read the document
and, based on reasonable inquiry and to
the hest of that person's knowledge,
information, and belief, the document
is-

(1) Consistent with these rules;
(2) Warrant~d by existing law or that

a good faith argument exists for
extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law; and

(3) Not unreasonable or unduly
burdensome or expensive. not made to
harass any person, not made to cause

. unnecessary'delay, not made to cause
needless increase in the cost of the
proceedings, or for any other improper
purpose.

(c) Sanctions. If the attorney of record,
the party, or the party's representative
signs a document in violation of this
section, the administrative law. judge or
the FAA decisionmaker shall:

(1) Strike the pleading signed in
violation of this section; .

(2) Strike the request for discovery or
the discovery response signed in
violation of this section and preclude
further discovery by the party:

(3) Deny the motion or request signed
in violation of this section;

(4) Exclude the document signed in
violation of this section from the record;

(5) Dismiss the interlocutory appeal
and preclude further appeal on lhat
issue hy the party who filed the appeal
until an initial decision has been entered
on the record; or

(8) Dismiss the appeal of tbe
administrative law judge's initial
decision to the FAA decisionmaker.

§ 13.208 ComplalnL
(a) Filing. The agency attorney shall

file the original and one copy of the
complaint with the hearing docket clerk,
or may file a written motion pursuant to
§ 13.218(£](2)[i) of this subpart instead of
filing a complaint, not later than 20 days

after receipt by the agency attorney of a
request for hearing.

The agency attorney should suggest a
location for the hearing when filing the
complaint.

(h) Service. An agency attorney shall
personally deliver or mail a copy of the
complaint on the respondent. the
president of the corporation or company
named as a respondent, or a person
designated hy the respondent to accept
service of documents in the civil penalty
action.

(c) Contents. A complaint shall set
forth the facts alleged, any regulation
allegedly violated by the respondent,
and the proposed civil penalty in
sufficient detail to provide notice of any
factual or legal allegation and proposed
civil penalty.

(d) Motion to dismiss allegations or
complaint. Instead of filing an answer to
the complaint, a respondent may move
to dismiss the complaint, or that part of
the complaint, alleging a violation that
occurred more than 2 years before an
agency attorney jssued a notice of
proposed civil penalty to' the
respondent.

(1) An administrative law judge may
not grant the motion and dismiss the
complaint or part of the complaint if the
administrative law judge finds that the
agency has shown good cause for any
delay in issuing the notice of proposed
Civil penalty.

(2) If the agency fails to show good
cause for any delay, an administrative
law judge m;;lY dismiss the complaint, or
that part of the complaint, alleging a
violation that occurred more than 2
years before an agency attorney issued
the notice of proposed civil penalty to
the respondent.

(3) A party may appeal the
administrative law judge's ruling on the
motion to dismiss the complaint or any
part of the complai.nt in accordance with
§ 13.219(b) of this subpart.

§ 13.209 Answer.

(a) Writing required. A respondent
shall file a wri tten answer to the .
complaint. or may file a written motion.
pursuant to § 13.208(d) or § 13.218(£](1-4)
of this subpart instead of filing an
answer, not later than 30 days after
service of the complaint. The answer
may be in the fo.rm of a letter but must
be dated and signed by the person
responding to the complaint. An answer
may be typewritten or may be legihly
handwritten.

(h) Filing and address. A person filing
an answer shall personally deliver or
mail the original and one ·copy of the
answer for filing with the hearing docket
clerk, not later than 30 days after service
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of the .complaint. to the Hearing Hocket,
Federal Aviation Administration. 600
IndependenceA'Venue. SW.. Room.924A,
Washington, DC 20591, Allention:
Hearing Docket Clerk. The person filing
an answer should suggest.a location for
the hearing when Iiling ihe an.wer.

[cl Service. A person filing an.answer
shall serve a copy of the answ.er on the
agency attorney who filed tha
complaint,

[d) Contents. An an.wer .hall
.pecifically state any affirmative
defen.e .that the re.pondent intends to
assert at the hearing. A person filing an
answer may include a 'brief statement of
any relieT requested in the answer.

[el Specific denial ofallegations
reguired. A person.filing an answer
shall admit. deny, or .tate that the
person is without sufficient knowledge
or informationto admit or deny, each
numbered paragraph df the complaint.
Any statement or allegation contained
in the complaint thaU. not .pecifically
denied in the answer may be deemed an
admi.sion of the truth of thal allegation.
A general denial oJ the complaint is
deemed a failure to file an answer.

[!) Failure to file answer. A person'.
failure to file an an.wer withoUt.good
cause shall be deemed an adrnissjon 01
thetroth of each aUega'lion contained in
the compI-amt.

§ 13.2110 'Filing of documents.
[al Address and methad offiling. A

person tendering a document for filing
.hall personally deliv.er·or mail the
signed original and one copy of each
document to the HearingDooket,
FederalAviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue, SW.. Room 9'24A.
WaBhington.DC 20591. A'tlention:
Hearing Docket Clerk, A per.an shall
serve a copy 01 each document on ea:cb
party in accordance with § 13.2-11 of llii.
subpart,

[bl Date offiling. A. documentllhall be
considered to benled on the nate",f
personal delivery; or if mailed. the
mailing date shown on the certificate 01
service, the date shown on the'postmar'k
if there is no cerfificate of service,-or
other mailing date 'Shown by other
evidence if there 'is no certificate-of
service or postmark.

[c) Farm. Ea"h document shall be
typewritten or legIbly handwritten.

(d)£'ontenls. lUnle•• otheIWise
specified in t-hrs 8ubpart, each document
must contain<s short, plain !itatement of
the fa'c:ts on which the person's case
rests and a brief statement of the ,action
requested in the document.

§ 13.21:1 Service of documents.
(a) General. A person "Sha'll !Serve a

copy of aqy dooument ·filed with othe

Hearing Docket on eacb party at lbe
time of filing. Serwioe on 8"party's
attorney of record-or aparry's
de~ated....r~presenteti¥emay be
considered.adequate servioe on the
party.

[h) Type ofservice. A person may
serve documents by personal delivery or
by mail.

[c) Certificote Dfservice. A person
may attach a certificate of:service to a
document tende.edIor filing with the
hearing docket clerk,Acerlificate of
service shall consist'of a statement,
dated and .igned by the peraon filing the
document, that the document was
personally delivered or mailed to each
party on a specific date.

(d) Date af service. The date Of .
service .hall be the date of per.onal
delivery: or ifmailed. the mailing date
shown on ·the certificate 0'1 service, ,the
date .hown on the postmark if there is
no certificate oo'llervice, or other mailing
date shown by other evidence if there is
no certificate of service or postmark.

[e) Additionol timeDfter service by
mOll. W.henever alPar\y has a Dight'Or a
duty to act,or to make any response
within a plleacribedpcriod after service
by mail, or on 8 date certain after
service by mail. 5 day••hall be added to
the pres<:ribed period.

[f) Service by the adminislr:ativeJaw
judge. The admini.trative law judge
.hall .el'Ve a copy of each document
including. but not limited to, nntioes of
preheating conferences and hearings,
ru1in.ss on motions, decisions, and
orders, upon each1larty to the
proceedings byper.onal delivery or ,hy
mail,

(g) Volid service. A dncument that
was properly a.ddres'sed, was sent in
accordance with ihis subpart. Bnd that
was returned, that'W8s"oot claimed, or
that was..refused, is deemed to have
been served.in accordance with this
.ubpart, The .ervice .hall be considered
valid as of the date and the tima 1hat the
document was deposited with'S. contract
or express messenger, the nocument
was ma.iled. or personal delivery 'of the
documentw8s refused.

[h) Presumption of service. There
sballhe a pre.umption of servioewhere
81party or 8 persan. who customarily
receives mail, or receives it in the
ordinary course 01 busines's, -at either .the
person's <J'esidence or the person's
principal 'Place of bu.ines••
acknov.;leclges receipt of the document.

§ t3.212 Computation oNlme.
[a) This .ectlon "pplie. to any period

of time pre.cribed or:allowed byihi.
subpart, by notice or order uf1he
administratiVE law judge, o"by an¥
applicable statute.

[hlThe date ohn act, eveni. 'Or
default. after which a de.ignated time
period begins to run, is.'Ilot included in a
computation of time under this subpart.

[el The last day of a time period is
included in a t:omputation of fime unless
it i." Saturday,Sunday, or a legal
holiday, If'lhe last day of the time period
is a Saturday. Sunday, or legal ho1iday,
the time period runs until the end of the
next day th·ati. not a ~aturday, Sunday,
or legal holiday,

1"13.213 Eden.lon of time.

[a) Oral requests. The partie. may
agree to extend lor -8 reasonable period
the time fOJ" filing a document under this
.ubpart.1f the parties agree, the
administrative Jaw judgeahall grant one
extension oftime to each party. The
party seeking the extension of time shall
.uhmit.a draft order to the
admini.trativelaw judge to be signed by
the administrative law judge and med
with the hearing docket clerk, The
administrative law judge ma,y grant
additional oral requests for an extension
of time where the parties agree to the
extension.

[b) Written motion. A~arty shallille a
written motion for an extension of time
wjth the.administrative IB"w judge not
laterihan 7 da)'. befo.e the .document i.
due unle•• good cau.e for the late'filing
is shown. A p8Ilty -filing 8 written motion
for an..ex.tension of time shall ser.ve a
copy of'lhe motion on each party. The
administrative law judge may grant the
extension of time if good cause for the
extensionjs shown.

(c) Failure to rule. If the
administrative law judge fails to rule on
a written motion for an extension of
time by the.nate the cocumentw8s due,
the motion for an -extension of time is
deemed granted for no more than 20
day. after the original date the
document was to be filed.

§ 13.214 Amendment of pleadings.

[aJ Filing and service. A party shall
rHe the amendment with the
administrative law judge and shall serve
a copy of the amendment on all.parties
to the proceeding,

[b) Time, A party shall file an
amendment to a complaint or an answer
within the following:

(1) N.ot later than,S day. before the
scheduled date of a hearing, a party may
amend a complaint or an answer
without the consent of the
administrative law judge.

(2) L.... than 15 days before the
.cheduled.date OfB hearing,1he
administratiN:eJ.aw'judge may allow
amendment of 8 complaint or..an answer
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only for good cause shown in a motion
to amend.

[c) Responses. The administrative law
judge shall allow a reasonable time. but
not more than 20 days from the date of
filing, for other parties to respond if an
amendment to a complaint. answer, or
other pleading has been filed with the
administrative law judge.

§ 13.215 Withdrawal of complaint or
request for hearing.

At any time before or during a
hearing, an agency attorney may
withdraw a complaint or a party may
withdraw a request for 8 hearing
without the consent of the
administrative law judge. If an agency
attorney withdraws the complaint Or a
party withdraws the request for a
bearing and the answer, the
administrative law judge shall dismiss
the proceedings under this subpart wlth
prejudice.

§ 13.216 Waiver•.
\Vaivers of any rights provided by

statute or regulation shall be in writing
or by stipulation made at a hearing and
entered into the record. The parties shall
set forth the precise terms of the waiver
and any conditions.

§ 13.211 Joint procedural or discovery
schedule.

(a} General. The parties may agree to
submit a schedule for filing all
prehearing motions, a schedule for
conducting discovery in the proceedings,
or 8 schedule that will govern all
prebearing motions and discovery in tbe
proceedings.

(bl Form and content of schedule. If
the parties agree to 8 joint procedural or
discovery schedule, one of the parties
shall file the joint schedule with the
administrative law judge, setting forth
the dates to which the parties have
agreed, and shall serve a copy of the
joint schedule on each party.

(1) The joint schedule may include.
but need not be limited to, requests for
discovery, any objections to discovery
requests, responses to discovery
requests to which there are no
objections, submission of prehearing
motions, responses to prehearing
motions, exchange of exhibits to be
introduced at the hearing, and a list of
witnesses that may be called at the
hearing.

(2) Each party shall sign the original
joint schedule to be filed with the
administrative law judge. .

(c} Time. The parties may agree to
submit all prehearing motions and
responses and may agree to close
discovery in the proceedings under the
joint schedule within a reasonable time

before the date of the hearing. but not
later than 15 days before the hearing.

(d) Order establishing jaint schedule.
The administrative law judge shall
approve the joint schedule filed by the
parties. One party shall submit a draft
order establishing a joint schedule to the
administrative law judge to be signed by
the administrative law judge and filed
with the hearing docket clerk.

(e) Disputes. The administrative law
judge shall resolve disputes regarding
discovery or disputes regarding
compliance with the joint schedule as
soon as possible so that the parties may
continue to comply with the joint
schedule.

[f) Sanctions for failure to comply
with joint schedule. If a party fails to
comply with the administrative law
judge'. order establishing a joint
schedule. the administrative law judge
may direct that party to comply with a
motion to discovery request or, limited
to the extent of the party's failure to
comply with a motion or discovery
request, the administrative law judge
may:

(1) Strike that portion of a party's
pleadings;

(2) Preclude prehearing or discovery
motions by that party;

(3) Preclude admission of that portion
of 8 party's evidence at the hearing, or

(4) Preclude that portion of the
testimony of that party's witnesses at
the hearing.

§ 13.218. Motion••

[a) General. A party applying for an
order or rUling not specifically provided
in this subpart shall do so by motion. A
party shall comply with the
requirements of this section when filing
a motion with the administrative law
judge. A party shall serve a copy of each
motion on each party.

(b) Form and contents. A party shall
state the relief sought by the motion and
the particular grounds supporting that
relief. If a party .has evidence in support
of a motion, the p~rty shall attach any
supporting evidence, including
affidavits, to the motion.

(c} Filing of motions. A motion made
prior to the hearing must be in writing.
Unless otherwise agreed by the parties
or Cor good cause shown, a party shall
file any prehearing motion, and shall
serve a copy on each party, not later
than 30 days before the hearing. Motions
introduced during a hearing may be
made orally on the record unless the
administrative law judge directs
otherwise.

(d} Answers to motions. Any party
may file an answer, with affidavits or
other evidence in support of the answer,
not later than 10 days after service of a

written motion on that party. When a
motion is made during a hearing, the
answer may be made at the hearing on
the record, orally or in writing. within a
reasonable time determined by the
administrative law judge.

(el Rulings an mations. The
administrative law judge shall rule on
all motions as follows:

(1} Discovery motions. The
administrative law judge shall resolve
all pending discovery motions not later
than 10 days before the hearing.

(2) Prehearing matians. The
administrative law judge shall resolve
all pending prehearing motions not later
than 7 days before the hearing. If the
administrative law judge issues a ruling
or order orally, the administrative law
judge shall serve a written copy of the
ruling or order, within 3 days, on each
party. In all other cases, ~e
administrative law judge shall issue
rulings and orders in writing and shall
serve a copy of the ruling or order on
each party.

(3) Motions made during the hearing.
The administrative law judge may issue
rulings and orders on motions made
during the hearing orally. Oral rulings or
orders on motions must be made on the
record.

[f) Specific motions. A party may file
the following motions with the
administrative law judge:

(1J Motion to dismiss for
insufficiency. A respondent may file a
motion to dismiss the complaint for
insufficiency instead of filing an answer.
If the administrative law judge denies
the motion to dismiss the complaint for
insufficiency, the respondent shall file
an answer not later than 10 days after
service of the administrative law judge's
denial of the motion. A motion to

, dismiss the complaint for insufficiency
must show that the complaint fails to
state a violation of the Federal Aviation
Act of 1958, as amended, or a rule.
regulation, or order issued thereunder,
or 8 violation ofthe Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act, or a rule,
regulation, or order issued thereunder.

(2) Motion to dismiss. A party may file
a motion to dismiss, specifying the
grounds for dismissal. If an
administrative law judge grants a
motion to dismiss in part, 8 party may
appeal the administrative law judge's
ruling on the motion to dismiss under
§ 13.219[b) of this subpart.

(i} Motion to dismiss a request for a
hearing. An agency attorney may file a
motion to dismiss a request for a hearing
instead of filing a complaint. If the
motion to dismiss is not granted. the
agency attorney shall file the complaint
and shall serve a copy of the complaint
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on each party .nollater than 10 days
after service of the administrative law
judge's ruling Of'or.der on the motion to
dismiss. 'If the motion to dismiss is
granted and 'the proceedings are
terminated without a ire'B-ring, the
respondent may,file an appeal'pursuant
to § !1:3.233 of this subpart. If required by
the decision on appeal, the agency
attorney shall'file.a complaint andshall
serv.e.a .copy of the complaint on each
party not later than 10 days after service
of the decision on appeal.

(ii) Motion fa dismiss a complaint. A
respondent may file '8 motion to dismiss
8 complaint jnstead of minS an answer.
If the motion to dismissjs not Igranted.
the respondent shall file an answer and
shall serve a co,p,y of the ,answer on each
par~ not Ieter than 10 dayit .after servjce
of the administrative law judge's ruling
or order on the-motion to dismiss.ll the
motion to dismiss is .sranted and the
proceedings are terminated without a
hearing, the agency attomey may file an
appeal pursuant to § 13,233 of this
subpart. H required by the decision on
appeal, the respondent shall file an
answer and shall serve..a copy of the
answer on each party not later than 10
days after>service of the decision on
appeal.

[3]Motion for more definite
statement. A patty may Tile a motionlor
mOfe definite statement of any pleading
which requires a response under this
subpart. A party shall Bet forth, in detail,
the indefinite or uncertain allegations
contained in a complaint or response to
any pleading and shall submit the
details 'that the party believes would
make the allegation or resp.onse definite
and ce.ttain.

[iJ Complaint, A re~pondent mayfile a
motion reguesting amore definite
statement ohhe allega1ions containeB in
the complainlinslead of filing an
answer. If the administra'tive law judge
grants the motion, tbe agency attorney
shall supply a more definite statement
not later than.15 days after service of
the ruling granting th..",otion, If the
agency"attomeyfails to'Bupply a more
definite statement. the administrative
law judge shallstiike1he allegations in
the compls'int to which the motion is
directed. If the administrative law judge
denies the motion, the respondent shall
file an answer and snaIl serve a copy of
the answer on each 'P'aTty not later than
10 days after service of the order of
denial.

(ii) Answer, An agency all"""ey may
file a motion requesting a more;(iefinite
statement if an answer fa"ils to re"spond
clearly101he allegations in the
complaint If the "administrative law
judge grants 'the motion, ttIre respondent
shall supply a more definite sta1ement

not later than lS days after service of
the ruling on lbe molion. U the
respondent fails to 'supply a more
definite statement.1he administrative
law juqge..hall atrik... those .tatements
in the answerftowhicb the'IDotion is
directed. The respondent's failure to
supply Q mOlle defmi'te statement may be
deemed an :admission lof unanswered
allegations in the complaint.

(4) Motion to strike, Any party may
make a motion to strike any insufficient
allegation or defense. or any redundant.
immaterial or irrelevant matterin a
pleading, A party ..hall file a motion tn
s'trike with the administrative law judge
and shall serve a copy on each party
before a response is required under this
subpart or, if a response is notTequired.
not la ter than :.1.0 days after service ,df
the pleading,

(5) Motion for decision. A party may
make a motion for -decision, regarding
all or any part",f the proceedings, at any
time before the administr.ative law judge
has issued an initial decision in the
proceedings. The administrative law
judge shall grant a party's motion for
decision if the pleadings. depositions.
answers to interrogatories. admissions,
matters that the administrative law
judge has officially noticed, lor e-vidence
iritmduced during the hearing show that
there is no genuine issue of matellialfact
and that the party making the motion is
entitled 10 a decision 8S a matter anaw.
The party making the motion for
decision has the burden of showing that
there is no genuine issue of material fact
disputed by the parties.

(6) Motion for disqualification. A
party may file a motion for
disqualification with the administrative
law judge and shall serve a copy on
each party, A party may file the motion
a't any time after the administrative lai\v
judge has been assigned to the
proceedings butsball,make the motion
before the administrative law judge files
8n initia.l decision in the-proceedings.

Ii] Malian 'Ond supporung affidavit. A
party shall stat" the grounds for
disqualification, including, but Dot
limited to. personal bias. -pecuniary
interest, or other factors sbuwing
disqua-lffication, in the.:motion lor
disqualification. A pallty sban submit an
affidavit with the motion for
disqualffication tbat sets forth. in detail,
the matt-ers 8"lleged to constitute grounds
for dls"qualification.

Iii) Answer, A party shall respond to
the mo"tion for disqualification not later
than 5 days a.fter service ofthe motion
for disqualification.

(iii)Decision on motion for
disqualification. The administrative law
judge shall render'a decrsion on the
motion for disqualification not later than

15 deys after the motion has been filed,
If the administrative law judge fmds that
the motion for disqualification "and
supporting affidavit show a'basis for
disqualIfication, the administrative law
judge shall withdraw {pam the
proceedings immediately. If the
administrativ.e law judge finds tha1
disqualification Is not waIlI'anted. the
administrali"e law judge shall deny the
motion and state the grounds for the
denial on the xecord. If the
administrative law judge fails 10 rule on
8 party's motion for disqualification
within""15 days after ihe motion has been
filed, the motion is deemed granted.

(iv] Appeal. A party may appeal the
administrative law judge's denial of the
motion for disqualification in
accordance with § 13,21~(b) of this
subpart.

§ 13.'2t9 Interlocutory oppeats.
la) General, Unless otherwise

provided in this subpart. a party may
not appeal a ruling or decision of the
administrati"e law judge to ilie 'FAA
decisionmaker until the initial decision
has been .entered on the .record. A
decision or order of the FAA
decisionmaKer on th~ interlocutory
appeal does not constitute a final order
of the AdministraJor ior the purposes of
judicial appellate review under section
1006 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
as amended.

(b) Interlocutory appealtor cause, If a
party files a written request for an
interlocntorY"BPpeal for caus'e with the
administrative law judge, or orally
requests an interlocutory appeal for
cause, the proceedings are stayed Wllil
the administrative law judge issues a
decision on the request. .IT the
administrative law judge grants the
reqves1, the proceedings.are stayed until
the FAA decislonmaker issues 8

decision on the interlocutory appeal
The administrative law judge sball grant
an interlocutory appeal for _cause if a
party shows that delay of the appeal
would be detrimental to the public
interest or would result in undue
prejudice to Bny party.

(c) Interlocutory appeals of right. 1f a
party notifies the administrative law
judge of an interlocutory appeal of right,
the proceedings ar.e stayed until the
FAA decisionmaker issues a decision on
the interlocutory appeal, A party may
file an interlocutory appeal with the
FAA decisionmaker. without the
consent of the administrative law judge,
before an initial decision has"been
entered in the case of:

(1) A ruling 'Or order by the
administrative law judge barring 8
person from the proceedings.
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(2) Failure of the administrative law'
judge to dismiss lbe proceedings in
"ccordance with t 13.215 of thls subpart.

(3) A ruling or order by the
administrafh--:e law judge in violation of
t 13.205(b) of this subpart.

(dl Procedure. A party shall file a
notice of interlocutory appeal. with
lIuppor.ting documents, with .thef'AA
decisionmaker and the hearing docket
cle"k, and shall serve a copy nf ·the
noUce and :sup'porting ,documents on
each parW ,and the 8dministrati\~e law
judge, nallater than.3 daiYsllfter the
administrative law judge's decision
forming the basis of the appeal A party
shall file a reply brief, if any, with the
FAA decisionmaker and serve a copy of
the reply brief on each party, not later
than 10 days after service of the appeal
brieT. H the FAA decisionmaker does not
issue a decision on the interlocutory
appeal.or does not seek additional
information within 10 days of theIiling
of the appeal, the stay of the proceeding
is dissolved. The FAA decisionmaker
shall render a decision on the
interlocutory appeal, on the record and
8S '8 part of the decision in the
proceedings. within.a :reasonable 1irne .
after receipt of the interlocutory .appeal.

(e) The FAA decisionmaker may
reject frivolous, repetitive. or dilatory
appeals, and may issue an order
precluding one or more parties from
making further interlocutory appeals in
.a proceeding in which there have been
frivolous. repetitive, or dilatory
interlocutory appeals.

t 13.220 1lI0covery.
(a) Initiation ofdiscovery. Anyparty

may initiate discovery described in this
section. without the consent or approval
of the administrative law judge. at any
lime after a complaint has been filed in
tbe proceedings,

(b) Methods ofdiscovery. The
following methods of discovery are
permitted under this section: depositions
on ,oral-e?"smination or written questions
of any person; written inte1Tt'Jgatories
directed to 8 party; requests for
production of documents or tangible
items to any person; and requests for
admission by a party. A party is not
required to file written interrogatories
and responses. requests for production
of documents or tangible items and
responses. and requests for admission
and response with the administrative
law judge or Ihe hearing dock..t c1<>rk. in
the event of 8 discovery dispute, 8 party
shall attach a copy of these documenli
in .support ofa motion made under this
section.

(c) Service'on the agency. 'A p.arty
'Shall_serve ea-c.h discovery request
directerl.ta the agency or any agency

employee on the agency·attorney cf
record.

(d) Time for l'f!fljJonse to discovery
requests. Unless otherwise directed by
this subpartor agreed by the parties, a
party shall1'espond to a request for
discovery, including filing objections to
a request for discovery, not later than 90
days of-service of the ~equest.

(e) Scope ofdiscavery. Subject to the
limits on discovery set forth in
pa.agraph (i) of this oection, a party may
discover any matter that 18 not
privileged and that is relevant to the
subject malter of the proceeding. A
party may discover information that
relates to the claim or defense of any
party including the existence,
description, nature, custody, condition,
and location of any docmnent or other
tangible item and the idenlity and
location of anyperson having
knowledge of discoverable matter. A
party may discover fads known. or
opinions held, by an expert who any
other party expects to caUto testify at'
the hearing. A party has no ground to
object to a discovery request on the
basis that the information sougbt would
not be admissible at the hearing if the

. information sought .during discovery 'is
reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence.

(f] Limiting discovery. The
odministrative law judge shaUlimit the
Irequency and extent of discovery
permitted by this .ection if a party
sh·ows that-

(1) The information requested is
cumulative or repetitious;

(2) The information requested can ba
obtained from another less burden$ome
and more convenient source;

(3) The party requesting the
information has had ample opportunity
to obtain the information throngh other
discovery methods permitted under this
section.: or

(4) 'l'he method or scope of discovery
requesled by the party is unduly
burdensome or expensive.

(g) Confidential orders. A party or
person who has received a discovery
request for information that i& related to
a trade secret, confidential or sensitive
material. competitive or commercial
information. proprietary data, or
information -on research and
development. may file a motion for 8

confidential order with the
administrative law judge .and shall.erve
a copy of the motion for a confidential
order on each party,

.(1) The party or person making the
motion must show .that the confidential
order is necessary to protect the
informa'tion from disc}osuJ1e to the
public.

(2) II the administrative law judge
determines that the requested material
is not necessary to decide the case, the
administrative law judge shall preclude
any inquiry into the matter by any party.

(3) If the administrative law judge
determines that the requested material
may be disclosed during discovery, the
administrative law judge may order that
the material may be .discovered and
disclosed under limited conditions or
may be used only under certain terms
and conditions.

(4) 1£ the administrative law judga
determines that the requested material
is necessary to decide the case and that
8 Gonfidential order is warranted. the
administrative law judge shall provide:

(i) An oppcrtunity for review of the
document by the parties off the record;

(ii) Procedures for excluding the
information from the record; and

riii) Order that the parties shall not
disclose the information in any manner
and the parties shall not use the
information in any other proceeding.

(h) Protective orders. A party or a
person who has received a request for
discovery may file 8 motion far
protective order with the administrative
'law judge and.shaU .erve a copy ofthe
motion fot]Jrotective order on each
party. The party or person making the
mOlion must show that the pJlotective
order is necessary to protect the party or
the person from annoyance,
embarr-assment, oppression. or undue
burden or expense. As part of the
protective order, the administrative law
judge may:

.(1) Deny ilie discovery request;
(2) Order that discovery be conducted

only on specified terms and conditions.
including 8 designation of the time or
place for discovery or a detennination of
tbe method of discovery: or

.(3) Llmit ilie scope of discovery or
preclude any inquiry into certain
matters during discoveIY.

[i) Duty to .supplement or amend
responses. A Jlar.~y who has..responded
to 8 discovery request has a duty to
supplement or amend the response, as
soon as the information is known, as
follows:

(1) A party sball supplement or amend
any response 10 a question requesting
the identity and location of any person
baving knowledge of discoverable
matters.

[2J A party .hall supplement or amend
any response to a questionIequesting
the identity of each person who will be
called to testify at the hearing as 80

expert witness and the subject matter
and substance of that witness'
testimony.
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(3) A party shall supplement or amend
any response that was incorrect when
made or any response that was correct
when made but is no longer correct,
accurate. or complete.

(j) Depositions. The following rules
apply to depositions taken pursuant to
this section:

(1) Form. A deposition shall be taken
on the record and reduced to writing.
The person being deposed shall sign the
deposition unless the parties agree to
waive the requirement of 8 signature.

(2) Administration ofooths. Within
the United States. or a territory or
possession subject to the jurisdiction of
tbe United States, a party shall take a
deposition before a person authorized to
administer oaths by the laws of the
United States or authorized by the law
of the place where the examination is
held. In foreign countries, a party shall
take a deposition in any manner
allowed by the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

(3) Notice ofdeposition. A party .hall
serve a notice of deposition. stating the
time and place of the deposition and the
name and address of each person to be
examined, on the person to be deposed,
on the administrative law judge, on the
hearing docket clerk, and on each party
not later than 1 days before the
deposition. A party may serve a notice
of deposition less than 7 d~ys before the
deposition only with consent of the
administrative law judge. If a subpoena
duces tecum is to be served on the
person to be examined, the party shall
attach 8 copy of the subpoena duces
tecum that describes the materials to be
produced at the deposition to the notice
of deposition.

(4) Use of depositions. A party may
use any part or all of a deposition at a
hearing authorized under this subpart
only upon a sho:wing of good cause. The
deposition may be used against any
party who was present or represented at
the deposition or who had reasonable
notice of the deposition.

(k) Interrogatories. A party, the
party's attorney. or the party's
representative may sign the party's
responses to interrogatories. If a party
objects to an interrogatory, the party
shall state the objection and the reasons
for the objection. An opposing party
may use any part or all of a party's
responses to interrogatories at a hearing
authorized under this subpart to the
extent that the response is relevant,
material, and not repetitious.

(1) A party shan not serve more than
30 interrogatories to each other party.
Each subpart of an interrogatory shall
be counted as 8 'separate interrogatory.

(2) A party shall file a motion for
leave to serve additional interrogatories

on a party with the administrative law
judge before serving additional
interrogatories on a party. The
administrative law judge shall grant the
motion only if the party shows good
cause for the party's failure to inquire
about the information previously and
that the information caunot reasonably
be obtained using less burdensome
discovery methods or he obtained from
other sources.

(1) Requests for admission. A party
may serve a written request for
admission of the truth of any matter
within the scope of discovery under this
section or the authenticity of any
document described in the request. A
party shall set forth each request for
admission separately. A party shaU
serve copies of documents referenced in
the request for admission unless the "
documents have been provided or are
reasonably available for inspection and
copying.

(1) Time. A party's failure to respond
to a request for admission, in writing
and signed by the attorney or Ihe party,
not later than 30 days after service of
the request, is deemed an admission of
the truth of the statement or statements
contained in the request for admission.
The administrative law judge may
determine that a failure to respond to a
request for admission is not deemed an
admission of the truth if a party shows
that the failure was due to
circumstances beyond the control of the
party or the party's attorney.

(2) Response. A party may object 10 a
request for admission and shall state the
reasons for objecUon. A party may
specifically deny the truth of the rnaIter
or describe the reasons why the party is
unable to truthfully deny or admit the
matter. If a party is unable to deny or
admit the truth of the malter. Ihe party
shall show thatlhe party has made
reasonable inquiry into the matter or
that the information known to, or
readily obtainable by, the party is
insufficient to enable the party to admit
or deny the matter. A party may admit
or deny any part of the request for
admission. If the administr"ative law
judge determines that a response: does
not comply with the requirements of this
rule or that the response is insufficient.
tbe matter is deemed admitted.

(3) Effect of admission. Any matter
admitted or deemed admitted under this
section is conclusively established for
the purpose of the hearing and appeal

(m) Motion to compel discovery. A
party may make a motion to compel
discovery if 8 person refuses to answer
8 question during a deposition. a party
fails or refuses to answer an
interrogatory, if a person gives an
evasive or incomplete answer during a

deposition or when responding to an
interrogatory, or a party faHs or refuses
to produce documents or tangible items.
During a deposition, the proponent of a
question may complete the deposition or
may adjoum the examination before
making a motion to compel if a person
refuses to answer.

(n) Failure fo comply with a discavery
order or order to compel. If a party fails
to comply with 8 discovery order or an
order to compel, the administrative law
judge, limited to tbe extent of the parly's
failure to comply with the discovery
order or'motion to compel. may:

(1) Strike that portion of a party's
pleadings:

(2] Preclude prehearing or discovery
motions by that party;

(3) Preclude admission of Ihat portion
of a party's evidence at the hearing; or

(4) Preclude that portion of the
testimony of that party's witnesses at
the hearing.

§ 13.221 Notice of hearing.

(a) Notice. The administrative law
judge shall give each party at least 60
days notice of the date, time, and
location of the hearing.

(b) Dote, time, and Iocotion of the
hearing. The administrative law judge to
whom the proceedings have been
assigned shall set a reasonable date.
time, and location for the bearing. The
administrative law judge shall consider
the need for discovery and any joint
procedural or discovery schedule
submitted by the parties when
determining the hearing date. The
administrative law judge shall give due
regard to the convenience of the parties,
the location where the majority of the
witnesses reside or work. and whether
the location is served by a scheduled air
carrier.

(e) Earlier hearing. With the consent
of the administrative law judge, the
parties may agree to hold the hearing on
an earlier date than the date specified in
the notice of hearing.

§ 13.222 EVidence.

(a) General. A party is entitled to
present the party's case or defense by
oral, documentary, or demonstrative
evidence, to submit rebuttal evidence,
and to conduct any cross-examination
that may be required for 8 full and true
disclosure of the facts.

(b) Admissibility. A party may
introduce any oral, documentary. or
demonstrative evidence in support of
the party's case or defense. The
administrative law judge shall admit
any oral, documentary, or demonstrative
evidence introduced by 8 party but shall
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exclude irrelevant, immaterial, or
unduly repetitious -evidence.

(c) Hearsay'evidence. Hearsa.y
evidence is admissible in proceedings
governed by this subpart. The fact that
evidence submItted by 8 party.is
hea<say goes only to the weight of the
evidence and does not affect its
admissibiliIY.

§ 13.229 'Standardo' proof.
The administrative law judge shall

issue an initial decision 'or shall rule in a
party's favor only if the de'cision-ar
ruHng is supported by. and in
accordance with. the reliable, probative,
and substantial evidence 'Contained in
the record. In order to pl1evail, ilie party
with the burden of procif shall prove the
party's case or defense by a
preponderance 'Of reliable, 'Probative.
and substantial evidence.

§ 13.224 Burd.n 01 proof.
~al Except in the esse of an

affirmative defense" the ob.urden of proof
is on the agency.

[b) Except as otherwise provided b,y
statute or rule, the proponent of .a
motion. request, or order has the burden
of proof.

[c) Aparty who hs <isserted <in
affll'IIlative defense has the burden of
proving the affirmative defense.

§ 19.225 OIIer,of·proot.
A party whose ev.idence has been

excluded by a ruling of the
administrative law judge may offer the
evidence for the record on ap,peal.

§ 13.226 Public disclosure of evidence.
[a) The.administrative law judge may

order that any information contained in
the record be withheld from public
disclosure. Any peuon may object to
disclosure of information in .the record
qy filing a written motion to wItbhold
specific information with the
administrative law judge and serving a
copy of the motion on each party. The
party shall state the specific grounds for
nondisclosur.e in the motion.

Ibj'The administrative law judge shall
grant the motion to withhold information
in the record ff, based on the motion and
any response to the motion, the
administrative law judge determines
that disclosure would be detrimental to
aviation Bafe~y, disclosure would not be
in the public interest. or that the
information is not otherwise required to
be made available to the public.

113:227 &perl or opinion wltness.s.
An employeecif the agency may not

be called as an expert or opinion
witness, for any party other than the
FAA, in any proceeding governed by
this 'Subpart An employee of a

respondent may not be called by an
agency attorney as an e.xpert or opinion
witness for the FAA in a~y proceeding
gov.erued .by this subpa.t to which the
respondent is a par~y.

§ 13.228 Subpoenas.
(a]llequest for subpoena. A party

may obtain a subpoena to compel the
attendance .of a witness at a deposition
or hearing or ,to require the production of
documents or tangible items from the
hearing docket clerk. The hearing do.cket
clerk shall deliver the subpoena. signed
by the hearing docket clerk o,r an
administ'f.ative law judge .but otherwise
in blank. toihe party. The par\}' shall
complete the subpoena. staling the title
of the actinn and the date and time for
the witness' attendance or production of
documents or items. The party who
obtained the subpoena shall serve the
subpoeaa on the witness.

[b] Motion to quash or modify the
subpoena. A party. or any ·person upon
whom a subpoena has been served. may
file a motion to ,quash or modify the
subpoena with the adminis,trati:ve law
judge at or before the lime apecifled in
the subpoena for compliance. The
applicant shall describe, in detail, the
basis for ,the application to 'quash or
modify the supoena including. but not
limited to. a stelementihat the
testimony, document. aT tangible
evidA:!nce is notrelevant to the
p~Dceeding, that the subpoena is not
reasonably lailored to lhe scope of the
proceeding, or that the subpoena Is
unreasonable and oppressive. A motion
to quash or modify the subpoena will
stay the effect of the subpoena pending
a decision by the administra1ive law
judge on the motion.

Ie) Enforcement ofsubpoena. Upon a
showinS that a person has failed _or
refused ,to comply with.a ,subpoena, a
party may apply to the local Federal
district court to ,seek judicial
enforcement of the subpoena in
accordance wHh section 1004 of the
Federal Aviation Act of-1958,,ss
amended.

I 13.229 Witn.salees.
(a) Genetrill. Unless otherwise

authorized by the administrative law
jodge. the .party who applies fora
subpoena to compel the attendance of a
witness at 8 dep,Gsi tion or hearing. or
the party -at whose request a witness
ap,peslIB at.a deposition or hearing, shall
pay the witness fees described in this
section.

[b) Amount. Except for an employee of
the agency who appears at the direction
of the Iigency. a witness who appears at
a deposition or hearing is <entitled to the
same fees and mileage expenses as are

paid to a witness in a court of the
United States in1compar,able
circumstances.

§ 13.230 Record.

(a) Exclusive recard. The trnnscrlpt of
all testimony !nthe hearing. all exhibil.
received into .evidence. and all motions.
applications, reJiluests, and rolings shall
constitute the eocclusive -Decom for
decisi'on of1he pro.ceedingsand the
basis for 'the issuance of any oroel's in
lhe prooeeding. Any proceedings
regar.ding the disqualification ofan
administrative law judge shall be
included in the ·record.

(b) Exomination ·and copying of
record. Any person may ·e*amine the
record at the HearingDocket, F-edera~
Aviation Administration, 000
Independence Avenue, SW.. Room 9Z4A.
Washington. DC 20591. Any person may
have 8 copy of the record after payment
of reasonable costs to CORY the record.

§ 13.231 Argument belo·r. t~e
admlnlstr.atlve law jUdge.

(a) Arguments during the hearing.
During the hesl"ing. the adminlstrativ.e
law judge 'shall ~ve the parties a
reasonable opportunity to present
arguments on theTecord supporting GT

opposing motions. objections, and
rulings if the parties reguest an
opportunity for argument The
administrative law judge may request
written arguments during the ,hearing if
the administrative la·w judge finds lhat
submission of written arguments would
be reasonable.

{b) Final oral argument. At the
conclusion of the 'hearing and before the
administrative "law judge issues an
initial decision in the pro·ceedings. the
parties are entitled to submit oral
proposed findings oft>.ct and
conclusions onaw, exceptions to rulings
of the administr,ative taw judge. and
supporting argumentsior the findings.
conclusions, or exceptions. At the
conclusion.of the hearinE. 8 paI1Y may
waive final oral argument.

[c) Posthearing briefs. The
administrative law judge may request
written posthearing briefs berms the
administrative law judge ISSueS an
initial decision.in.the proceedings if tbe
administrative law judge finde that
submission of written arguments would
be reasonable. If a party files a written
poslhearing brief. the.party shall include
proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law,. exceptions to rolings
of the adminisu-ative law judge, and
supporting a:nguments fcrr the findings,
conclusion'S. or ex:ceptions. The
adminislnltive law judge shalLgive the
parties it reasonable opportunity, no-1
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more than 30 days after receipt of the
transcript, to prepare and submit the
briefs.

§ 13.232 Initial decision.
la) Contents. The administrative law

judge shall issue an initial decision at
the conclusion of the hearing. In each
oral or written decision, the
administrative law judge shall include
findings of fact and conclusions of law,
and the grounds supporting those
finding's and conclusions. upon all
material issues of fact. the credibility of
witnesses. the applicable law. any
exercise of the administrative law
judge's discretion, the amount of any
civil penalty found appropriate by the
administrative law judge. and 8

discussion of the basis for any order
issued in the proceedings. The
administrative law judge is not required
to provide a written explanation for
rulings on objections. procedural
motions, and other matters not directly
relevant to the substance of the initial
decision. If the administrative law judge
refers to any previous unreported or
unpublished initial decision, the
administrative law judge shall make
copies of that initial decision available
to all parties and the FAA
decisionmaker.

(b) Orol decision. Except as provided
in paragraph (c) of this section, at the
conclusion of the hearing, the
administrative law judge. shall issue the
initial decision and order orally on the
record.

[c) Wrillen decision. The
administrative law judge may issue a
written initial decision not later than 30
days after the conclusion of the hearing
or submission of the last posthearing
brief if the administrative law judge
fmds that issuing a written initial
decision is reasonable. The
administrative law judge shall serve a
copy of any written initial decision on
each party.

Id) Order assessing civil penalty.
Unless appealed pursuant to 113.233 of
this subpart, the initial decision issued
by the ·administrative law judge shall be
considered an order assessing civil
penalty if the administrative law judge
finds that an alleged violation occurred
and determines that a civil penalty, in
an amount found appropriate by the
administrative law judge, is warranted.

§ 13.233 Appesllrom Initial decision.
(a) Notice ofappeal. Aparty may

appeal the initial decision, and any
decision not previously appealed
pursuant to 113.219, by filing a notice of
appeal with the FAA decisionmaker. A
party shall file the notice of appeal with
the Federal Aviation Administration.

800 Independence Avenue, SW., Room
924A, Washington, DC 20591, Attention:
Appellate Docket Clerk. A party shall
file the notice of appeal not later than 10
days after entry of the oral initial
decision on the record or service of the
written initial decision on the parties
and shall serve a copy of the notice of
appeal on each party.

Ib) Issues on appeal. A party may
appeal only the fo.llowing issues:

(1) Whether each filing of fact is
supported by 8 preponderance of
reliable. probative, and substantial
evidence;

(2) Whether each conclusion of law is
made in accordance with applicable
Jaw, precedent, and public policy; and

(3) Whether the administrative law
judge committed any prejudicial errors
during the hearing that support the
appeal.

[c) Perfecting on appeal. Unless
otherwise agreed by the part.ies, B party
shall perfect an appeal, not later than 50
days after entry of the oral initial
decision on the record or service of the
written initial decision on the party. by
filing an appeal brief with the FAA
decisionmaker.

(1) Extellsion of time by ogreemellt of
the parties. The parties may agree to
extend the time for perfecting the appeal
with the consent of the FAA
decisionmaker. If la1.e FAA
decisionmaker grants an extension of
time to perfect the appeal; the appellate
docket clerk shall serve a letter
confirming the extension of time on each
party.

(2) Written motion for extension. If
the parties do not agree to an extension
of time for perfecting an appeal, a party
desiring an extension of time may file a
written motion for an extension with the
FAA decisionmaker and shall serve a
copy of the motion on each party. The
FAA decisionmaker may grant an
extension if good cause for the
extension is shown in the motion.

(d) Appeal briefs. A party shall file
the appeal brief with the FAA
decisionmaker and shall serve a copy of
the appeal brief on each party.

(1) A party shall set forth, in d~tail,

the party's specific objections to the
initial decision or rulings in the appeal
brief. A party also shall Bet forth, in
detail, the basis for the appeal, the
reasons supporting the appeal, and the
relief requested in the appeal. If the
party relies on evidence contained in the
record for the appeal, the party sball
specifically refer to the pertinent
evidence contained in the transcript in
the appeal brief.

(2) The FAA decisionmaker may
dismiss an appeal, on the FAA
decisionmaker's own initiative or upon

motion of any other party, where a party
has filed a notice of appeal but fails to
perfect the appeal by timely filing an
appeal brief with the FAA
decisionmaker.

Ie) Reply brief Unless otherwise
agreed by the parties, any party may file
a reply brief with the FAA
decisionmaker not later than 35 days
after the appeal brief has been served
on that party. The party filing the reply
brief shall serve a copy of the reply brief
on each party. If the party relies on
evidence contained in the record for the
reply, the party shall specifically refer to
the pertinent evidence contained in the
transcript in the reply brief.

(1) Extension of time by agreement of
the parties. The parties may agree to
extend the time for filing a reply brief
with the consent of the FAA
decisionmaker. If the FAA
decisionmaker grants an extension of
time to file the reply brief, the appellate
docket clerk shall serve a letter
confll'IIling the extension of time on each
party.

(2) Written motion for extension. If
the parties do not agree to an extension
of time for filing a reply brief, a party
desiring an extension of time may file a
written motion for an extension with the
FAA decisionmaker and shall serve a
copy of the motion on each party. The
FAA decisionmaker may grant an
extension if good cause for the
extension is shown in the motion.

(I) Other briefs. The FAA
decisionmaker may allow any person to
submit an amicus curiae brief in an
appeal of an initial decision. A party
may not file more than one appeal brief
or reply brief. A party may petition the
FAA decisionmaker, in writing, for leave
to file an additional brief and shall serve
a copy of the petition on each party. The
party may not file the additional brief
with the petition. The FAA
decisionmaker may grant leave to file an
additional brief if the party
demonstrates good cause for allowing
additional argument on the appeal. The
FAA decisionmaker will allow a
reasonable time for the party to file the
additional brief.

(g) Number of copies. A party shall
file the original appeal brief or the
original reply brief, and two copies of
the brief, with the FAA decisionmaker.

(h) Oral argument. The FAA
decisionmaker has sale discretion to
permit oral argument on the appeal. On
the FAA decisionmaker's own initiative
or upon written motion by any party, the
FAA decisionmaker may find that oral
argument-will contribute substantially to
the development of the issues on appeal
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and may grant the parties an
opportunity for oral argument.

(il Waiver of objections on appeal. U
a party fails to abject to any alleged
error regarding the proceedings in an
appeal or a reply brief, the party waives
any objection to the alleged error. Tbe
FAA decisionmaker is not required to
consider any objection in an appeal
brief or any argument in the reply brief
if a party's objection is based on
evidence contained on the record Bnd
the party does not specifically refer to
the pertinent evidence from the record
in the brief.

(j) FAA decisionmaker's decision on
appeal. The FAA decisionmaker will
review the briefs on appeal aod the oral
argumen~ if any. to determine if the
administrative law judge committed
prejudicial error in the proceedings or
that the initial decision should be
affIrmed. modified. or reversed. The
FAA decisionmaker may affirm, modify,
or reverse the initial decision, make any
necessary findings, or may remand the
case for any proceedings that the FAA
decisionmaker determines may be
necessary.

(1) The FAA decisionmaker may raise
any issue, on the FAA decisionmaker's
own initiative. that is required for
proper disposition of the proceedings.
The FAA decisionmaker will give the
parties a reasonable opportunity to
submit arguments on the new issues
before making a decision on appeal. If
an issue raised by the FAA
decisionmaker requires the
consideration of additional testimony or
evidence. the FAA decisionmaker will
remand the case to the administrative
law judge for further proceedings .and an
initial decision related to that issue. If
an issue raised by the FAA
decisionmaker is solely an issue of law
or the issue was addressed at the
hearing but was not raised by a party in
the briefs on appeal, a remand of the
CBse to the administrative law judge for
further proceedings is not required but
may be provided in the discretion of the
FAA decisionmaker.

(2) The FAA decisionmaker wlll issue
the final decision and order of the
Administrator on appeal in writing and
will serve a copy of the decision and
order on each party. Unless 8 petition
for re'"iew is filed pursuant to 113.235, a
final decision and order of the

Administrator shall be considered an
order assessing civil penalty if the FAA
decisionmaker finds that an aUeged
violation occurred and a civil penalty is
warranted.

(3) A final decision and order of the
Administrator after appeal is precedent
in any other civil penalty action. Any
issue, finding or conclusion, order.
ruling. or initial decision of an
administrative law judge that has not
been appealed to the FAA
decisionmaker is not precedent in any
other civil penalty action.

§ 13.234 Petition to reconsider or modify a
final decision and order of the fAA
declslonmaker on appeal.

(a) General. Any party may petition
the FAA decisionmaker to reconsider or
modify a final decision and order issued
by the FAA decisionmaker on appeal
from an initial decision. A party shall
file a petition to reconsider or modify
with the FAA decisionmaker not later
than 30 days after service of the FAA
decisiorunaker's fmal decision and order
on appeal and shall serve a copy of the
petition on each party. The FAA
decisionmaker will not reconsider or
modify an initial decision and order
issued by an administrative law judge
that has not been appealed by any party
to the FAA decisionmaker.

(b) Form and number of copies. A
party shall file a petition to reconsider
or modify, in writing, with the FAA
decisionmaker. The party shall file the
original petition with the FAA
decisionmaker and shall serve a copy of
the petition on each party.

(cl Contents. A party sballstate
briefly and specifically the alleged
errors in the final decision and order on
appeal. the relief sought by the party.
and the grounds that support the petition
to reconsider or modify.

(1) If the petition is based. in whole or
in part, on allegations regarding the
consequences of the FAA
decisionmaker's decision, the party shall
describe these allegations and shall
describe, and support the basis for the
allegations.

(2) If the petition is based, in whole or
in part. on new material not previously
raised in the proceedings. the party shall
set forth the new material and include
affidavits of prospective wjlnesses and
authenticated documents that would be

introduced in support of the new
material. The party shall explain, in
detail, why the new material was not
diScovered through due diligence prior
to L'le hearing.

(d) Repetitious and frivolous petitions.
The FAA decisionmaker will not
consider repetitious or frivolous
petitions. The FAA decisionmaker may
summarily dismlss repetitious or
frivolous petitions to reconsider or
modify.

(el Reply petitions. Any other party
may reply to a petition to reco:Isider or
modify, not later than 10 days after
8e~ce of the petition on that party, by
fihng a reply with the FAA
decisionmaker. A party shall serve a
copy of the reply on each party.

(f] Effect offiling petition. Unless
otherwise ordered by the FAA
decisionmaker, filing of a petition
pursuant to this section will not stay or
delay the effective date of the FAA
decisionmaker's final decision and order
on appeal and shall nol toll tbe time
allowed for judicial review.

(g) FAA decisionmaker's decision on
petition. The FAA decisionrnaker has
801~ ?iscretion to grant or deny 8

petition to reconsider or modify. The
F~.decisionmaker will grant or deny 8
pehtion to reconsider or modify within a
~a~~nable time after receipt of the
pehhon or receipt of the reply petition. if
any. The FAA decisionmaker may
affIrm. modify. or reverse the fmal
decision and order on appeal, or may
remand the case for any proceedings
that L~e FAA decisionmaker determines
may be necessary.

f 13.235 JUdicial review of • tlnal decision
and order.

A person milY seek judicial review of
e final decision and order of the
Administrator as provided in section
1006 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
as amended. A party seeking judicial
review of a final decision and order
shall file 8 petition for review not later
than 60 days after the final decision and
order has been served on the party,

Issued in Washington. DC. on June 27, 1990.
'ames B. Busey.
Administrator.
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